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ABSTRACT 
 

Unprincipled Moral Learning: Dewey’s Pragmatism and Dancy’s Particularism 
 

Nathan E. Jackson, Ph.D. 
 

 Mentor: Stuart E. Rosenbaum, Ph.D. 
 
 

This dissertation draws on resources in John Dewey’s work to respond to a lacuna 

in Jonathan Dancy’s moral particularism. Dancy maintains that there are few, if any, true 

universal moral principles, and that moral reasoning and judgment do not depend upon 

them. He holds that moral justification is narrative, and affirms a view of moral 

competence where an individual is able to track a situation’s salient features in their 

particular relationships, what he calls a situation’s “shape.” However, it is unclear how 

moral education is possible on a particularist framework, and I argue in chapter two that 

the resources Dancy offers here are inadequate. Moreover, since different situations will 

contain different salient features and exhibit different shapes, Dancy’s particularism faces 

a problem regarding the use of imaginary cases in moral education and reasoning. Since 

the same feature can be salient in different ways from one situation to another, the best 

cases can do is to yield “reminders” of the importance that a feature can have. In 

response, I argue that John Dewey’s work on habits, tradition, and imagination can 

provide avenues of response for particularism. In chapter 3, I respond to the criticism that 

Dancy and Dewey’s views are incompatible, since Dewey eschews claims to objectivity. 
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I show that Dancy’s conception of objectivity, “Hegelian objectivity,” shares 

fundamental commitments with Dewey’s conceptions of inquiry and criticism. 

Afterwards, in chapter 4, I argue that Dewey can explain the possibility of particularist 

moral education as enculturation into a “culture of evaluation” in terms of habituation in 

traditions. For Dewey, habits are projective demands for activity that organize 

experienced elements, or features of situations. By performing conjoint activities in a 

social environment, one forms habits that explain the salience of certain features. Finally, 

in chapter 5, I argue that Dewey’s work on imagination in his aesthetic work helps 

answer the challenge regarding cases. In interacting with a case, one is not necessarily 

looking for new properties.  Instead, cases can alter the background understanding one 

brings to a situation. Cases can argue for the potential of certain narrative elements, like 

particular metaphors, to enable coherent descriptions of situations. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 
Moral particularism, broadly understood, is the position that morality resists 

codification into a set of rules or principles.1  Particularists worry about deleterious moral 

consequences from reliance on rules, and some positions maintain that we can uphold the 

demands of rationality without accepting universal principles.  Thus construed, 

particularism accommodates a variety of articulations and approaches to the moral life, 

and there are a variety of particularist positions.  These views share in common an 

emphasis on the role of attunement to particularities of situations in moral knowledge, 

reasoning, or judgment, though one may afford priority to particularity in one aspect of 

the moral life but not another.  Herein, I am concerned with one more trenchant 

articulation of particularism and shortcomings that befall it.2 

This dissertation addresses the work of the main contemporary proponent of 

moral particularism, Jonathan Dancy. Dancy maintains that there are few, if any, true 

moral principles, and that moral reasoning and judgment do not require them.  Instead, 

acts are justified by elements of a situation, its salient features, which provide moral 

reason for action. For individuals to be morally competent, they need to be attuned to 

these features. I draw on the work of another figure sympathetic to particularist critiques 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 In the context of my discussion of Jonathan Dancy, I will use “rules” and “principles” 

interchangeably. 
 
2!For a treatment of varieties of particularism in recent philosophical literature see Darin Davis, 

Rules and Vision: Particularism in Contemporary Ethics (Ph.D. Dissertation, 2004). Davis distinguishes 
between varieties of particularism on the basis of what role attention to particularity plays in moral 
perception, reasoning, and judgment. One might embrace a meaningful role for generalities in one area but 
not in others. 
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of rules, the American philosopher John Dewey, to resolve a pair of puzzles regarding the 

possibility of particularist moral education. I argue that Dancy’s variety of particularism 

cannot answer these difficulties regarding moral education with resources that he allots 

the view, but can by drawing on Dewey’s pragmatism.  Deweyan resources enable 

articulating a possibility of moral education and of learning from cases compatible with 

the foundational thesis of Dancy’s particularism, his holism regarding moral reasons.  I 

am offering a friendly amendment to Dancy’s particularism; I fail to see—and I argue 

against the view in a later chapter—that tension between Dancy and Dewey’s 

fundamental commitments requires no connection between their work. 

In this chapter, I introduce Dancy’s particularism in contrast to dominant post-

Enlightenment moral theories, offer a synopsis of its consequences for moral reasoning 

and the challenges raised, and suggest that particularists should look to Dewey’s work for 

resources.  Dewey, like Dancy, rejects a rule-governed picture of moral reasoning and 

judgment.  After reviewing the inadequacies of current pragmatist engagement with 

particularism, I address Paul Taylor’s claim that pragmatist-particularist dialogue ignores 

Dewey’s call for a “recovery of philosophy,” and betrays the “ethical impulse” 

underlying pragmatism.   

 
Principle-Grounded Conceptions of Moral Competence 

Rejecting the truth and necessity of moral principles cuts against the grain of most 

post-Enlightenment traditions of moral philosophy.  Dancy recognizes this break, 

presenting particularism in contrast to W.D.  Ross’ “generalism.”3 Here, I briefly 

consider the role of principles in a few of those post-Enlightenment traditions, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Jonathan Dancy, Moral Reasons (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1993), ix, 91-108. 
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deontological, teleological, and those that locate the source of obligation in agreement, 

such as T.M. Scanlon’s contractualism.  Broadly, I am not concerned with the content of 

the various principles, but with the role these traditional approaches allot for 

generalizations as both determinants of right or wrong action and in decision procedures. 

Dancy presents particularism in contrast to W.D. Ross’ work.  Ross argues that 

there are a number of prima facie duties or obligations.  Included among these duties are 

duties of non-malfeasance, reparation, and fidelity.4 These duties are captured by a set of 

principles.  In each case, the principle specifies some feature of an action (like having 

made a promise) as having a certain moral import (keeping the promise is a prima facie 

obligation).  On Ross’ view, that an action conforms to one the principles provides moral 

reason to perform that act.  For example, that an action exemplifies fidelity is always, 

invariantly, a reason in favor of performing that action.  These reasons are defeasible, and 

Ross ranks principles in terms of import to curtail worries about conflicts in duties.  Still, 

most importantly for the purposes of contrast, moral reasons are principles. 

Moral reasoning is similarly principled for Ross.  Since principles specify 

reasons, one’s coming to know what to do involves weighing the various reasons 

specified.  Ross’ rankings of principles aid in this process.  If non-malfeasance and 

“promoting the aggregate good” were to conflict, for example, the duty for non-

malfeasance outweighs that for promoting the aggregate good.  Thus, one would reason 

that, in this case, the stronger or more important principle provides more moral reason for 

one act than the weaker principle provide for the other.  Principles do not merely 

determine right action by specifying a feature that always counts in favor of a certain 

action; in addition, principles ground moral reasoning. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

4 W.D. Ross, The Right and the Good (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1930), 21-25. 
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A more familiar example of a deontological approach is Kantian ethics.  

Famously, Kant maintains that right action is determined by its conformity to the 

“categorical imperative,” or universal law, of which he offers various formulations.  The 

first is, “act only in accord with that maxim whereby you can at the same will that it 

should become a universal law.”5 That an action conforms to this principle constitutes its 

rightness or wrongness.  If an action has the feature that its maxim can be so willed is 

always a moral reason to perform that action. On a Kantian program, conformity to, or 

subsumption under, this principle always counts as a reason for action, because the 

principle specifies what constitutes right action.6 In this tradition, principles are central to 

the reality of ethics. 

But principles do not figure merely into Kantian accounts of moral reality, but 

into accounts of how we make moral decisions and come to know what to do.  

Understood as a decision procedure, the categorical imperative accords a central place to 

principles in moral reasoning; it asks that one identify the maxim of one’s action.  One 

imagines that one is acting on a rule that one has made for oneself then “tests” the rule by 

imagining that it was universally adopted.  Should the universalization result in a 

contradiction, then the decision procedure dictates that one not act on that maxim.  Thus, 

a straightforward interpretation of the Kantian program is principled, both in terms of 

what makes an action right and in coming to know the right thing to do. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Immanuel Kant, Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morality, Translated by James Ellington 

(Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 1993), 30. 
 
6 The principle constitutes the ethical.  In light of this function, moral rationality is principled.  

Writing in the Kantian tradition, Christine Korsgaard explains, “... until the will has a law or principle, 
there is nothing from which it can derive a reason” (1996, 97) The understanding of reason here is both 
something that engages the will and constitutes the case for the actual morality of a course of action.  
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Teleological theories, moral theories that ground obligation in consequences 

produced by actions, constitute another dominant post-Enlightenment moral tradition.  

Foremost among such theories is utilitarianism, represented by John Stuart Mill, and, 

“ideal consequentialism,” articulated in the twentieth century by G.E.  Moore.  John 

Stuart Mill writes, “The creed which accepts as a foundation of morals ‘utility’ or the 

‘greatest happiness principle’ holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to 

promote happiness; wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness.”7 This 

principle identifies being productive of happiness as the right-making feature of actions.  

Moreover, Mill identifies the principle as the “foundation of morals,” implying that the 

principle is essential to the ethical.  Utility is not merely a consideration in moral 

decision-making on a utilitarian view; it is constitutive of morality itself. 

In this consequentialist tradition, G.E. Moore disputes Mill’s hedonism, arguing 

for a plurality of goods, including aesthetic goods, but maintains a principled view of 

morality.  He identifies a feature of action that makes an act right in every situation in 

every situation in which it appears.  On his account,  

it is only for the sake of these things [ideal states of affairs]—in order that 
as much of them as possible may at some time exist—that any one can be 
justified in performing any public or private duty; that they are the raison 
d’être of virtue; that it is they—these complex wholes themselves, and not 
any constituent or characteristic of them—that form the rational ultimate 
end of human action and the sole criterion of social progress.8 
 

The principle connects the property of being productive of an ideal state of affairs with 

the rightness of an action.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism, Edited by (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 2002), 6. 

8 G.E. Moore, Principia Ethica, (New York: Dover, 2004), 122. 
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Moreover, just as the categorical imperative provides both a foundation to the 

ethical and a decision procedure, so the greatest happiness principle and Moore’s ideal 

consequentialism offer a guide to moral reasoning.  If one were a utilitarian who is 

perplexed about what to do, one should try to envision the consequences of various 

courses of action, and pursue that action which produces the greatest aggregate 

happiness.9 

Finally, some modern moral theories attempt to locate the source of morality in 

principles agreed upon under certain (generally counterfactual) conditions.  For instance, 

John Rawls defends a social contract theory of justice to identify principles, and T. M. 

Scanlon’s contractualism also relies on universal principles as a mark of right action. 

For Rawls, principles of justice are justified in virtue of being agreed upon in an 

“original position.” In this thought-experiment, individuals are to envision social 

organization, distribution of opportunities, rights and wealth, without knowing their exact 

position in society.  They are under a “veil of ignorance,”  

Among the essential features of this situation is that no one knows his 
place in society, his class position or social status, nor does any one know 
his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities, his 
intelligence, strength and the like. ...  The principles of justice are chosen 
behind a veil of ignorance.10 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Bernard Williams argues that this decision procedure, if implemented, would decrease utility, 

insofar as it would degrade the importance of personal relationships and the happiness derived therein. 
While not all utilitarians embrace something like appeal to the principle of utility as essential to moral 
reasoning (Alastair Norcross, for example, argues that consequentialists can affirm various decision 
procedures), the principle can play an important role in utilitarian moral reasoning. 

Bernard Williams and J.J.C.  Smart, Utilitarianism: For and Against (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1973), 135. 

Alastair Norcross, “Consequentialism and Commitment,” Pacific Philosophical Quarterly 78 
(1997): 380-403. 

 
10 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, (Belknap Press, 1971), 12. 
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In this position, individuals identify preferred arrangements, and the arrangements and 

principles that would be agreed upon in such a position are justified.  The theory is 

principled insofar as the specified conditions of deliberation (the original position and the 

veil of ignorance) are supposed to generate principles, and insofar as agreement under 

these conditions invariably justifies social arrangements. 

Scanlon also places import on agreement under certain conditions, writing, “An 

act is wrong if its performance under the circumstances would be disallowed by any set 

of principles for the general regulation of behaviour that no one could reasonably reject 

as a basis for informed, unforced, general agreement.”11 In Scanlon’s work, then, that an 

action is subsumed under a principle provides a moral reason for performing that action.  

He differs from the aforementioned traditions on how these principles themselves are 

justified.  For contractualists, the pertinent question is whether others with similar 

concerns can reasonably reject the proposed principle of action.  This proposal calls for a 

high degree of abstraction,  

when we are considering the acceptability or rejectability of a principle, 
we must take into account not only the consequences of particular actions, 
but also the consequences of general performance or nonperformance of 
such actions and of the other implications ...  of having agents be licensed 
and directed to think in the way that principle requires.12 
 

To find if they are reasonably rejectable, we have to include multifarious standpoints and 

contexts from which people reason.  Contractualism thereby calls for attention to the 

particularity of individuals’ reasoning, but affirms that principles constitute morality. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 T.M.  Scanlon, What We Owe to Each Other (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1998), 153. 

12 Ibid., 203. 
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The vision of moral competence offered by Scanlon is of an individual who has 

knowledge of principles and the ability to apply them.  He argues that appreciation of an 

action’s status as right or wrong generally requires that an individual have an idea of 

what it is about the action that confers that status (“we rarely, if ever, “see” that an action 

is wrong without having some idea of why it is wrong.”).13 If we “see” an action as wrong 

without such an idea, that appreciation has not met standards of reasonableness.  Since, 

according to contractualism, the explanation of why an act is wrong refers to principles 

that others in like positions could not reasonably reject, the judgment of an action’s moral 

worth refers to that principle as well. 

 
Towards Particularism 

The above is by no means a satisfactory account of post-Enlightenment moral 

thought.  However, the work thus far merely shows that these traditions loom large in 

modern moral philosophy and accord principles a place of honor in constituting moral 

reality and in moral reasoning and judgment.  Dancy’s particularism does not amend 

these traditions or merely illuminate an oversight regarding the appreciation of 

particulars.  Dancy’s characterization of particularism reveals the extent to which he 

opposes these principle-focused traditions. 

At various points, Dancy reflects on this opposition, granting that the rule-bound 

position is deeply ingrained in our understanding of morality.  He writes,  

We are accustomed to think that the moral person is the person of principle.  
We have learnt that an unprincipled person is not one to be trusted. ...  We 
take it that the right way to think morally is to bring moral principles to 
bear on each new situation, and that it is only if one has a full set of 
principles in one’s grasp that one is in the best possible position to decide 
what to do in the tricky situations that life throws up.  In a more theoretical 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Ibid., 198. 
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vein, we have also come to think that without principles there could be no 
such thing as morality at all—no difference between the right and wrong.14 
 

Here, Dancy acknowledges that the customary view is that principles are essential to 

morality and to moral reasoning.  And, he continues, “Particularists think this is all 

wrong.  They face an uphill struggle, because principled conceptions of the ethical are 

culturally dominant and have been for centuries, at least in the West.”15  

Dancy’s rejection of principles contains normative elements.  Not only does he 

maintain that principled accounts of morality are committed to an untenable account of 

reasons, but being principled can actually lead one to moral failure, “... the imposition of 

principles on an area that doesn’t need them is likely to lead to some sort of distortion.”16 

Elsewhere, he writes, “Moral principles are at best crutches that a morally sensitive 

person would not require, and indeed the use of such crutches might even lead us into 

moral error.”17 In these comments, Dancy suggests that principles are liable to lead us 

astray morally and to dampen our appreciation of the moral demands of situations.  Think 

of the potential misuses or misapplications of principles of loyalty or respect for 

authority.  If the fact that an authority endorses some act always counts in favor of it, then 

morally reprehensible actions will receive some justification in virtue of being 

commended by a person in a position of authority.  This and other pitfalls confront the 

principled, generalist, account of morality.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Jonathan Dancy, Ethics Without Principles (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 1. 

15 Ibid., 2. 
 
16 Ibid., 2. 

17 Dancy, Jonathan, "Moral Particularism", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2013 
Edition), Edward N.  Zalta (ed.), URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2013/entries/moral-
particularism/>. 
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I expand on Dancy’s case for particularism in chapter 2.  The epistemic thesis, 

that reasoning and judgment are un-principled, follows from a metaphysical thesis about 

moral reasons.  Moral reasons make a case for an action; they contribute to an overall 

case for an action’s moral rightness or wrongness.  Principles fail to appreciate the 

metaphysics of reasons Dancy presents. 

Dancy’s particularism maintains there are no, or at least very few, true universal 

moral principles, and that competent moral reasoning does not rely on such principles.  

By “moral principles,” Dancy means,  

universally quantified expressions that take us from, on the left, 
specifications of the features that make actions right or wrong, or in general 
of the morally relevant features of actions, to, on the right, specifications of 
the features so made—rightness, wrongness or whatever.  More simply, a 
principle of the right, we may say, takes us from a right-making feature or a 
collection of such features to the rightness so made.18 
 

For example, a moral principle might state, <Any action that produces pain is thereby 

wrong>.  Principles specify some feature of an action, and state that the feature in 

question has a particular right- or wrong-making import in any situation that has that 

feature.  Again, particularists deny that any such principles are true in constituting moral 

reality or are useful in moral reasoning and judgment. Again, the support for 

particularism is a metaphysics of reasons.  The features of a situation serve as reasons, 

making a case for action.  If there are true moral principles, then a feature would have to 

make the same in any situation in which it appears.  This position is “atomism.”19 By 

contrast, Dancy argues for “holism,” the position that a feature need not make the same 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Jonathan Dancy, “Can a Particularist Learn the Difference Between Right and Wrong?” in The 

Proceedings of the Twentieth World Congress of Philosophy 1 (1999): 59-72, 59. 

19 Dancy (2003), 74. 
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case for an action in any situation in which it appears.20 If holism is true, Dancy argues, 

then particularism follows.  I elaborate the arguments for holism and particularism more 

fully in the next chapter.  Here, I articulate, briefly, consequences for moral reasoning 

and judgment as well as two particularist problems the dissertation addresses. 

As mentioned above, Dancy rejects the image of morality as embodied in a person 

of principle.  Instead, Dancy argues that the central ability of competent moral agents is 

to perceive the salient features of a situation aright.21  The salient features altogether form 

a narrative structure, Dancy maintains, without the aid of principles.22  These salient 

features in narrative organization morally justify action.  Dancy argues that justification 

and description, on a particularist framework, coalesce (I elaborate further in chapter 2).  

Regarding reasoning, moral argument consists in presentation one’s narrative construal of 

a situation, laying out a view of a situation that accurately “tracks” the profile, the salient 

features, of a situation. He maintains that just as moral justification is narrative, moral 

reasoning is narrative. In moral argument, one relates one’s narrative construal, 

highlighting certain features to help another appreciate a narrative construal 

demonstrating “an internal coherence in the account that compels assent.”23  One is not 

trying to cajole another to see as one does; instead, narratives can be tested. Narratives 

can present an internal coherence that “compels assent.” In moral reasoning, one presents 

narratives, highlighting features and relations between saliences to produce such an 

internal coherence. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

20 Ibid., 73. 
 
21 Generalists also might recognize the need to perceiving salience correctly, as a condition of 

correctly applying a principle.  See footnote 24, below.  
  
22!Jonathan Dancy (1993), 111-113. 
 
23 Ibid., .113. 
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Dancy’s particularism is fertile ground for discussing many different aspects of 

the moral life.  Prominently, much discussion centers on the role of meaningful 

generalities in moral knowledge, and whether Dancy’s account of reasons is plausible 

(since he presents his particularism as a consequence of his account of reasons).  In this 

work, I grant to Dancy that holism of reasons is plausible (I explicate his arguments for 

this position in the next chapter), and that the truth of holism supports particularism. 

However, I maintain that he has not offered a plausible account of moral education, and 

draw on Dewey’s work to fill this lacuna in Dancy’s particularism.  Since holism is the 

hinge on which particularism hangs, the suggestions regarding moral learning cannot 

contradict this thesis.  That is the challenge: Can one offer an account of moral education 

and of learning from moral experience consistent with this thesis concerning moral 

reasons?  Before suggesting that Dewey is sympathetic to particularism and that 

Deweyan resources address some central problems in Dancy’s position, I further 

elaborate the central problems of this dissertation.   

 
Particularism and Moral Learning 

Instead of principles, or the subsumption of an act under a principle, justifying 

one course of action over another, and the morally competent individual applying 

principles to situations, particularists of Dancy’s stripe maintain that the features of the 

situation itself justify one act over another by serving as moral reasons.  That is, a 

morally competent individual is on the lookout solely for salient features in a situation to 

guide reasoning and judgment.24  Dancy is not alone in requiring an account of coming to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 At least some generalist views also require an account of educating appreciation of saliences. 

For example, working in the Kantian tradition, Barbara Herman argues that,  
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appreciate salience, but since his approach provides an additional challenge: the account 

of appreciating salience needs to be compatible with holism of reasons. Features cannot 

be salient in virtue of the truth or knowledge of a proposition like “Feature f always has 

moral import m.” 

At one point, Dancy maintains that a morally competent individual is able to 

appreciate the practical “shape” of a situation, a product of the relationship among all the 

salient features of a situation.  This shape exhibits a narrative structure.25 Since moral 

rationality involves appreciating this narrative shape, morally competent individuals are 

able to appreciate a situation’s narrative. 

I address two related problems of Dancy’s particularism and moral education 

more fully in the next chapter.  Here, I offer a brief comment on the two central 

problems.  The first problem concerns Dancy’s claim in Moral Reasons, outlined above, 

that moral justification mirrors our reason-giving practices and is narrative in structure, 

the arguments for which I will address in the next chapter.  On reason-giving practices, 

Dancy maintains that when we disagree, I try to make you see the situation my way; I 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
if actions are to be assessed (directly) by the CI [categorical imperative] through their 
maxims, there is a need in the Kantian system for some kind of independent moral 
knowledge.  An agent who came to the CI procedure with no knowledge of the moral 
characteristics of actions would be very unlikely to describe his action in a morally 
appropriate way (1985: 416). 
 
To apply a Kantian decision-procedure, an individual must be able to describe her maxim of action 

and the situation to which it applies, and this task requires an appreciation of what particular features of a 
situation matter in these descriptions.  What Kantians need, according to Hermann, is an account of the 
moral knowledge required in order to use the categorical imperative as a decision procedure, something to 
structure the descriptions and maxims to be tested. Her recommendation is that Kantians should maintain 
that these descriptions are structured by “rules of moral salience,” acquired through socialization and 
recommended by the CI.   

 
25 Dancy (1993), 111-113. 
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highlight considerations and offer a “story” of the situation.26 In generalist, or principled, 

views of moral justification, an action is right or wrong insofar as it is subsumed under a 

true universal principle.  Without principles to serve as the major premise of a syllogism, 

one has recourse to these practices of description to provide a clue regarding the structure 

of moral justification.  But, how does one acquire the ability to compose a narrative 

justified by the features of the situation at hand? How does one become sensitive to these 

narratives? The problem here is that Dancy is quiet about what resources particularism 

offers regarding the acquisition of an ability to appreciate or perceive a feature’s salience 

or a situation’s shape. Moreover, those considerations Dancy explores are unhelpful.  

Second, particularism’s rejection of universal rules leaves a puzzle about 

imaginary cases, or even the worth of past cases.  If what justifies a course of action is the 

situation at hand, how can a different, imagined, situation illuminate what to do in the 

present case? Dancy argues that we use cases to reveal that a feature can have moral 

import—these cases reveal principles understood as reminders.27 We use cases, then, to 

acquire a checklist of potentially important properties.  This account of the use of cases, 

though, is inadequate.  As we will see in later chapters, the account of stories as mines for 

possibly important properties does not do justice to actual instances of moral learning 

through cases.  Moreover, if learning from stories and imaginary cases is supposed to 

mirror learning from actual experience, then Dancy offers a picture of moral experiences 

that furnishes mere reminders.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Ibid., 113. 
 
27 Ibid., 67-69. And Jonathan Dancy. “The Role of Imaginary Cases in Ethics,” Pacific 

Philosophical Quarterly 66 (1985): 141-153, 150. 
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This second problem assumes that an individual has some ability to discern 

saliences, but that the truth of holism undermines the inference from one case to the next 

that some feature serves as a moral reason.  Thus, cases cannot yield knowledge of a 

principle.   

Addressing these two difficulties forms the bulk of this work.  In each case, I 

argue that Dewey’s pragmatism affords an understanding of the possibility of moral 

learning compatible with the underlying commitments of Dancy’s particularism.  Thus, in 

the next chapter I explicate holism and offer Dancy’s arguments for the position in order 

to clarify the commitments with which later work must be compatible.  Holism itself does 

not receive a sustained defense in this work; rather, it is a “fixed point” of inquiry.  

Instead of presenting a metaphysical argument for the truth of Dancy’s metaphysics of 

reasons or responding to objections stemming from such considerations, this work serves 

to render holism and particularism plausible more indirectly.  Should particularists be 

unable to articulate satisfactory accounts of education and of learning cases consistent 

with holism and particularism, then that suggests that the position is untenable. However, 

I argue that by looking to the work of John Dewey, particularists attracted to Dancy’s 

metaphysics of reasons can articulate an account of education and more robust account of 

learning from cases than Dancy offers. 

 
Looking Forward: Dewey’s Avenues of Response 

Particularism faces (at least) two questions regarding moral sensitivity and moral 

learning that seem open-ended when one limits oneself to particularist resources.  First, 

how does one come to see a situation correctly? Second, what is the role of imagination 

in the moral life? I argue that particularists can draw on the pragmatist tradition, 
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especially in the figure of Dewey to address these problems.  In doing so, I suggest that 

pragmatism is well-suited to serve as a background for particularism’s more specific 

theses regarding the moral reasons and moral rationality. 

Regarding the first problem, I draw on Dewey’s social psychology, particularly in 

Human Nature and Conduct and Democracy and Education to give a pragmatist reading 

of particularist moral education.  For Dewey, moral education involves coming to acquire 

a “mental perspective.” A variety of habits constitute this perspective, which explains the 

salience of various features.  I review Dewey’s account of habit, and habituation through 

activity with others and in a social environment, to explain the possibility of particularist 

moral education.  Viewed through the lens of habits formed by a moral tradition, a 

situation has contours that constitute its moral significance.  One comes to have this 

ability to appreciate salience by habituation in one’s tradition and participating in 

practices with others in the community. 

In order for the Deweyan program of moral education to be effective, past and 

imagined experiences must yield resources applicable to present cases and inform our 

vision.  After all, traditions yield funded experience for their adherents, and in order for 

those traditions to mold moral vision, something must transfer from past cases to present 

ones.  Here, I look to Dewey’s Art as Experience and a variety of contemporary 

interpretations of Dewey’s linkage of aesthetics and ethics to develop the role Dancy 

affords imaginary cases.  This account must acknowledge the transformative effect of art 

and narrative on moral perception.  Dewey’s account of the imagination shows how the 

imaginer participates in an act of organizing experienced material in the imaginary case, 

and how that activity can provoke organizations of new cases.  There, I draw on 
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contemporary research inspired by Dewey to show that interaction with cases can provide 

an individual with structures of metaphor that can be applicable in subsequent cases. 

The upshot is not that particularists have nothing to add to conversation about 

moral rationality.  Indeed, pragmatists have not articulated commitments regarding the 

behavior of moral reasons, and while there has been work on the role of the imagination 

in moral reasoning, there is little appreciation for the problems Dancy articulates.  I 

conclude that pragmatism’s addition to particularism is not a correction to particularism; 

instead, these avenues serve to bolster the plausibility of Dancy’s particularism. 

 
John Dewey’s Particularist Sympathies: Rejection of Rules 

I argue that John Dewey’s work on habit and the imagination can aid particularist 

accounts of moral reasoning by accounting for the possibility of particularist moral 

learning.  Dewey’s work offers at least two advantages. First, as intimated above, 

Dewey’s work on habit and imagination offers a constructive approach to moral 

education.  And second, Dewey is the pragmatist who writes the most directly on ethics, 

sharing Dancy’s suspicion of rules by offering critiques of generalist moral reasoning. 

Dewey shares Dancy’s skepticism about principles, and criticizes visions of moral 

reasoning that depend on universal, fixed principles.  In 1922’s Human Nature and 

Conduct and in “The Nature and Office Principles” in the 1932 Ethics, Dewey offers 

critiques of rule-bound ethics.  

Reliance on rules has deleterious moral consequences. First, just as Dancy argues 

that focus on rules can distract one from important aspects of a situation, Dewey argues,  

principles treated as fixed rules instead of as helpful methods take men 
away from experience. The more complicated the situation, and the less 
we really know about it, the more insistent is the orthodox type of moral 
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theory upon the prior existence of some fixed and universal principle or 
law which is to be directly applied and followed.28  
 

He argues in Ethics that reliance on rules produces a legalistic view of conduct (a 

“Pharisaical complacency” at having followed a rule) and treats morality as imposed on 

individuals from without, since “the notion of absolute rules or precepts cannot be made 

workable except through certain superior authorities who declare and enforce them.”29 

These critiques of rule-bound morality may not be sufficient to show that such an 

ethic is untenable; however, Dewey supplements these critiques with a more 

“metaphysical” argument.  Rules are insufficient to guide moral reasoning and activity.  

One reason is that one sees that application of a rule, on the part of seemingly reasonable 

people to the same situation, often yields conflicting recommendations.   Subsumption of 

actions under rules requires an understanding of when to apply a rule, and he asks, “how 

would such a rule apply itself to any particular case which needed to be judged?”30 That 

is, something must call for a rule to be applied to a situation.   

Dewey considers the rule, “Always be honest.” In this example, he asks, 

How would such a rule apply itself to any particular case which needed to 
be judged? What bell would ring, what signal would be given, to indicate 
that just this case is the appropriate case for the application of the rule of 
honest dealing? And if by some miracle this question were answered, if 
we could know that here is a case for the rule of honesty, how should we 
know just what course in detail the rule calls for? For the rule, to be 
applicable to all cases, must omit the conditions which differentiate one 
case from another.31 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct in John Dewey: The Middle Works, 1899-1924 

Volume 14: 1922, Edited by Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 
164. 

 
29 John Dewey, Ethics, in John Dewey: The Later Works, 1925-1953 Volume 7:1932, Edited by Jo 

Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 277, 279.   
 
30 Ibid., 276. 

31 Ibid., 277. 
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Dewey argues that the rule itself is insufficient to determine where and how it should be 

applied.  More importantly, in this example, Dewey argues the application of a rule 

requires omitting particularities of context.  The complaint is that the “conditions which 

differentiate” make a moral difference, one which adherence to a rule would overlook.  In 

Dancy’s language, for a rule to specify a reason would be to ignore the function of other 

features of the case that allow the specified feature to serve as a reason. 

Moreover, Dewey complains that instead of rendering morality reasonable by 

ensuring consistency from case to case, rules, like “always be honest,” speak against 

reasonableness by “leaving it to chance, the ordinary judgment of the individual, or to 

external authority to find out what honesty specifically means in the given case.”32 

Dewey’s critique of rules suggests that he is sympathetic to particularism, insofar 

as he maintains that conformity to a rule does not make a moral case for action.  And, 

though he does not, like Dancy, explicitly articulate a vision of the behavior of moral 

reasons to ground his case, this approach to rules commits him to some version of holism, 

wherein the moral import of a feature, its contribution to an overall case for some course 

of action, depends upon other features of the situation.  Like Dancy, Dewey critiques 

reliance on rules as a source of moral error, one that causes individuals to ignore 

important features of complex situations, to ignore those “conditions which 

differentiate.”33 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

32 Ibid., 277. 
!
33!Dewey’s critique of rules, one might argue, is insufficient to show hat his rejection of 

generalities or prioritization of particularity is or needs to be as thoroughgoing as Dancy’s is. For my 
purposes, Dewey’s rejection of rules (though not all generalities) motivates juxtaposing these figures 
insofar as Dewey’s admonishment to be attuned to the conditions that differentiate cases establishes that, 
like Dancy, must provide an account of attunement to these conditions, and that, like Dancy, this 
attunement does not rest on atomism regarding reasons. !
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Contemporary Pragmatist Approaches to Particularism 

The project of this dissertation is to draw on Dewey’s work to bolster the case for 

Dancy’s particularism by explicating the possibility of particularist moral education.  

This project diverges from the tenor of pragmatist-particularist engagement in the 

literature. Others working in the pragmatist tradition raise various criticisms of Dancy’s 

particularism. Gregory Pappas and Todd Lekan each addresses Dancy’s work and 

contrasts it with Dewey’s ethics.  These treatments, while valuable, misunderstand 

Dancy’s position and thereby misunderstand how Dewey provides improvement.  My 

own treatment in chapters 2 through 5 represents a more thoroughgoing treatment of 

particularism, but also a change in the nature of the inquiry.  I use Deweyan resources to 

shore up particularism, not to reveal its untenability. 

Gregory Pappas admires Dancy’s situationalism and rejection of “absolutes.” 

However, he maintains that Dancy’s particularism is false, arguing that Dancy maintains 

that the context in which reasoning occurs is irrelevant to moral deliberation, and that this 

extrication of reasoning from its context is a shortcoming.  When Pappas clarifies his 

charge, the problem seems to be that a particularist model of rationality amounts to 

abstracting reasons from their operation in lived deliberations.34 Pappas’ worry is that 

Dancy elevates his theory on the behavior of reasons above the situations in which people 

actually reason.  And, since Dewey respects situations as contexts of reasoning, Pappas 

maintains that Dewey’s particularism is preferable. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 

34 Gregory Pappas, John Dewey’s Ethics: Democracy as Experience, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 2008), 53. 
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This criticism misunderstands the role of Dancy’s arguments about the behavior 

of reasons in his broader particularism.  Pappas is worried that Dancy wants us to 

“check” our deliberation against holism, a position regarding the behavior of reasons.35 

Again, holism maintains that a feature that operates as a reason in one situation need not 

serve as a like reason in every situation in which it appears.  Holism is not a decision 

procedure; it makes claims about how situations and their features yield a case for an 

action.  Saying that Dewey calls us to check our reasoning against a situation and that 

Dancy calls us to check our reasoning against holism amounts to saying that Dewey and 

Dancy agree on this point.  That is, so long as by “the situation,” Pappas means 

something like the features composing a situation, then, as will become clear in chapter 2, 

he has offered a sketch of Deweyan moral reasoning resembling Dancy’s account.  There 

is no abstract “holism” against which one checks moral deliberation.  For both Dancy and 

Dewey, the situation itself calls for one act over another.36 

Another scholar working in the pragmatist tradition, Todd Lekan, argues against 

Dancy’s claim in “Ethical Particularism and Morally Relevant Properties” (1983) that 

principles cannot be empirical generalizations.  According to Lekan, Dancy maintains 

that principles cannot be such generalizations since principles leave a moral “residue” 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Ibid., 53.!
36 Moreover, Pappas writes, “Dewey called for a reconstruction in our understanding of moral 

generality and its function.  Principles are part of the particular resources found in a particular situation” 
(55). Pappas affirms that in inheriting a moral tradition one inherits a set of useful generalizations.  I 
discuss Dewey’s work on the nature of principles in chapter 4, but for now, what Pappas means by 
“principle” is a “tool of analysis,” and those “need not have the restricted propositional form assumed by 
the particularist.”  Grant to Pappas that there are principles of this sort; we have yet to contradict any thesis 
of Dancy’s particularism. So long as the principles “in” a situation are not statements connecting a feature 
to invariant moral import, one has not contradicted the holism underlying particularism. 
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and empirical generalizations do not.37 Suppose the principle, “lying is wrong,” is 

outweighed or defeated in a given situation.  If there are true moral principles, then 

though they may be defeated, one should still feel that there’s some wrong here.  At least, 

this is Lekan’s interpretation of Dancy on principles.  And, Dancy argues that empirical 

generalizations cannot account for this residue or wrongness. 

Dancy provides an example of an empirical generalization serving as a principle 

to make this claim.  From our abundant experience with tigers, we can affirm the 

following generalization, “all tigers have tails.” Suppose one runs into Max, a tail-less 

tiger (preferably in a safe setting).  One would not think Max is less a tiger for being tail-

less.  Since there is no “residue,” the empirical generalization is not a principle.38 

Lekan maintains that principles are empirical generalizations, and seeks to show 

that they can have the residual effect Dancy denies them.  Lekan maintains that the 

problem is that Dancy’s tiger example focuses on an object rather than an event.  When 

we examine practical principles applicable to events, he argues, we feel the pull of an 

empirical generalization.  For example, we may generalize that, “if you are having 

chronic sleeping problems, then you ought to take prescription sleeping medication.” 

Now, imagine an insomniac is having difficulty sleeping, and also has a job interview in 

the morning.  In this case, the grogginess associated with the pill will be worse than just 

staying up all night.  Thus, in this case the insomniac should not take the sleeping pill.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Lekan, Making Morality: Pragmatist Reconstruction in Ethics (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt 

University Press, 2003), 98-100. 
 
38 Dancy, adapted from Lekan, 99. 
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However, Lekan maintains that one should feel the pull of the principle, that it would be 

all things considered better if the insomniac slept.39 

Lekan’s argument is that Dancy associates moral residue with principles, and that 

empirical generalizations can exhibit this feature, and, contra Dancy, they count as 

principles.  But it just is not clear that generalizations have this feature.  In the insomniac 

case, the principle does not make it the least bit regrettable that he is not taking a sleeping 

pill. Lekan has offered a case where the residue should be apparent, but it seems rather 

evident that the insomniac should not feel any loss in not taking the pill. 

Moreover, even if Lekan had established that empirical generalizations share 

some features with moral principles, this is insufficient to show that particularism is false.  

To do so, empirical generalizations would have to specify a feature’s importance in any 

situation in which it appears.  They do not.  Lekan’s view seems to be that empirical 

generalizations offer a kind of statistical prediction.  They suggest that a feature often 

matters, or some consideration is often valuable.  This conception of principles is 

compatible with holism, and seems to resonate with Dancy’s claims, discussed in the 

following chapter, about the usefulness of having a “checklist” of oft-relevant features. 

Pappas and Lekan represent the bulk of pragmatist engagement with particularism 

to date.  Neither figure appreciates that Dancy’s thesis about principles stems from an 

understanding of the behavior of reasons, and neither of their arguments shows that 

Dancy’s particularism is false.  

However, it is not the case that particularism is unproblematic.  Chapter 2 

develops some inadequacies of Dancy’s particularism.  Instead of offering criticisms of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 Lekan, 100. 
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the view in an attempt to show the superiority of Dewey’s pragmatism, however, I take 

the similarities between the views as a signal that one can aid the other.  

 
An Introductory Post-script: A Treasonous Inquiry? 

Before showing that the “New Pragmatist’s” solidarity objection is 

unproblematic, and that the pragmatist tradition can offer much to bolster particularist 

views, I want to suggest that this inquiry is friendly to all parties.  Above, I maintained 

that particularism stands to gain insight into moral education and the ability to use cases 

in moral reasoning.  But, is this project unfriendly to the American tradition?  In his 

response to Bakhurst’s article, Paul C. Taylor cites Dewey’s desire for a “recovery of 

philosophy,” and worries that engagement “… might betray the essential ethical impulse 

that drives some varieties of pragmatism.”40 What is this ethical impulse in pragmatism, 

and how do provide assurance that I am not betraying the spirit of American philosophy? 

In “The Need for a Recovery in Philosophy”, Dewey argues 

philosophy claims to be one form or mode of knowing.  If, then, the 
conclusion is reached that knowing is a way of employing empirical 
occurrences with respect to increasing power to direct the consequences 
which flow from things, the application of the conclusion must be made to 
philosophy itself.  It, too, becomes not a contemplative survey of existence 
nor an analysis of what is past and done with, but an outlook on future 
possibilities with reference to attaining the better and avoiding the worse.  
Philosophy must take, with good grace, its own medicine.41 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 Paul C.  Taylor. “Evading Evasion, Recovering Recovery,” The Journal of Speculative 

Philosophy, 25.2 (2011), 174-183, 178. 

41 John Dewey, A Need for a Recovery of Philosophy in John Dewey: The Middle Works,1899-
1924.  Volume 10, edited by Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 
37-38. 
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Dewey’s diagnosis is that professional philosophy in his day is effectively divorced from 

experience, from projects aimed at improving experience.  And philosophy needs to be 

“recovered,” re-directed to amelioration of lived problems.   

   The spirit of recovery, as Taylor reads it, incorporates two desiderata of 

philosophical inquiry.  First, inquiry must bear some connection to our living endeavors, 

and in this sense, exploring the intersection of particularism and pragmatism contributes 

to a recovery: 

… if one of the burdens of human finitude consists in refining our 
judgments and capacities for judgment without the benefit of anything 
beyond our practices, then we need people working inside the practices to 
keep the mechanisms of self-correction and expressive clarification 
humming along.42 
 

Particularism, as shown above, offers a critique of dominant modes of moral reasoning.  

Principles can lead one astray, and if pragmatism can bolster a needed critique, then it 

seems that this inquiry does not betray an ethical impulse, but aids in the function of the 

“mechanisms of self-correction.” Particularism, if true, is not an instance of philosophical 

inquiry divorced from real difficulties, and thus engaging Dancy’s particularism, from a 

pragmatist perspective can be part of a “recovery.”  

But the second desiderata of recovered philosophy Taylor identifies as “… a 

healthy, fallibilist suspicion of current paradigms and vocabularies…. Guild-think and 

normal science can get in the way of this variety and openness.”43 By drawing on 

pragmatist resources to offer solutions to particularist problems, I might be “buying into” 

a problematic vocabulary and conception of the moral life. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Taylor, 180. 

43 Ibid., 179. 
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In response, I see this dissertation as an opportunity to demonstrate the possibility 

of engagement while maintaining the “openness” of both particularist and pragmatist 

frameworks to new vocabularies.  In the fifth chapter especially, I am concerned with 

potential for using imaginary cases as a particularist means for exploring moral 

understanding.  Underlying my arguments here is the thought that in Dancy’s claim that 

the structure of justification is narrative and not subsumptive, there is an implicit 

invitation to engage in the kind of exploration central to a recovery of philosophy.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

Dancy’s Particularism, Narrative Rationality and Moral Experience 

 
In the last chapter, I presented particularism, as Dancy does, as a break from 

dominant traditions of moral philosophy that emphasize universal principles as definitive 

of morality and necessary for moral reasoning and judgment.  In this chapter, I present 

Dancy’s account of moral particularism and argue that his particularism faces two 

puzzles regarding the possibility of moral learning.  Responding to these puzzles is the 

bulk of this dissertation.  I begin with Dancy’s argument for particularism, a metaphysics 

of reasons, here.  The challenge, in later chapters, is to account for the possibility of 

moral education in a manner compatible with this metaphysics.   

Dancy first articulated his moral particularism in the early 1980s, and developed 

the position through two books, Moral Reasons (1993) and Ethics Without Principles 

(2004), and several articles over the last thirty years.1 Though the problems I address in 

later chapters stem from issues he addresses directly in his early articulation of 

particularism, here I sketch Dancy’s position and his central arguments for particularism 

in light of his later presentation of particularism as a metaphysical, rather than an 

epistemological, thesis.  Though these theses are distinct, particularists seek to provide a 

moral epistemology that mirrors their metaphysics of reasons, while accounting for our 

ordinary practices of moral reasoning.  In its evolution, Dancy’s particularism left some 

early questions unanswered.  In particular, by rejecting the necessity of principles in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Jonathan Dancy, “Ethical Particularism and Morally Relavent Properties,” Mind 368 (1983): 

530-547.   
Jonathan Dancy, Moral Reasons (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1993).  
Jonathan Dancy. Ethics Without Principles (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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moral reasoning and judgment, Dancy argues that justification and description coincide, 

requiring that moral justification be narrative in structure.  I argue that his work does not 

afford the resources to understand (a) how one comes to be able competently to make 

moral judgments and (b) how one uses imaginary cases in moral reasoning, or, more 

broadly, how one learns from experiences.  Both problems concern moral education.  To 

resolve these difficulties I turn to the pragmatist tradition in the figure of John Dewey in 

chapters 4 and 5.  I conclude this chapter by citing some concerns over the possibility of 

particularist/pragmatist dialogue to be addressed in the following chapter. 

 
A Comment on the Development of Dancy’s Moral Particularism 

In Ethics Without Principles, Dancy surveys his (then) twenty years of 

articulating particularism and his representation of the position.  As he describes its 

development, “I used to think that particularism was a position in moral epistemology....  

But it now seems to me that the real battleground lies in moral metaphysics.”2 The 

epistemic thesis of particularism, that moral reasoning, the process of coming to know the 

right action, does not depend on a suitable provision of principles, is secondary to a 

metaphysical view about “the ways in which actions get to be right or wrong.”3 

Particularism is a vision of moral realism, and the basic thesis of the position is that the 

way actions get to be right escapes capture by principles, and thus conformity to a 

principle does not contribute to an action’s rightness or wrongness; actions are right or 

wrong on the basis of moral reasons, and principles do not describe reasons nor do they 

serve as reasons.  Despite the change in Dancy’s presentation, the epistemic thesis-that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Dancy (2004), 140. 
 
3 Ibid., 140. 
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moral reasoning can get along without principles—and the metaphysical thesis-that moral 

reasons do not behave in predictable ways—are intertwined.   

Beyond Dancy’s move from presenting particularism as an epistemic thesis to 

presenting it as a metaphysical one, particularism becomes more conciliatory towards 

principles through his career.  In Moral Reasons, the moral life has no room for 

principles as universal rules, and Dancy offers an early understanding of rules and 

principles as “reminders.”4 In Ethics Without Principles, Dancy admits the possibility of 

“default generalizations,” and a small collection of principles.5 However, such 

generalizations and collections are insufficient to ground moral reasoning.  Throughout, 

the epistemic thesis of particularism rests on a more basic thesis about the behavior of 

moral reasons, about those features which make a case for, or against, an action’s moral 

worth.  The basic argument is as follows: for there to be true moral principles, a feature 

must make the same case for an action’s moral worth in any case in which that feature 

appears.  Examination of the behavior of reasons reveals that no, or at least very few, 

features have such predictable moral valence.  Thus, there are no, or at least very few, 

true moral principles. 

One can understand Dancy’s case for particularism as two-pronged.  First, he 

argues against generalism, the position that moral reasoning depends upon possessing a 

suitable stable of principles of the sort described in the introduction-statements which 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Ibid., 68. 
Jonathan Dancy. “The Role of Imaginary Cases in Ethics,” Pacific Philosophical Quarterly 66 

(1985): 141-153, 150. 
 
5 Of these generalizations, Dancy writes, “the idea is that some features may be set up to be 

reasons, in advance as it were, although it is possible for them on occasions to fail to give us the reasons 
they are set up to give...  More metaphorically, one could say that some considerations arrive switched on, 
though they may be switched off if the circumstances so conspire” (Ethics Without Principles, 112-113) 
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specify that some feature always counts as a reason for an action, in both cognitivist 

(referencing W.D.  Ross) and non-cognitivist (referencing Hare) forms.6 Finding the 

generalist conceptions of principles inadequate, one has reason to reject generalism.  

Second, Dancy’s positive argument is that particularism can satisfy the demands of moral 

rationality while tracking the behavior of moral reasons.  Here I explicate the heart of 

Dancy’s positive argument for particularism, his holism concerning moral reasons. 

 
Contributory Reasons and Holism 

Specifically, Dancy’s concern is the function of what he calls contributory 

reasons; such a reason for action is “a feature whose presence makes something of a case 

for acting, but in such a way that the overall case for doing that action can be improved or 

strengthened by the addition of a second feature playing a similar role.”7  A reason for 

acting is a feature of a situation that supports or lends justificatory force to performing 

that action; it stands in what Dancy calls “the favouring relation” to an action.  A feature 

that bears this relation to an action is a favorer.  Principles are supposed to capture this 

favoring relation, isolating some property and affirming that it has a particular moral 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 A reminder: there are other conceptions of principles.  Dancy’s own is that they function as 

reminders.  Martha Nussbaum offers the conception of principles as rules of thumb, which “...  summarize 
the wise judgment of others,” though the wise judgments themselves are not reducible to a rule-bound 
procedure (“An Aristotelian Conception of Rationality,” in Love’s Knowledge (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1990, 54-106), 73). Such a conception of moral principles is not equivalent to holding 
that they specify reasons.  Richard Rorty presents yet another understanding of moral generalities in his 
“Ethics Without Principle,” affirming that they are “social constructions” which aid redescriptions of 
situations.  Those redescriptions, then, become the objects of inquiry, but the inquiry cannot be settled by 
appeal to principles as specifying reasons (“Ethics Without Principles,” in Philosophy and Social Hope 
(New York: Penguin Books, 1999, 72-92), 85-86).  Even where authors agree that principles specify 
reasons, the author need not affirm that they specify the kind of reasons that concern Dancy.  For example, 
Dancy argues that Scanlon maintains that principles do not specify contributory reasons (Ethics Without 
Principles, 25-26).  Throughout this work, these and other alternative views of what principles are will be 
sidelined.   

 
7 Dancy (2004), 15. 
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import.  In contrast to this view of the function of reasons, Dancy maintains that the 

interplay of a situation’s features make a case for action.  Whether a feature is salient or 

contributory depends upon other features of the situation.   

Foundational to the dispute between generalism and particularism is a dispute 

concerning the behavior of reasons.  Underlying particularism is holism, the thesis that “a 

feature that is a reason in one case may be no reason at all, or an opposite reason, in 

another.”8 In the earlier work, Moral Reasons, he argues that  

The leading thought behind particularism is the thought that the behavior 
of a reason (or of a consideration that serves as a reason) in a new case 
cannot be predicted from its behavior elsewhere.  The way in which the 
consideration functions here either will or at least may be affected by 
other considerations here present,  

 
and identifies this view as a “holistic view of the behavior of reasons.”9 He contrasts this 

position with atomism, the thesis that “a feature that is a reason in one case must remain a 

reason, and retain the same polarity, in any other.”10 If moral principles are in sufficient 

supply to ground moral reasoning, we should expect to find many atomistic (invariant) 

reasons, since principles specify features as invariant.  If most of the features that count 

for or against an action behave holistically and depend on other features in a situation in 

order to stand as a reason for action, one should not expect many moral principles. 

Why should one accept holism? Dancy offers three arguments.  First, 

particularists can envision a large number of cases in which the same feature can serve as 

a reason for an action, a case against the same action, or have no bearing on whether that 

action is right or wrong.  In effect, particularism denies the soundness of “switching 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Dancy (2004), 73. 

9 Dancy (1993), 60. 

10 Dancy (2004), 74. 
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arguments,” arguments that isolate a feature and infer that because that feature is 

sometimes morally significant, it must matter in the same way in any case in which it 

appears.  For example, one might maintain that an action’s causing pain counts against it 

morally and envision a case in which causing pain is a morally significant feature 

(torturing innocents).  But Dancy invites us to consider his extracting a sea urchin’s pin 

from his daughter’s heel.  A painless method of doing so, if available, would have been 

preferable, but no such method was available.  How did the pain of the extraction count 

against its moral propriety? It did not.11 Similarly, Dancy asks us to imagine borrowing a 

book.  Normally, the borrowing is reason to return it.  But, if we learn the book is stolen, 

that we borrowed it no longer serves as a moral reason.12 The same feature can thus be a 

reason or not, depending upon background features of the specific case.  Particularists are 

confident that the supply of these cases is large enough that for any given feature, there 

are cases in which it matters and cases in which it does not.  This supply of cases 

contextualizing features to impact their function illustrates the context-dependence of 

moral reasons. 

Dancy’s second argument for holism is that other sorts of reasons are evidently 

holistic, and there is no need to posit a gulf between moral reasons and other sorts of 

reasons.  For example, in the realm of practical reasons, “that there will be nobody much 

else around is sometimes a good reason for going there, and sometimes a very good 

reason for staying away.”13 Or, take an epistemic example.  Normally, being appeared to 

redly is a reason to accept that something is red.  But, if I am aware that I am an inverted 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11 Dancy (1993), 65. 

12 Ibid., 60. 

13 Dancy (2004), 74. 
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spectrum case, then something appearing red is a good reason to believe that something is 

blue.  These cases, and cases like them, are motivation to abandon atomism in the 

practical and epistemic domains.  The other examples of reason-behavior in other spheres 

are similarly intuitive, and motivate Dancy’s question, “[C]ould it be the case that moral 

reasons are quite different from all the others in this respect, being the only atomistic 

ones”?14 

Dancy’s third argument responds to the charge that holism is incompatible with 

the demands of moral rationality.  That is, he argues that one can be a particularist and 

still meet the demands of moral rationality.  Generalists might have intuitive accounts of 

coherence and consistency in moral reasoning insofar as they demand consistent 

adherence to a principle or principles, but particularists can respond that moral rationality 

requires uniformity in the function of reasons.  He allows that there might be some 

invariant or atomistic reasons (after all, to show that all reasons are holistic on the above 

strategy, offering cases that counterexample switching arguments, would require a lot of 

anti-switching arguments), but if there are invariant reasons, they must operate alongside 

holistic ones, and “there would just be two sorts of reasons, each with their own logic, 

and moral thought would be the uncomfortable attempt to rub such reasons together.”15 

Dancy is skeptical that any project along those lines will work.   

This interplay of features identified by holism is complex, and speaks against the 

possibility of principles insofar as one cannot be assured that a feature will serve as a 

reason from case to case.  If one identified a feature as having salience in one case, one 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Ibid., 76. 
 
15 Ibid., 77. 
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cannot infer that the feature retains its import in another, due to the interference of other 

features.  In Moral Reasons, Dancy affirms that properties or features of a situation 

potentially relate to action in three ways.  First, they can make no case at all for an action 

and just be part of the inert background.  For example, if I have borrowed a book and am 

looking for reasons to return it, that the cover is green will, in most situations, make no 

difference.  Second, some properties might allow or disallow another property serving as 

a contributory reason; they are features without which other features could not serve as 

reasons for an action, but do not themselves do the work of favoring.  Finally, a feature 

may favor, making a case for, a course of action.  That an action causes pain often favors 

refraining from that action. However, if, in this situation, my action were to cause pain to 

an individual who is pained by witnessing right actions, that feature would disable the 

initial feature from serving as a favorer. That the action will cause pain is not outweighed, 

on Dancy’s account, given other features of the situation, it is not a reason at all.16  The 

overall situation then, makes a case for action in virtue of different features playing 

different roles.17   

The various relevant features of a situation, then, may stand in favoring relations 

to some course of action.  The rightness or wrongness of an action results from some 

collection of features operating together.  Moral properties, on Dancy’s view, are 

resultant properties, properties that exist in virtue of other features.18 Those features from 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Generalists may offer an analysis of this situation in different terms. My intent here is to 

illustrate how Dancy, and those inclined to accept holism explicate the relation between features in terms of 
reason-giving roles. 

 
17 Dancy later affirms that features can intensify or attenuate the import of other features.  The 

point is that those features that favor an action only do so in virtue of other features. Ethics Without 
Principles, 41-42. 

 
18 Dancy (1993), 55-56.  
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which the rightness or wrongness of an action results are the resultance base.  The base 

includes those features that favor an act, and those features that do not themselves favor 

an act, but without which the favorers would not have the sort of moral import they do.  

In short, the overall case for an action stems from this resultance base, which includes 

features that favor and disfavor, as well as those features that allow those other features to 

work as they do, set against an inert background.   

Another example will help to illustrate Dancy’s approach.  Suppose I am 

considering loaning money to a friend.  That the friend has promised to pay me back is a 

feature that favors loaning the money.  That the promise was not made under duress or 

that my friend did not display a particular “tell” that he is lying do not favor the act of 

loaning money, but allow the promise to stand as a reason.  That my friend is wearing a 

Winnipeg Jets sweater has no effect.  The resultance base would include the promise and 

the lack of a “tell,” but not the inert background. 

For my purposes, I will not explore a variety of objections to holism, or whether 

generalists can offer compelling alternative accounts of the behavior of reasons.  The 

above is a brief sketch of this view of reasons, and is intended to give to shape to Dancy’s 

particularism, not a full defense of his view of reasons.  Looking forward, I take it that if 

holism is inconsistent with any plausible account of education, then that would be 

sufficient to reject the view and particularism with it.  Those inclined to accept holism, 

then, should be inclined to find an account of the possibility of moral education 

consistent with their views on reasons. 

Regarding the relationship between the behavior of moral reasons and the 

possibility of true moral principles, the pertinent question is whether a feature always 
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supports the same course of action.  That is, is a favorer in one situation a favorer 

anywhere it appears? If there are moral principles, we would expect them to be 

statements that tell us what sort of moral force a feature always has.  This force might be 

defeasible.  For example, “Lying is wrong,” when understood as a principle, would be 

elliptical for “Actions that involve lying have a property which prima facie counts against 

their moral permissibility.” A moral principle specifies some feature as always having the 

same moral force, regardless of other features in the resultance base.  For moral reasoning 

and judgment to depend upon moral principles, there must be a multitude of such 

features.  One must ask, do many features always have the same moral valence?  

 
From Holism to Particularism 

Granting that moral reasons are holistic, I now turn to the support relation 

between this thesis about reasons and particularism.  In Moral Reasons, Dancy presents 

particularism as a direct consequence of holism, writing, 

The way in which the consideration functions here either will or at least 
may be affected by other considerations here present.   So there is no 
ground for the hope that we can find out here how that consideration 
functions in general, somehow, nor for the hope that we can move in any 
smooth way to how it will function in a different case.19 

 
If the consideration might change its trajectory as a reason depending upon 

circumstances, then principles, which supposedly serve as constant reasons for a course 

of action, fail by not capturing the possibility of this change in trajectory.  Thus, if moral 

reasons behave holistically, particularism follows.  Since principles require that a feature 

have invariant moral importance, they are incompatible with holism. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 Dancy (1993), 60. 
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But, in Ethics Without Principles, Dancy affirms that the move from holism to 

particularism is indirect at best.  Most problematically, some principles appear to capture 

the truth of holism.  For example: “P1.  If you have promised, that is some reason to do 

the promised act, unless your promise was given under duress.”20 These kinds of 

principles acknowledge that a feature that is often a contributory reason can operate 

otherwise—the feature depends on other things in the situation to operate as a favorer.  If 

there are a sufficient number of these principles to “[specify] all the moral reasons that 

there are....  The result is a principled but holistic ethic.”21 

Here appears the space between holism and particularism, between moral 

metaphysics and moral epistemology.  Can the metaphysical structure of right-making be 

holistic, yet the epistemic structure of moral rationality require principles?  

In spite of the possibility of such an ethic, Dancy maintains that moral rationality 

resting on a suitable provision of principles like P1 would be a “cosmic accident,” since 

“there is no discernable need for such a provision.”22 Dancy here appears to change his 

position slightly, from denying the possibility of a generalist-holist morality (after all, 

cosmic accidents can happen), to accepting that possibility while maintaining that moral 

thought does not depend upon principles:  

The loss of this conclusion [the denial of the possibility of a principled 
ethic] is no real damage to the particularists’ assault on the standard 
principle-based conception of morality.  Their picture of what is required 
for there to be moral reasons, duties, obligations, and so on remains in 
place.23  

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

20 Dancy (2004), 81. 
 
21 Ibid., 81. 

22 Ibid., 82. 
23 Ibid., 82. 
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While generalists might argue that the truth of holism does not secure the truth of 

particularism, particularists can counter that the truth of holism renders even principles 

like P1 unnecessary to moral thought. 

After this sketch of particularism and its foundation in holism about reasons, 

consider two points of contention for the particularist account of moral rationality.  One 

wonders, if the behavior of reasons is not capturable by principles, what justifies a course 

of action? As shown in the next section, Dancy answers this question by appealing to 

narrative rationality rather than subsumptive rationality.  This appeal, however, is 

undeveloped and one wonders how a particularist can account for the ability to be 

sensitive to these narratives.  Pronouncements to the effect that “moral experience 

matters” are equally mysterious.  If experience does not yield principles, how do 

experiences “transfer” from one case to another? Using imaginary cases in moral 

reasoning and decision-making is a common and reasonable practice.  What 

understanding of this practice can particularism give? 

  
Justification is Narrative: Reasoning Without Principles 

In Moral Reasons, Dancy argues in rejecting the generalist (principled) account of 

moral reasons, that, “Moral justification is therefore not subsumptive in nature, but 

narrative.”24 Generalists distinguish between reason-giving practices, descriptions of a 

situation and what it calls for, and the structure of moral justification.  According to 

Dancy’s characterization of generalism, moral justification “can only consist in the 

subsumption of this case under some general principle which commands rational support 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Dancy (1993), 113. 
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in some way or other.”25 But when one offers accounts of a situation by offering a 

description, one does not offer a principle under which the action is subsumed.  When 

one describes a situation, one tries to get another to see it as one does, to notice what one 

notices.  Here, one “sees” the salient features of the situation and the practical 

relationship they bear.  Practices of justification, therefore, are distinct from practices of 

description on a generalist picture. 

Particularists, having no principles under which an action could be subsumed, 

reject this distinction between moral description and moral justification.  Rather, “to 

justify one’s choice is to give the reasons one sees for making it, and to give those 

reasons is just to lay out how one sees the situation, starting in the right place and going 

on to display the various salient features in the right way.”26 The structure of justification 

mirrors the structure of description, and the distinction between justification and 

description collapses.  As a consequence of this collapse, Dancy maintains, as quoted 

above, that the structure of moral justification is narrative, not subsumptive.  Practices of 

description, if one is proceeding aright, “track” the salient features of a situation. 

What one is describing, if one perceives accurately, are the various salient 

features of the situation.  But, more than just having a list of all of the relevant features, 

“since there are normally several different salient features, related to each other in various 

ways, a full view of circumstances will not only see each feature for what it is but will 

also see how they are related to one another.  Such a view will grasp the shape of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Ibid., 113. 

26 Ibid., 113. 
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circumstances.”27 A good description follows the shape of the situation, which 

determines whether the description is a good one.  This metaphor of “shape” is central to 

Dancy’s account of justification and rationality; he writes, “A situation has a shape in the 

sense that its properties have a practically related profile.”28 Finally, this description of 

shape is narrative in structure: “What we are doing is telling the story of situation.”29  

Here Dancy offers the following analogy: moral description of a situation 

proceeds as we would describe a building.  One does not simply start at the left side of 

the building and list properties as they appear from left to right; instead, “[the properties] 

have a shape which the order in which they are mentioned (the narrative structure of the 

description) is intended to reveal.”30 For example, imagine trying to describe the Tribune 

Tower by providing a flat list of the properties it exhibits without picking some out as 

salient and trying to give an image of the building.  Starting at a random point in the 

building and listing properties would not “give shape” to the description.  Instead, one 

might proceed as follows: It is a tall, neo-Gothic design set where Michigan Avenue 

meets the Chicago River.  Its top is a crown with several flying buttresses adorned with 

gargoyles.  At its base are pieces of famous buildings from around the world embedded in 

the concrete. 

Regarding the appeal to narrative, one might object that multiple descriptions, 

each calling for different actions, can fit the situation, depending upon the order given in 

the description and properties emphasized or de-emphasized.  Dancy acknowledges that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 Ibid., 112. 

28 Ibid., 112. 

29 Ibid., 112. 

30 Ibid., 113. 
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this is the case in tragic dilemmas, “in tragic cases the situations speaks with two voices.  

And in these cases we have the strongest sense in which reasons on the other side do not 

go away.  They stay there, shouting loudly.”31 The order in which properties are 

mentioned and highlighted makes a difference insofar as it establishes different 

relationships among the properties, and two or more different orders or narrative 

organizations might make equal sense of the situation. 

What warrants one description of a situation rather than another? Dancy indicates 

that the shape of the situation itself, the practically related profile, guides construction of 

the narrative.  Or since describing a situation is different from performing the appropriate 

action (called for by that description), there might be a separate narrative shape exhibited 

by the situation that makes a certain description appropriate.  In either case, an individual 

must be sensitive to the structure of the situation.  How does one begin writing these 

narratives, seeing the practically related profile, which, “when we come to give 

description of the situation, the various saliences (i.e.  the shape of the situation) make a 

difference to how we should go about it”?32 This puzzle concerning perception of a 

situation’s narrative is central to the possibility of particularist moral education. 

Finally, Dancy maintains that, on a particularist account, “Rationality ...  is more 

like the ability to listen to and appreciate a story.”33 Narrative rationality seeks to “...  find 

a view of the situation and the demands it creates whose structure is internally persuasive 

in the sort of way that a narrative can be.”34 Good narratives, narrative construals of a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 Ibid., 125. 

32 Ibid., 112. 
33 Ibid., 144. 

34 Ibid., 114. 
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situation that in fact justify an action display the strengths the form allows.  Strong or 

persuasive narratives have “an internal coherence in the account which compels assent.”35 

In the following chapter, I elaborate Dancy’s account of objectivity regarding these 

narratives and show that this account is compatible with Dewey’s approach to objectivity. 

Particularists like Dancy reject a generalist picture of moral competence in the 

image of the person of principle, and replace it with the image of the person who can 

“see” the appropriate description, or shape, exhibited by the situation.  This description is 

a practically related profile, or shape, which justifies, or at least provides moral reasons 

for, an action.  Particularist education, then, must account for the development of this 

ability without abandoning the rejection of invariant moral reasons. 

 
Problem One: Narrative and Particularist Education 

Brad Hooker, in “Moral Particularism: Wrong and Bad,” dismisses the possibility 

of a particularist program for education: “I think particularists won’t be able in the end to 

give an adequate account of moral education.”36 While he does not explain, elaborate, or 

argue for this assertion, one can imagine difficulties for particularism.  How can my 

decisions in past cases inform my decision in a present case, if past decisive reasons are 

no longer operative, given other features in the resultance base? How does one tell when 

a reason matters? What is being sensitive to the holistic operation of reasons and how 

does one develop these sensitivities in oneself or others? In order to explicate a 

particularist education, one must look to Dancy’s account of moral judgment to see what 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Ibid., 113. 

36 Brad Hooker, “Moral Particularism: Wrong and Bad” in Moral Particularism, ed. Brad Hooker 
and Margaret Little, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 1-22, 15. 
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abilities and sensitivities education needs to cultivate.  I evaluate Dancy’s contention that 

particularists can build up moral concepts without patterns.  Finding his claims 

inadequate, I turn to David Bakhurst’s work on particularist moral education as a model 

for my own project in chapter 4. 

Dancy, in Moral Reasons, is not helpful with the problem of the possibility of 

particularist moral education; he writes,  

To have the relevant sensitivities just is to be able to get things right case 
by case.  The only remaining question is how we might get into this 
enviable state.  And the answer is that for us it is probably too late [we’ve 
been corrupted by principles].  As Aristotle held, moral education is the 
key; for those of us past educating, there is no real remedy.37  

 
And what does this enviable person have that other, non-morally adept, individuals lack? 

Dancy writes, “There is nothing that one brings to the situation other than a contentless 

ability to discern what matters where it matters, an ability whose presence in us is 

explained by our having undergone a successful moral education”, and later, in Ethics 

Without Principles, “[The competent judge] is a person who can tell a difference when 

she comes across it.”38 But the question is not whether or not it is too late for us.  Rather, 

one wants to know, how does anyone acquire the ability to perceive the shape of a 

situation and to follow its narrative? In his central works on particularism, then, Dancy 

leaves questions of education and narrative appreciation unanswered. 

While this quietude is problematic, my contention is not just that Dancy has very 

little to say regarding moral education; it is that those avenues that Dancy does consider 

for particularist moral education are unable to provide an account of how one acquires 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Dancy (1993), 64. 
 
38 Ibid., 50. And Dancy (2004), 143. 
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appropriate sensitivities.  Before continuing with the argument, however, one might 

object that the “narrative” language appears only in the short and early history of Dancy’s 

particularism.  But in a 2008 interview Dancy admits that, “there are things in the first 

book that I regret not putting in the second.  One is the notion of narrative justification 

and another is the notion of the normative shape of a situation.”39 Though the language of 

narrative does not appear after Moral Reasons, Dancy maintains that the structure of 

moral reasoning is non-subsumptive; “I doubt it [that the process of reasoning is 

inferential in structure] most forcefully in practical reasoning, which seems hardly ever to 

be inference.”40 This lack of development invites speculation; how might a particularist 

account for the ability to see various saliences as salient and in their proper shape? 

Later, Dancy addresses this question in “Can a Particularist Learn the Difference 

Between Right and Wrong?” Here he argues that, “there are ways of showing that one 

can build up a concept without keying into anything worth calling a lower-level pattern 

that repeats from one instantiation of that concept to the next.”41 He offers two avenues 

(for naturalists), an “appeal to the nature of connectionist machines,” and “an appeal to 

Roschian prototypes.”42 On neither appeal is there anything like acquiring knowledge of 

and facility with a descriptive pattern guiding decision-making.   

Connectionist machines are composed of three levels of nodes and connections 

among them.  Between the input level and the output level are “hidden” nodes, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

39 Lind, Andreas and Johan Brännmark. “Particularism in Question: An Interview with Jonathan 
Dancy.” Theoria 74, no. 1 (2008): 3-17, 9 

 
40 Jonathan Dancy. “Reasons, Relevance and Salience: A Response to Hookway.” Philosophical 

Studies 130, no. 1 (2006): 71-79, 75. 

41 Jonathan Dancy, “Can a Particularist Learn the Difference Between Right and Wrong?” in The 
Proceedings of the Twentieth World Congress of Philosophy 1 (1999): 59-72, 66. 

42 Ibid., 66. 
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intermediary nodes through which information is processed.  Importantly, what outputs 

various inputs produce can change, since the machine can change “the weightings 

associated with the links between pairs of nodes.”43 The machine, over time, can change 

the strength of various linkages between nodes, yielding the same “representations” 

(outputs) for a variety of inputs.  The weightings of various firings can change, the 

machine’s output can respond effectively to inputs via the hidden nodes, thus the machine 

can learn from “experience” without reference to some underlying pattern at the input 

level.  Thus, these machines can “learn” to generate an appropriate output without relying 

on a pattern.  Since they can do so, it seems that individuals can learn to deploy a moral 

concept (the analogue of the output) without relying on a descriptive pattern (the 

analogue of the input).   

The second appeal, to Roschian prototypes, is an appeal to exemplar cases.  

Individuals can develop a concept of “the good life” in virtue of having robust examples 

of what the good life looks like (e.g., in the figure of St.  Francis, Dietrich Bonheoffer, 

etc....) and then judge subsequent cases by the metaphorical distance between them and 

the prototype case.  Dancy maintains that though we may be tempted to think of a 

prototype as a pattern, “a prototype is quite unlike a pattern.  A prototype is a real 

concrete instance of the type, and contains many features that are not, and are recognized 

not to be, important to its functioning as such.”44 A prototype retains some 

indeterminacy, it requires the individual to pick out which features are important and 

which are not, while “A pattern, by contrast, is an abstract object with respect to which 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 Ibid., 67. 
 
44 Ibid., 71. 
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all the selection of ‘relevant’ features has already been done.”45 Thus, if one can use 

exemplars to develop moral concepts, then development does not require descriptive 

patterns. 

Grant that reliable outputs without input patterns can be built up by connectionist 

machines, and that self-assessment (among other instances of judgment) can be a matter 

of judging metaphorical distance from a prototype.  Both of these appeals leave 

untouched the question about how one comes to “see” the narrative of the situation.  

Connectionist machines yield no understanding of narrative rationality.  To call the 

output a narrative or description is a distortion of narrative and description.  The appeal to 

prototypes, insofar as it relies on an individual’s ability to discern salience and shape, 

which Dancy straightforwardly asserts, relies on an individual’s already having relevant 

sensibilities and narrative-construing abilities.  To learn from prototypes requires the very 

abilities that enable consulting the prototype.  Otherwise, the individual making a self-

assessment may judge metaphorical distance from a prototype using the wrong features 

“exemplified by” that exemplar.  Imagine a person who looks to Aristotle’s description of 

a great-souled person as a prototype, and concludes that to be relevantly like the great-

souled person he should walk and talk more slowly.46 These appeals do not shed light on 

how one acquires the ability make particularist-style judgments, though they may help 

understand how one’s moral aptitude might expand once one has a base-line competence 

with narrative. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45 Ibid., 71. 
 
46 “a slow step is thought proper to the proud man, and a deep voice, and a level utterance” 

(Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1125a13) 
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I argue, following David Bakhurst, that particularism does not yield a compelling 

account of moral education, and that in order to do so, particularists should re-cast moral 

education as initiation into a “culture of evaluation.”47 Bakhurst proposes that 

particularists can remedy this shortcoming by offering a fuller account of moral 

competence.  Particularists’ myopia regarding the moral life motivates them to eschew 

talk of its aspects other than moral judgment, and, Bakhurst argues, “A competent moral 

agent is one whose judgements are expressive of a coherent moral vision, which is itself 

an object of moral assessment and which forms part of the agent’s ‘identity’.”48 His 

strategy is to “widen” the view of moral competence to include not just appropriate 

sensitivities, but having coherent commitments and embodying a moral perspective.  

Individual acts of judgment, then, are competent insofar as they express a unified moral 

outlook.  Much of my proposal (chapter 4) and response to the difficulty surrounding 

narrative rationality follows Bakhurst’s approach.   

Bakhurst wants to offer an explanation of the possibility of particularist moral 

education; his worry is that without such an explanation, particularism amounts to “a 

modern intuitionism,” an obligation-centered view of morality with nothing to say about 

“what is right or good or about the nature of moral competence.”49 By leaving 

unarticulated and mysterious the genesis of narrative rationality, the ability to appreciate 

salience, Bakhurst suggests that particularism might amount to, “the last gasp of a 
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morality system rather than the dawn of a distinctively new approach.”50 If particularism 

represents a break from moral traditions, then it requires an account of the possibility of 

moral education.  In chapter 4 I argue that Dewey’s accounts of habit and tradition 

explain that possibility consistent with Dancy’s particularism and holism. 

 
Problem Two: The Use of Imagination and the Role of Moral Experience 

The question of how we build up a concept and develop the ability to deploy it 

from our experience pertains both to our ability to perceive narratives aright at all and to 

our ability to apply the lessons of one case to the next.  That is, one needs an account of 

how, in a particularist framework, moral experience can inform decision-making.  

Clearly, having a body of relevant experiences matters to particular judgments; Dancy 

affirms,  

Of course, a comparison with other cases may help us to decide how 
things are here, just as a long experience of car engines may help us to 
diagnose the fault this time.  But this decision or diagnosis is still 
essentially particular.  It would be surprising if a long experience in 
garages were no help to a mechanic; it would be surprising if a long and 
varied moral experience did not serve to sharpen one’s sensitivity for the 
future.51  

 
In lieu of actual moral experience, imagined cases and experiences supplement these 

lessons.  The problem is that prior and imagined cases often constitute stories sharing 

very few of the features of the actual case requiring a decision.  How can particularism 

make sense of the inference from one (sometimes imaginary) case to a second (real) 

case? If what justifies a course of action is the particular shape of the situation produced 
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by the interplay of its various features, what can we take away from that case to inform 

our future reasoning, considering the context-dependence of moral reasons? 

The second challenge facing moral particularism regarding moral education 

pertains to the use of cases.  I take it (and Dancy agrees) that we appeal to cases, real and 

imaginary, to guide our decision-making, and that this is a reasonable practice.  One sort 

of case I have in mind is similar to that from 2 Samuel, where the prophet Nathan 

confronts King David over his lechery.  David does not recognize that he has done 

wrong; to adopt the perception metaphor, he does not see the situation aright.  Nathan 

offers David the following story:  

The Lord sent Nathan to David.  When he came to him, he said, 
“There were two men in a certain town, one rich and the other poor.   The 
rich man had a very large number of sheep and cattle, but the poor man 
had nothing except one little ewe lamb he had bought.  He raised it, and it 
grew up with him and his children.  It shared his food, drank from his cup 
and even slept in his arms.  It was like a daughter to him. 

Now a traveler came to the rich man, but the rich man refrained 
from taking one of his own sheep or cattle to prepare a meal for the 
traveler who had come to him.  Instead, he took the ewe lamb that 
belonged to the poor man and prepared it for the one who had come to 
him.52 
 

Famously, the case angers David and he demands to know who the rich man is, so that he 

can administer justice.  Nathan responds “You are the man” and David comes to 

recognize and regret his own action.  Using the language of narrative rationality, David 

comes to appreciate the shape of his situation only by acquaintance with the shape of 

another situation.  But how are particularists to understand this phenomenon? 

Generalists seem to have an easy answer.  They reject reasons-holism, and thus 

can say that a case highlights a principle.  There’s some feature (or a collection thereof) 
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that always counts against the rightness of an action, this collection is brought to the 

foreground in Nathan’s story, revealing a principle connecting a feature or features and 

wrongness.  And, Nathan’s “You are the man” affirms that David’s situation shares those 

features with Nathan’s story.  This view of the role of cases re-introduces a dichotomy 

between description and justification.  Nathan’s story (the description) brings to light a 

principle, “Actions that have the following features are wrong,” but it is subsumption 

under the principle that makes David’s acts wrong.  On a generalist conception, cases 

serve as epistemic tools that reveal principles. 

Of course, this conception relies on the rejection of reasons-holism.  Granting that 

moral reasons behave holistically, this interpretation of the role of cases closes.  

Addressing the role of such cases, Dancy identifies four problems.  First, imaginary cases 

exhibit a problematic indeterminacy.  That is, the real situation is closed, all of the facts 

are set before an individual, while one specifies only some of an imaginary case’s 

features.  This indeterminacy means that other, undescribed, features might turn features 

that seem to favor one course of action into features that disfavor that act.53 If moral 

properties are resultant properties, the indeterminacy of imaginary cases makes the 

resultance base indeterminate, and there is no such indeterminacy in the actual case.   

Second, in the imaginary case where what to do is apparent, it is only so because 

whatever one assumes about its fullest description, one is assuming that the other 

properties do not upset the “valence” of the reason-giving force of the identified 

features.54 And, in the real case, part of the difficulty may derive from the unclear 
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operation of the background features.  That is, the shape of the real case can be difficult 

to discern in virtue of the unclear role of some elements of a situation, and imaginary 

cases work only by ignoring this vague background. 

Third, there is a significant difference between the imaginary and the real case 

insofar as the imaginary case is easier for one to understand.  This difference alone 

suggests that the imaginary case has relevant, difference-making properties that the real 

case lacks (and vice versa).55  

Finally, the search for relevant, shared, properties reverses the order of inquiry in 

consulting the imaginary case.  To know that I have identified all relevant features of the 

imaginary case requires that I know all relevant features of the real situation.56 

Dancy asks what role can generalism afford imaginary cases, given holism? 

Generalists’ failure regarding cases is twofold.  First, if cases are supposed to be action-

guiding, one must ask if the imaginary case is a reliable guide to the actual case.  The 

incompleteness of the imagined case means that we cannot be sure that whatever features 

do the justifying work in it will do that work in the actual case.  They might be frustrated 

in the actual case by features un-specified in the imagination.  Thus, one cannot infer that 

because a feature matters in an imaginary case it must matter in the same way in an actual 

situation.  Second, even if one learned from the imaginary case that a collection of 

properties has moral relevance, one can be assured that it has relevance in the actual case 

only if we already know that the actual case has that same collection and no more 
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morally relevant properties.  But, if one already knew that, then one would know the 

“moral make-up” of the actual case, defeating the purpose of turning to imagined cases.57 

While Dancy argues that generalists lack a satisfying reply to these arguments, he 

recognizes the impetus for particularists to respond to these worries as well.  That is, one 

cannot say “so much the worse for imaginary cases.” He writes, “Our duty as 

philosophers of ethics is to make sense of the discoverable patterns of moral reasoning; if 

we cannot do this it is a fault on our side, a fault in the philosophy rather than in the 

reasoning.”58  

He argues that particularists can make sense of reliance on imaginary cases to 

disclose principles so long as we think of those principles as “reminders.”59 Thus, 

particularism can affirm that there are principles and that cases furnish them.  In Dancy’s 

view, our consideration of imaginary cases can yield moral principles, so long as we 

understand that such a principle “amounts to a reminder of the sort of importance can 

have in suitable circumstances.”60 This view, he thinks, accounts for our use of imaginary 

cases, “… we can hope that an imaginary case is an abbreviated sketch of a case where a 

property can be seen to be important… This is especially so in the case of some parables 

of the New Testament, or the morals attached to Aesop’s fables.”61 That is, since, in an 

abbreviated narrative, feature x is morally important, one can infer that x can be morally 

important.  And, since principles amount to reminders that a feature can be important 
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conjoined with the role allotted cases as disclosing that some feature is important, he 

thinks that this understanding of imaginary cases makes sense of the thought that we 

glean principles from consideration of particular cases.62 

Dancy offers the image of a store of principles as a kind of “checklist” of often-

important features.63 One who has considered a variety of cases or has a store of 

experience is in a better position to know the sorts of things that might matter, and 

perhaps even those features that can enable or frustrate other aspects serving as a reason.  

Having in mind a checklist of features and the moral import they often display can aid 

moral reasoning, directing one’s attention to those often-important features. 

However, does this “checklist” image, or the language of “reminding” capture the 

use of cases in ordinary moral reasoning and learning? Dancy’s checklist image and the 

notion that cases are reminder-yielding exercises are too thin.  To evaluate Dancy’s 

suggestion, one should ask, in paradigm instances of learning from cases, is one reminded 

of the possible importance of some feature or collection of features? Is Nathan simply 

reminding David that actions of the sort David performed are often wrong? A brief 

reflection on the Nathan/David exchange suggests that reminding is insufficient to 

explain the phenomenon.  In trying to pinpoint a feature (or a collection of features) that 

the case brought to the foreground, the main features are ones that David had to 

appreciate in order to perform the act he did.  For instance, David had to appreciate the 

difference in power between himself and Uriah in order to perform the actions he is 

supposed to regret.   
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I develop this criticism further in chapter 5, offering another case of learning from 

imagined experience that does not fit the model Dancy offers.  Briefly, the insufficiency 

of reminding is apparent in cases where one learns from extended imaginative 

engagement with literary works.  In chapter 5 I review Martha Nussbaum’s experience of 

reading David Copperfield and argue that the new appreciations facilitated by 

imaginative engagement cannot be understood as an instance of reminding. 

Familiarity with cases develops one’s capacities for appreciating narrative, while 

the account of “reminding” is parasitic on already having those abilities.  In the 

imaginary case, one must be adept to follow the narrative shape and recognize the role 

that a feature plays.  But how does a lengthy checklist enable appreciation of the shapes 

of future situations? That one knows that many features might matter in indefinite ways 

seems insufficient to explain the development of narrative abilities. 

Also, developing a point Bakhurst makes, when one offers an imaginary case, 

often one wants to encourage an audience (kids, students, etc…) to become the sort of 

people who value things like honesty, and doing so does not seem to be merely a matter 

of reminding them that whether an act is honest or not often makes a moral difference.64 

Interestingly, Dancy does not tie his discussion of imaginary cases and the 

importance of moral experience to his consideration of narrative rationality and the 

narrative structure of moral justification, though he does give a short story as an example 

of an imaginary case, and cites parables and fables as exemplar imaginary cases.  My 

proposal is that the appeal to imaginary cases (or to prior moral experience) aids in the 

construction of descriptions of present situations not merely by reminding one that a 

property can matter (though that’s possible), but by providing components of narratives 
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like metaphor, characters and vocabulary that one might otherwise lack.  One turns to 

narratives encapsulated in parables or memories because these provide the resources we 

need to appreciate the narrative structure of the situation at hand.  One sees how this 

experience “fits” against other stories and other experiences.  Should those characters, 

that vocabulary and that background structure fit the current case, the current case’s 

description will have the persuasiveness of a narrative, which Dancy identifies as a kind 

of internal coherence.   

In effect, Dancy envisions the appeal to cases as temptations to side-step the 

actual case.  Just as a focus on adherence to principles can cause one to ignore the 

saliences of the current situation, an imaginary case can also inhibit moral reasoning.  

Unsure of what to do in a current case, I look to an easier case and act as that situation 

dictates.  In order to redirect our vision to the case before us, Dancy asks what we can 

import from one case to the next, and he finds only the possibility of a feature’s 

importance.  In chapter 5, I look to Dewey’s account of the imaginative character of 

reasoning, and his appreciation of the role of imagination in his aesthetic and religious 

works to provide a more satisfactory account of our use of cases consistent with Dancy’s 

particularism.   

 
Looking Ahead: Are Particularism and Pragmatism Compatible? 

In the next chapter, I argue for the possibility of constructive particularist-

pragmatist dialogue.  Dancy’s avowed realism and the contemporary understanding of 

Dewey as anti-realist challenge the notion that pragmatist resources are available to 

particularists without abandoning their realist commitment.  I address this challenge in 

the next chapter, though I offer a brief comment here as well. 
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 Philosophers working in a contemporary branch of pragmatism argue that 

pragmatism eschews claims to objectivity.  These thinkers read pragmatism, as voiced by 

Richard Rorty, and to a certain extent by Dewey, as appropriate targets of this criticism.  

If this charge is correct, that would undermine using pragmatism as a resource for 

particularism.  In order to confront this objection, I argue that Dewey’s pragmatism is 

compatible with Dancy’s commitments regarding objectivity Pragmatists need not 

endorse intuitionism nor any particular account of the kind of reality moral reasons have; 

pragmatists need only affirm that moral reasoning and judgment is accountable to moral 

reality, that one can make better and worse judgments, and that this accountability resists 

codification. 

Readers friendly to the pragmatist tradition will find much to admire in Dancy’s 

particularism.  For pragmatists, as for particularists, moral judgments cannot be extricated 

from the situation that calls for them.  As shown in the introduction, Deweyan 

pragmatists eschew principles understood as statements of what a feature always calls 

for.  And both Dancy and pragmatists worry that adoption of the generalist picture of 

moral justification has deleterious effects on the moral life.   

Moreover, since John Dewey is perhaps best known as a philosopher of 

education, one would expect that his pragmatism stands ready as a resource regarding the 

problems of moral education articulated above.  Still, particularists seem reluctant to have 

recourse to pragmatism.  And, understanding this reluctance provides opportunity to 

clarify some commitments of the pragmatist tradition about which there is confusion. 

In the next chapter I address the hesitance.  Thus far I have argued that 

particularists face two challenges regarding moral education, I have suggested that 
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particularists ought to look to pragmatists for help with these issues.  In chapters 4 and 5 I 

address these problems.  Beforehand, I show that pragmatist and particularist 

commitments regarding the objectivity of moral claims are commensurate. 

 
The Stakes for Particularism 

Given the problems raised here, the lack of resources afforded by Dancy for 

addressing problems of particularist education, one might be tempted to read this work as 

a rejection of Dancy’s position.  After all, as David Bakhurst writes,  

Most particularist writing is so preoccupied with tortuous metaethical 
disputes about the nature of reasons that it is difficult to discern what its 
truth would mean.  Yet particularism, like any moral theory, will 
ultimately stand or fall to the degree to which it casts light upon our moral 
lives.65 

 
If particularism is unable to make sense of the possibility of moral education and learning 

from cases, that would be a failure to “cast light upon our moral lives.” And such a 

failure would undermine the conclusions of the metaethical disputes that holism of moral 

reasons is true and particularism is a consequence. 

But if Dancy’s particularism is consistent with views that can make sense of the 

possibility of particularist moral education and learning from cases, views that do not 

appeal to features serving as invariant reasons and thereby commit one to atomism and 

generalism, that would serve to strengthen the case for particularism as a whole.  Moral 

particularists should be eager to find views that do deny holism yet provide an account of 

a greater territory of the moral life than just the nature of reasons.   

With these comments in mind, the rest of this work should be read not as a contest 

between views, with a particularist or pragmatist program emerging as a clear winner.  
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Instead, this project is an argument for the plausibility of Dancy’s particularism once it is 

placed against an appropriate backdrop.  One might reject particularism, not because one 

is unconvinced by the context-sensitivity of moral reasons, but because one is 

unconvinced that particularists can make sense of the possibility of moral learning.  

Dewey’s work enables responses to these worries 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The Possibility of Pragmatist-Particularist Dialogue:  
Responding to the Challenge of Solidarity 

 
 
Thus far, I have shown that particularists inclined towards Dancy’s view need to 

articulate accounts of the possibility of moral education and of learning from cases.  John 

Dewey’s simultaneous rejection of the primacy of moral rules and focus on the task of 

education suggests, prima facie, that one ought to look to his work, and possibly the 

pragmatist tradition more broadly, to bolster the case for particularism.  However, there 

seems to be a general hesitance to draw on the pragmatist tradition.   

I propose that this reluctance stems from the thought that pragmatist ethics 

eschews, or must eschew, claims to objectivity, a worry expressed by the “New 

Pragmatists,” a current revisionist movement within the pragmatist tradition.  This 

movement proposes that pragmatists confuse objectivity with intersubjective agreement 

and practices that promote that agreement, and this commitment renders pragmatist 

resources inconsistent with particularist commitments.  This purported incompatibility 

undermines the idea that pragmatism might be useful to particularists.  In response, I look 

to Dancy’s conception of objectivity, and argue that his commitments are compatible 

with Dewey’s commitments regarding inquiry and criticism. As will become clear, 

Dancy provides a mechanism for assuring that one’s “reading” of a situation is not 

merely a projection of one’s own nature.  The objection to Dewey is that the pragmatist 

tradition can provide no such assurance and eschews claims to doing so.   
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However, Dancy, like Dewey, does not require that objectivity remove all ties 

from perspective, and maintains that the objectivity of moral reasons is shown by a 

process of incorporating these reasons into a larger whole or narrative. Thus, showing 

that the fundamental conceptions of objectivity are compatible shows that Dewey’s 

resources are “open” to particularists.  Moreover, Dewey’s democratic conception of 

criticism can help elucidate the critical potential of Dancy’s approach to these processes. 

In proceeding, I first review the objection regarding objectivity and clarify why it 

poses a problem for productively engaging questions regarding education.  I then provide 

an explication of Dancy’s view of objectivity. Afterwards, I outline Dewey’s work on 

inquiry and criticism, revealing commitments shared by Dancy.  I maintain that should 

the account of objectivity ingrained in the particularist position demand commitments 

antithetical to pragmatism, like adopting a view external to our practices, then the 

reluctance to turn to Dewey would be vindicated.  Since it does not, the rest of this 

project should not be subject to the reluctance expressed by the New Pragmatists. 

 
Objectivity and Solidarity: New Pragmatists and Old Worries 

In a recent development in the pragmatist tradition, a group of philosophers 

concerned with recovering the merits of the pragmatist tradition from those who reject 

the aspiration to objectivity published a volume promoting a revisionist pragmatism.  

These “New Pragmatists,” including Cheryl Misak, Jeffrey Stout and David Bakhurst, 

worry that pragmatism collapses objectivity to a kind of “narcissism[:] anthropocentrism 

of a sort that loses sight of the objective dimension of inquiry.”1 They find in the work of 
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Richard Rorty, and readings of Dewey informed by Rorty’s writings, a commitment to 

anti-realism.  In response, these new pragmatists seek to articulate a position that both 

appreciates the primacy of practice within the pragmatist tradition and respects the usual 

aspiration to objectivity. 

In this volume, David Bakhurst directly engages the possibility of particularist-

pragmatist engagement.  Unsurprisingly, in spite of their shared rejection of principles, 

the limiting reagent for fruitful inquiry will be the commitments from which pragmatist 

and particularist rejections of rules follow.  Bakhurst argues, “there is a profound tension 

between the principal ideas that inform particularism and the central tenets of the 

pragmatist tradition, as it is often understood.  These are, however, principally the 

features that ‘new pragmatists’, among others, want to reject.”2 Bakhurst maintains that 

one can read Dewey as congenial to the theoretical perspectives of Dancy’s particularism, 

but that in order to do so, one must wrest Dewey from his neo-pragmatist interpreters. 

According to Bakhurst fruitful engagement is possible, but only at a cost for 

pragmatists.  We can assess this cost by examining his analysis of the supposed tension 

between particularism and pragmatism.  On one hand, “… both McDowell and Dancy are 

committed to the autonomy of moral reasons: their normative force is non-derivative and 

intelligible only from within the terms of our ethical life.”3 On the other, pragmatist, 

hand, 

Rorty argues that if humanity is to reach full maturity, we must recognize 
that we are accountable to no one and to nothing but ourselves… This 
requires us to reject the idea that reasons can have the kind of autonomy 
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with which McDowell [and Dancy] credits them; it is transactions between 
human beings that constitute the sources of normativity”4 

 
If pragmatism’s vision of moral reasons does not include the condition of accountability 

to moral reality, then particularists should not be optimistic when turning to the 

pragmatist tradition. 

Another author in this volume, Jeffrey Stout, addresses Rorty’s “abandonment” of 

objectivity in greater detail.  Regarding the collapse of objectivity to narcissism, Rorty re-

casts narcissism as “self-reliance,” proclaiming that,  

the whole point of pragmatism is to insist that we human beings are 
responsible only to one another.  We are answerable only to those who 
answer us--only to conversation partners.  We are not responsible either to 
the atoms or to God, at least not until they start conversing with us.5  

 
The new pragmatists’ concern is that the only objectivity pragmatism can offer is 

solidarity.  Rorty rejects that “getting it right” is a matter of offering a description 

reflective of a reality outside of the activities of our conversation partners.  Indeed, at one 

point, Rorty states that, “For pragmatists, the desire for objectivity is ... simply the desire 

for as much intersubjective agreement as possible, the desire to extend the referent of ‘us’ 

as far as we can.”6 These comments replace the notion of objectivity with a collection of 

subjectivities.  Stout argues that this replacement entails that objectivity must amount to 

following best epistemic practices.  Being answerable only to other persons, one 

demonstrates objectivity by following those procedures of inquiry endorsed by one’s 
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community.  One extends the referent of “us” by performing actions that promote 

intersubjective agreement, practices which are contingent and variable. 

Stout finds a commitment to anti-realism in these passages and others, motivating 

a revisionist pragmatism that attempts to reclaim the objective dimension of inquiry.  

Stout interprets Rorty as offering a reduction of objectivity to practices that contribute to 

intersubjective agreement, or to the best epistemic practices within a community.  

However, Stout argues, such a reduction is untenable, since it is possible to fulfill the 

requirements of best practices yet still not come to know the subject matter.  Stout offers 

the following analogy of how the goal of inquiry and the best practices of inquiry can 

come apart.  Imagine an Olympic archer in competition, engaging in the best practices of 

her sport.  She takes aim, adjusts for conditions, holds the equipment properly, looses the 

arrow, and misses.  Perhaps a gust of wind suddenly arose or an unfortunate pigeon got in 

the way.  Whatever the case, she would have performed all of the activities as well as 

they can be performed and still not have met the goal of archery.  Regarding inquiry, it 

seems one can both perform as well as conceivable and still miss the mark.7 The subject 

matter might elude one.  Can pragmatists keep these dimensions of inquiry (best 

epistemic practices and objectivity) distinct? And, can pragmatism allow that inquiry 

must be responsible to moral reality? 

The worries of the new pragmatists extend to the possibility of engagement with 

particularism.  David Bakhurst, argues that Dancy’s avowed commitment to objectivity 

in ethics is in tension with many readings of Dewey on objectivity. Bakhurst’s concern 
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regarding productive engagement applied Stout’s criticism of Rorty to the possibility of 

productive pragmatist-particularist engagement.   

For my purposes in this chapter, the objection is that pragmatism, especially in 

Rorty’s work but including Dewey’s, abandons claims to objectivity, and thereby cannot 

serve as a resource for Dancy’s moral particularism.  Stout’s criticism has implications 

for pragmatist accounts of education.  If pragmatists understand attunement to moral 

reasons only in terms of having a view members of one’s community endorse (or 

produced by endorsed practices of inquiry), then pragmatist educational 

recommendations would seem to produce intersubjective agreement rather than 

sensitivity revelatory of actual moral salience.  The goal of pragmatist educational 

recommendations, then, would be to extend agreement as widely as possible, without 

warranting claims that one’s appreciation of a situation is not merely a projection of one’s 

own nature or the culture in which one is embedded. 

To provide an account of the possibility of productive engagement, pragmatists 

need an account of the end of education that warrants claims to objectivity.  In this 

chapter, I argue that there is a conception of objectivity, embraced by Dancy, found in 

Dewey’s work on inquiry and criticism that warrants claims to objectivity. 

 
Is the Collapse of Objectivity to Solidarity a Problem for Education? 

Again, one might wonder whether collapsing objectivity and solidarity matters for 

discussion of pragmatist avenues of particularist moral education.  After all, it seems 

possible to be an anti-realist yet to provide an account of education that does not rely on 

the truth of anti-realism.  However, the force of the objection seems to be this: if 

pragmatists conceive moral reasoning as an exercise in which we are responsible to 
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ourselves alone, then corresponding views of education will serve to train individuals to 

“think like us” about moral matters.  In a nod to the new pragmatists’ anti-Rortian 

project, we might think of the objection as the worry that Deweyan accounts of moral 

education amount to a more or less expansive parochialism.   

Thus, though those sympathetic to Dewey’s work can easily find passages 

expressing a commitment to the existence of “facts of the matter” in ethics, and 

proclamations that inquiry is responsible to subject matter (that pragmatists might 

sometimes use the language of objectivity), these affirmations cannot be read 

straightforwardly; objectivity amounts to following certain community endorsed practices 

of inquiry.  In what follows, I argue that Dancy’s articulation of the kind of objectivity 

available to moral reasons is compatible with Dewey’s view of objectivity.   The 

resulting picture of moral education is one wherein individuals are, to borrow a phrase 

from a new pragmatist, initiated into a “culture of evaluation.”8 We need not think of 

moral reasons as lacking objectivity though they are accessible only from within our 

practices.  Dewey, like Dancy, provides an account of how we can be warranted in 

claiming that our construals are not mere projections of our nature, and the mechanisms 

they identify share key elements.  Before I look to Dewey’s work, however, I show that 

particularists like Dancy do not embrace a view of objectivity that requires “getting 

outside” of all practices.  Dancy’s preferred account of objectivity is compatible with a 

Deweyan view, and neither account asks individuals to transcend all of those forms of 

life in which they are embedded. 
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The response that collapsing objectivity into solidarity does not matter in thinking 

about moral education is subject to the parochialism objection.  Responding to the 

reluctance motivating this chapter, therefore, requires showing that Dancy’s and Dewey’s 

commitments regarding objectivity are compatible.  I start that project here, reviewing 

Dancy’s account of objectivity. 

 
Dancy’s Model of Objectivity: Hegelian Objectification 

Stout’s worry is that pragmatism collapses solidarity and objectivity, and this 

view motivates reluctance to draw on pragmatist resources.  Stout does not offer a 

positive account of objectivity, however.  In Moral Reasons, Dancy does offer such an 

account.  Here, I provide an overview of Dancy’s view of objectivity. In subsequent 

sections I argue that Dancy’s view is compatible with Dewey’s work on inquiry and 

criticism, thereby responding to Stout’s claim that pragmatists lose the objective 

dimension of inquiry. 

In Moral Reasons, Dancy’s preferred account of objectivity is “Hegelian,” 

marked, as Thomas Nagel writes, by a process in which “we step back from our initial 

view of [the world] and form a new conception which has that view and its relation to the 

world as its object.”9  After outlining the position, I argue that this Hegelian account of 

objectivity is compatible with Dewey’s commitments regarding inquiry and criticism.  

Moreover, Dancy characterizes Hegelian objectification as a process, and this process 

does not ask that one transcend all those forms of life in which one is embedded.  The 

shared commitments regarding objectivity suggest that the tension between moral realism 
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9 Thomas Nagel, Freedom and the View from Nowhere, quoted in Dancy, Moral Reasons 

(Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1993), 144-145. 
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as espoused by particularism and the alleged antirealism of pragmatists is only apparent, 

or, at best directed at only certain strands of the pragmatist tradition.  The success of this 

argument establishes that particularists are able to draw on pragmatist resources, which I 

do in following chapters. 

Dancy distinguishes between two kinds of objectivity, “absolute” and 

“Hegelian.”10 Absolute objectivity aspires to a view of the world “uncoloured by the 

contributions of the perspective from which we view it.”11 Ultimately, the most objective 

standpoint, on this view, is one on which no element of the view of the world stems from 

the observer.  Hegelian notions of objectivity, in contrast, relinquish the aspiration for an 

“uncoloured” perspective.  Instead, objectification-processes of this sort seek to establish 

whether a given perspective on reality is sustainable, perhaps with some alteration.12 

Thinking of objectification as a process, absolute objectification is a process of 

eliminating elements traceable to particularities of perspective, whereas Hegelian 

objectification retains elements traceable to a perspective from which one views the 

world.   

To explain the difference, Dancy refers to John McDowell’s work on objectivity 

and secondary properties.  The example of color helps to distinguish the two processes.  

On the model of absolute objectification, since experiences of color are traceable to 

elements in the perceiver, to a disposition to have a certain experience given some 

stimulus, the most objective view leaves them behind.  However, this is not the case on 
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10 Dancy, Moral Reasons, (New York: Blackwell, 1993), 147, 148. 
 
11 Ibid., 148. 
 
12 Ibid., 147. 
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the Hegelian model; here, the experience of color can be objective, so long as that 

experience is not merely “a figment of a subjective state that purports to be an experience 

of it.”13 Color-experiences require some perceiver, meaning that if they are afforded some 

objectivity, it must be of a sort that recognizes the legitimacy of some elements of a 

perspective.   

Crucially, Dancy rejects that moral reasons require absolute objectification in 

order to be considered revelatory of the actual moral landscape.  This rejection entails 

that “... our reasons are not shown to be subjective by the fact that creatures who fail to 

share in characteristic human concerns would not be able to see those reasons for what 

they are.”14 For Dancy, the advantage of the Hegelian model is its recognition of reasons 

that are simultaneously objective and agent-relative.  Since agent-relativity involves 

some aspect of an agent’s perspective on the world, requiring that moral reasons survive 

absolute objectification processes is untenable.  The agent-relativity of moral reason, 

which Dancy accepts, motivates accepting a Hegelian account of their objectivity.   

The Hegelian account enables Dancy to claim objectivity regarding moral reasons 

even if creatures with vastly different concerns could not be sensitive to such reasons.  

Dancy clarifies the following characteristics of the objectivity of value properties: 

Awareness of value (or a moral reason) is objective if, 

1.  It is there anyway, independent of any particular experience - or 
2.  It is there anyway, waiting to be experienced: there for experience - or 
3.  It is not a figment of a subjective state that purports to be an experience   
of it.15 
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14 Ibid., 153. 
 
15 Ibid., 156. 
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Like secondary properties (e.g., color), values’ objectivity depends on elements traceable 

to the individual, “the ascription of a value is only to be understood as true, if true, in 

virtue of a disposition in the object to a elicit a certain response from us.”16 The Hegelian 

process Dancy favors shows that our identification of values, our narrative construals of a 

situation, are not mere subjective states.   

This account of objectivity, one that ties moral properties to the perspective of 

individuals, has the virtue of tying moral properties to the will.  In fact, Dancy hopes that 

his reliance on narrative both ties such properties to the will and satisfies the aspiration to 

objectivity; “Given the stress on narrative structures in the world, we might hope to show 

it impossible to say that there are stories in the world unless we allow that in a good sense 

the world exists for us.”17 In the language of the pragmatist tradition, Dancy thinks that 

objectivity and the tie to the will can be salvaged by showing that moral reality has a 

practical character.  Hegelian objectification reveals that character. 

 
Hegelian Objectivity as a Process 

Dancy affirms a notion of objectivity does not ask that one transcend all 

perspective when ascribing objectivity to the awareness of value.  But what is involved in 

this account regarding evaluating one’s moral perception? Dancy uses the language of 

process to describe absolute and Hegelian justification, contending that if moral reasons 

survive the process of Hegelian objectification, that is “all the objectivity they need.”18 

Regarding the process concerning moral reasons, he writes,  
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[Hegelian objectification] asks whether we can sustain the view we 
naturally take about the reasons we find for and against action....  A reason 
is only validated (i.e. only survives the process in the more honorific sense 
we are really concerned with) if we conclude that this reason derives from 
the nature of the case rather than from our nature.19  

 
Since reasons are captured by a situation’s narrative shape, the Hegelian process applied 

to moral reasons asks whether one can sustain one’s immediate narrative construal.  One 

shows that a description of the situation can be sustained by showing that it is not a 

product merely of one’s nature.  But how might one show that one’s narrative vision is 

not solely or largely a projection of one’s own nature? 

Dancy suggests that the best way to survive the process of Hegelian 

objectification is to “show that it [a value] is part of the world rather than imposed on a 

valueless world by human choices.”20  One way to proceed is to include this claim, “This 

value is a part of the world,” as part of the narrative submitted to the process.  That is, 

one asks about one’s relationship to one’s own narrative construal, whether it is a mere 

projection of one’s nature.  If, in scrutinizing the narrative shape of one’s construal of a 

situation, one can maintain that the narrative is part of the world rather than oneself (with 

all the strengths afforded narrative), then one has shown that the value is a part of the 

world rather than merely of oneself.  One can then test this new narrative using the same 

process, examining one’s relationship to that construal.  Thus, not only will showing that 

“x is in the world” facilitate survival of objectification-processes, but that claim itself is 

justified by reference to those processes.  The process of Hegelian objectification takes 

the element to be validated or invalidated and one’s relationship to it as the object under 

scrutiny.  The description of that situation provides further material for the process.  If, at 
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some stage, the description that includes the claim that the view is a mere part of one’s 

own nature is the stronger description, then the initial narrative reason is invalidated.  

Should the descriptions including the claim that the description is not merely a product of 

one’s nature be tenable at higher stages, the reason is validated. 

Thus, one can couple Dancy’s comments on Hegelian objectification with those 

on narrative to suggest that reflection consists in a series of narrative construals, or levels 

of objectification.  One might have a “read” of a situation that offers the strengths and 

coherence of narrative, yet, taking one’s relationship to the situation as the object might 

yield an incoherent narrative.  In other instances, one might imagine reflection persisting 

in some moral misunderstanding at each consecutive level.  Thus, a selfish individual 

would likely have a selfish “read” of a situation.  One would expect that selfish read to be 

revealed in processes of objectification by an incoherent narrative, when the claim “this 

narrative is not a mere product of my nature” appears at some level in the process.  That 

is, eventually a construal that includes the claim “this construal is not a mere product of 

my nature” would yield an incoherent narrative and invalidate the initial appraisal.  In the 

process, one comes to a wider perspective, and the initial reason is validated if the larger 

narrative reading has the strengths Dancy affords description. 

Objectification thus consists in maintaining coherence in a series of narratives in 

which a person’s relationship to an immediate “read” of a situation becomes the situation 

under consideration at each level of the process.  One’s appreciation of an immediate 

situation might have the strengths of narrative, but the larger situation, including the 

initial appreciation and the observer’s relationship to it, might not.  Where Dancy argues 

that reasons might be validated, invalidated, or permitted by these processes, his 
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emphasis on narrative suggests that validation entails coherence at every level, that 

permitted narratives show no incoherence, and that invalidated ones reveal weaker 

narratives at higher levels. 

Finally, Dancy argues that his work in Moral Reasons exemplifies both narrative 

justification and the process of Hegelian objectification.  In the context of objectification, 

this means that his method is to articulate a “natural” view of the meta-ethical landscape, 

then to see if that view is sustainable.  Reflection, as it can validate or invalidate a reason 

as mere subjective preference, can also validate or invalidate this picture of objectivity.21  

If moral reasons are objective insofar as they survive processes of Hegelian 

objectification, then objectivity is ensured by (a) coherence at each level of reflection, 

and (b) does not require transcendence of all perspective.  The essential characteristics of 

this account of objectivity are typical of the pragmatist tradition.    

 
Can the Hegelian Model be Critical? 

Before showing that Deweyans can affirm the Hegelian model of objectivity, I 

consider one potential shortcoming of the account.  One might object that the Hegelian 

model of objectification does not offer a mechanism for criticizing one’s “read” of a 

situation so long as that perspective is coherent.  For example, suppose Fred is a white 

segregationist living in the Jim Crow south.  In Fred’s town racial discrimination is 

systematic, and the dominant ideology is that whites are superior.  Insofar as Fred reflects 

his environment, one would expect this prejudice to infect Fred’s assessments of the 

salient features of many situations.  Suppose a black man is accused of a crime in Fred’s 

town.  It would not be surprising if Fred was inclined to see the man as guilty before 
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hearing the evidence, or to think that a harsh punishment was justified.  On the Hegelian 

model, one should expect that his immediate take on the situation would not survive 

reflection.  But why not? 

If Fred’s racism infects his appreciation of the immediate situation, it should not 

be surprising that it infects his reflection.  The narrative construal of his own immediate 

appraisal might yield a coherent narrative, but an objectionable one.  At some point in the 

process, we would expect that objectionable character to become apparent, but it is not 

clear at what point in the process it would become so. 

The point is this: if one finds the “coherence of narrative” in morally problematic 

understandings of the salient features of a situation, one should not be surprised to find 

coherence of narrative in unsavory readings at the higher levels of Hegelian 

objectification.  And, if Fred’s “validation” is also problematic, then the process should 

reveal that weakness at some point.  Dancy’s account of objectivity is hopeful that the 

method can be critical.  After arguing that Dewey’s approach to objectivity is compatible 

with Dancy’s Hegelian account, I maintain that Dewey can offer resources for clarifying 

the critical possibilities of Dancy’s particularism. 

 
Dewey on Objectivity: Rortian Moments 

Having reviewed Dancy’s commitments regarding objectivity as Hegelian 

objectification, I turn to the project of establishing compatibility with Dewey’s 

pragmatism.  Recall the criticism of the new pragmatists that the tradition conflates 

objectivity with solidarity and with epistemic practices that promote solidarity.  Without 

showing that Deweyans can affirm some account of objectivity friendly to Dancy’s 

account, then particularists cannot rely on Dewey’s resources.   
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Some passages corroborate the new pragmatists’ reading.  Dewey’s explicit use of 

“objectivity” sometimes seems to reduce to following the best epistemic practices of 

one’s community.  Dewey often talks about objectivity in terms of habits exemplified by 

excellent inquirers.  For example, he writes,  

To be 'objective' in thinking is to have a certain sort of selective interest 
operative....  One may have affection for a standpoint which gives a rich 
and ordered landscape rather than for one from which things are seen 
confusedly and meagerly.22  
 

Elsewhere, he writes that the drive to find “what really happened” is  

a valuable methodological canon [because it is] interpreted as a warning to 
avoid prejudice, to struggle for the greatest possible amount of objectivity 
and impartiality, and as an exhortation to exercise caution and skepticism 
in determining the authenticity of material proposed as potential data.23  
 
In these moments, Dewey seems to conflate the value of getting things right with 

doing well, epistemically, by engaging in the best practices available within a certain 

lived framework, as Stout charges Rorty of doing.  If pragmatic objectivity is only a set 

of habits of inquiry that are shared by those with whom one identifies, then the new 

pragmatist charge of the abandonment of objectivity might be justified.  Below, I show 

that in spite of comments like these, Dewey affirms substantial views about objectivity. 

 
Inquiry and Criticism as Objectification-Processes 

Here, I argue that Dewey embraces the Hegelian account of objectivity.  This 

embrace should not be surprising, as Dewey admits, “acquaintance with Hegel has left a 
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22 John Dewey, “Context and Thought,” in John Dewey: The Later Works, 1925-1953, Vol. 6 

edited by Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 15. 
 
23 John Dewey, Logic: The Theory of Inquiry, in John Dewey: The Later Works, 1925-1953, Vol. 
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permanent deposit in my thinking.”24  In particular, I look to Dewey’s accounts of inquiry 

and criticism to argue that these processes, like Hegelian objectification, validate reasons 

by seeing if the view naturally taken is tenable.  My question is: can Dewey respect both 

the embeddedness of practices of inquiry in larger shared forms of life and maintain that 

the results of inquiry are responsive to the subject-matter? If so, then Dancy’s preferred 

account of objectivity is compatible with Dewey’s pragmatism, and it avoids the criticism 

motivating the revisionists. 

Though he sometimes sounds as though he reduces objectivity to “best practices,” 

Dewey’s comments on objectivity are more akin to Dancy’s, where objectivity cannot 

escape its perspectival character yet still bears responsibility to the subject matter.  In 

Logic: The Theory of Inquiry, Dewey writes, “To be intellectually ‘objective’ is to 

discount and eliminate merely personal factors in the operations by which a conclusion is 

reached.”25 In this passage, Dewey suggests that inquiry is responsible to the subject 

matter.  By eliminating the merely personal factors, inquirers are asking whether their 

appreciation of a situation stems from how things really are rather than from themselves.  

This question is the heart of Hegelian objectification-processes. 

Moreover, individuals submit narratives to objectification-processes.  Earlier, I 

argued that, in light of Dancy’s comments on narrative, validation of a construal consists 

in a narrative surviving reflective scrutiny.  And the strength of narrative is an internal 

coherence or cohesion in a unity.  One finds this conception of inquiry in Dewey as well.  

He defines inquiry in terms of cohesion, as “the controlled or directed transformation of 
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an indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate in its constituent distinctions 

and relations as to convert the original situation into a unified whole.”26 In the “pattern 

of inquiry,” an indeterminate or confused situation gives way to the institution of a 

problem, reasoning and eventual “settling.” This settling into a unified whole mirrors the 

comments above concerning Hegelian objectification and narrative.  In Hegelian 

objectification, we ask if we can maintain our current view of a situation by incorporating 

it into a larger narrative, one that incorporates our relationship to the initial description.  

Initial construals, which serve as reasons, can be validated or invalidated depending on 

strengths and weaknesses of the larger narrative.  In particular, narratives can display 

coherence or unity, or a lack thereof.  In the process of inquiry, one uses this question of 

whether one’s “reading” is a product merely of one’s personality to un-settle the 

situation, to begin the process of inquiry.  If the whole, the narrative produced by 

including the relationship to the construal, displays the unity afforded narrative, then that 

construal survives the process of inquiry.   In both processes, one seeks to show the moral 

landscape as it really is by inquiring whether one’s construal is a reflection merely of 

one’s personality, or whether the situation itself has the qualities one sees.  As Hegelian 

objectification-processes validate by reference to the unified whole, or narrative, 

produced by incorporating this claim, so Dewey’s conception of inquiry relies on the 

unity produced by the process to justify claims to objectivity. 

Key to the case for compatibility is the affirmation that Hegelian objectivity 

retains elements traceable to a perceiver.  Just as the Hegelian model is untroubled by 

creatures lacking typically human concerns not appreciating the reality of moral reasons, 
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Dewey affirms that processes of inquiry occur within a cultural matrix of inquiry.  He 

opens his comments on this matrix, writing, 

The environment in which human beings live, act and inquire, is not 
simply physical.  It is cultural as well.  Problems which induce inquiry 
grow out of the relations of fellow beings to one another, and the organs 
for dealing with these relations are not only the eye and ear, but the 
meanings which have developed in the course of living, together with the 
ways of forming and transmitting culture with all its constituents of tools, 
arts, institutions, traditions and customary beliefs.27 

 
He continues, 
 

Transformation from organic behavior to intellectual behavior, marked by 
logical properties, is a product of the fact that individuals live in a cultural 
environment.  Such living compels them to assume in their behavior the 
standpoint of customs, beliefs, institutions, meanings and projects which 
are at least relatively general and objective.28  

 
The instruments of inquiry, methods, terms and standards, are furnished by the cultural 

environment and transmitted through institutions and language.  Outside of these 

institutions and matrices, individual lack resources for determining whether their view of 

the world is merely a reflection of personal feeling.  The account of objectivity that 

Dewey points to here affirms that responsibility to subject matter occurs within engaging 

in practices.  Just as the Hegelian view affirms that objectivity involves coming to occupy 

a wider standpoint incorporating elements of individual perspective, so Dewey’s 

conception of objectivity involves coming to occupy a certain perspective. Thus, 

Deweyan accounts of inquiry share with Hegelian objectification the idea that objectivity 

need not abandon all ties to a human perspective.  Inquiry and its results employ 
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meanings that, on a Deweyan model, have to tie to an individual’s culturally-informed 

perspective.29 This theme appears in Dewey’s work on criticism, as well. 

And, as Dancy denies that an internal connection to human nature implies that 

appreciation of value is a mere projection of that nature, so Dewey need not be 

committed to the thought that such a connection to operating within the cultural matrix 

makes one’s construals a mere projection of this matrix.  Processes of inquiry can 

incorporate the claim that the construal is not solely a product of our own nature in the 

narrative to be tested.  

Thus, as in the Hegelian case, a narrative construal subjected to inquiry 

incorporates the claim that one’s perception captures how the situation actually is.  In the 

reasoning portion of inquiry, wherein one establishes possible solutions to the problem, 

one performs an examination of the possible narrative construal in which one 

“organize[s] them [‘observed facts’] into a coherent whole.” At various levels of the 

objectification-process, the moral reason might be invalidated if it cannot be incorporated 

into a coherent narrative that includes the claim that the value is part of the world.  

Evidence to validate a reason consists in showing that it is a part of the world, which here 

includes the provisional “fact,” <x is a part of the world>, into our construal, and 

“evidential quality is judged on the basis of their [these facts] capacity to form an ordered 

whole in response to operations prescribed by the ideas they occasion and support.”30 Just 
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29 Dewey adds the further claim, missing from Dancy’s account of Hegelian objectivity, that 
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as evidence for validation on the Hegelian model consists in coherence in larger and 

larger narratives, so coherence provides the substance of evidence in inquiry. 

Moreover, where Dewey writes about “criticism,” in Experience and Nature he 

confronts a view of objectivity and subjectivity wherein objectivity precludes reference to 

the experiencing subject.  He rejects the separation of objective knowledge from the 

experience of subjects;  

Partiality is not obnoxious just because it is partial.  A world characterized 
by beginnings, directions and terminations is of necessity a world in which 
any interaction is intensive change....  What is obnoxious in partiality is 
due to the illusion that there are states and acts which are not also 
interactions.31 
 

Confronting this illusion, he maintains that an office of criticism regarding values is to 

distinguish the real from the apparent good.32 In the terms of our discussion, its office is 

to distinguish real as opposed to apparent reasons.  The process of criticism, like inquiry, 

resembles Hegelian objectification, relying on coherence within a wider perspective, 

testing our construal of some reason against further “interactions.”  

After critiquing much philosophy as a reaction to the “illusion,” Dewey argues 

that philosophy ought to take the form of criticism, writing “Thought goes beyond 

immediate existence to its relationships, the conditions which mediate it and the things to 

which it is in turn mediatory.  And such a procedure is criticism.”33 In this passage, 

criticism requires investigation into the conditions leading to our appraisal of a particular 

situation, and the appraisal’s continuity with other experiences.  Thus, one point of 
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criticism is to situate a particular appraisal within a larger framework of experiences, to 

widen the boundary of a situation.  Like inquiry, criticism warrants claims to objectivity 

without transcending human practices.  As we see, though, Dewey’s work on criticism 

shares more features with Hegelian objectification than those he identifies in the matrix 

and pattern of inquiry. 

Most importantly, criticism explicitly requires reflection on our relationship to an 

immediate appraisal or construal under consideration.  Among mediating conditions of 

“immediate existence” (in this case, an appreciation of a situation’s shape) is the 

relationship between oneself and one’s construal. 

Subjecting our initial appraisal of a situation to criticism involves consideration of 

the situation experimentally.  If a construal survives testing and is substantiated, then it is 

validated as objective.  One may balk at Dewey’s scientistic language of experimentation 

applied to ethics.  However, he identifies the data of the “experiment” as the experienced 

values furnished by a particular liking.  One has an initial “reading” of a situation (what 

Dancy would consider an initial appreciation of moral reasons); subjecting it to criticism, 

one asks what experiences one’s construal produces.  Effectively, Dewey’s method aims 

at a new appreciation, one brought about by examining the causes and results of a 

particular appraisal.  The criticism of causes asks for reflection on whether the construal 

is a mere projection of one’s nature, and the appeal to effects situates the initial appraisal 

in a larger narrative.  In effect, criticism asks for reflection on the question at the heart of 

Hegelian objectification: Is the initial view of the world sustainable in a larger narrative? 

Unlike his work focusing on the pattern of inquiry, Dewey explicitly recognizes 

that criticism exemplifies aesthetic dimensions.  However, this connection to aesthetics 
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need not impugn the objectivity of criticism.  Just as the Hegelian model of 

objectification seeks to validate a reason by fitting it within larger narratives about one’s 

relationship to the situation, so criticism’s method can be literary.  Dewey argues that the 

purpose of criticism is to provide “a comment on nature and life in the interest of a more 

intense and just appreciation of the meanings present in experience.  Its business is 

reportorial and transcriptive only in the sense in which the drama and poetry have that 

office.”34 Just as Hegelian objectification validates or invalidates reasons on the basis of 

the strength of narratives, so criticism can exemplify aesthetic qualities.  Drama and 

poetry do not have to report all of the facts, as in a list of properties of a situation, but to 

exemplify a narrative shape, and bring about an appreciation of that shape.  Through a 

series of narrative construals whose objects are the interaction of our initial appraisal with 

other experiences, one appreciates the extent to which particular perceptions are mere 

projections.  Thus, criticism as the office of moral philosophy asks whether our 

immediate valuings and prizings can survive reflection.  If they can, and inquiry sustains 

our initial construal of a situation, then we arrive at what Dewey calls a “valuation.”35  

Most importantly for my purposes, Deweyans can claim to do better or worse 

with respect to the subject matter under investigation.  Dancy claims that the best way for 

a reason to be validated is to show that it is actually part of the world and not solely a 

consequence of individual taste or a projection of our nature rather than of the world.  

Reasons receive this validation by being incorporated into greater “wholes” (to use 

Dewey’s language of inquiry) or coherent narratives (to use Dancy’s language from 

Moral Reasons) that incorporate the claim that the reason is not a mere projection.  By 
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affirming that inquiry takes place in cultural matrices, Dewey appears to be susceptible to 

the worries of the new pragmatists like Stout.  However, the analysis of Dancy shows is 

that there is a kind of objectivity located in these cultural matrices.  And, recall, Dancy 

maintains that if moral reasons survive Hegelian objectification-processes, “that is all the 

objectivity I think they need.”  

Finally, if Dewey is correct in arguing that inquiry takes place within cultural 

matrices that reveal the meanings of situations, we could not find objectivity outside of 

the practices in which we are embedded.  Thus, embracing a Deweyan objectivity enables 

us to be untroubled by the fact that moral properties are not noticed by those engaged in 

radically different practices, and suggesting that experience provides its own tools for 

criticism is an improvement on the Hegelian model.  I discuss this point further below. 

Objectivity can be sensitive to a subject matter, while abandoning what Dewey 

conceives as a harmful aspiration to transcend all perspective.  Dewey’s account of 

objectivity thereby retains, as Hegelian objectification does, elements traceable to a 

subject.  The form of Hegelian objectification, wherein one sees if the view one naturally 

takes can survive criticism, strikingly resembles Dewey’s accounts of inquiry and 

criticism.  These processes aim to show that a situation exhibits a property independent of 

particular experience, or is there for experience, or is not merely a reflection of personal 

tastes, or a figment of a subjective state, the hallmarks of the objectivity Dancy affords 

moral reasons.36 
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36 On a note for future consideration, Dancy is hopeful that showing that values have a narrative 

character implies that the value-exhibiting world has a practical character.  Dewey’s affirmation of the 
practical character of reality fits nicely into this picture.  Values are part of our interrelationship with the 
environment; actions and persons are prized and rejected.  Inquiry is practical, changing an unsettled 
situation (in terms of our relationship to a situation) into one that is settled and unproblematic. 
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Objectivity in Dewey’s Ethics 

Dewey frames his central work in ethics, “Theory of the Moral Life,” as an 

argument for reflective morality over customary morality, contrasting morality which 

“places standards and rules of conduct in ancestral habit...  [and morality that] appeals to 

conscience, reason, or some principle which includes thought.”37 Reflective morality 

enables claims to objectivity in moral knowledge, while customary morality, Dewey 

maintains, reflects the values of ancestral habit without warranting claims to objectivity.  

The distinction turns on whether a moral appraisal survives a process of reflection like 

inquiry. 

Intelligent moral choice, like Dewey’s moral theory and theory of inquiry, relies 

on the practices in which it is embedded.  The cultural matrix of moral inquiry includes 

the actual moral traditions and products of moral philosophy.  Dewey maintains that 

theories which aspire to “directive principles,” though failing to capture moral life, 

contribute to reflective morality by providing “points of view,” which one can occupy, 

and see the situation as having different salient features or a different shape.  The point of 

reflective moral theory is to change what we do using those tools available from within 

our practices and cultural milieu.  For both reflection and theorizing, there is a cultural 

matrix in which moral inquiry takes place. 

In the context of moral judgments, Dewey argues that the object of such 

judgments is esteeming or liking on the basis of reflection, “to look at a thing in its 

relations to other things.” One does this unreflectively as well, and immediate liking and 

disliking reveal more about our character than the value of an action.  Dewey maintains 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 John Dewey, Ethics, John Dewey: The Later Works. Vol. 7. Ed. Jo Ann Boydston, (Carbondale, 

IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 162 
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that the virtuous character does have insight into moral reality, the ability to “size up” the 

situation and potential action.  Dewey thus distinguishes between immediate judgments 

as psychologically valuable, revealing something about the appraiser’s habits, likes and 

prejudices, and as morally valuable, as in the case of the virtuous individual.38 This 

distinction implies that some have better judgment, and this means that they have a more 

accurate view of the moral landscape. 

Moreover, in Ethics, Dewey’s description of objectivity maintains a tie to 

perspective.  He writes, “To put ourselves in the place of others, to see things from the 

standpoint of their purposes and values...  is the surest way to attain objectivity of moral 

knowledge.” 39 Taking the place of others challenges one regarding whether an initial 

“read” of a situation is solely a projection of one’s nature.  Underlying this method is the 

contention that the view of a situation thereby attained is one of an “expanded 

personality.” Reflective morality, much like Hegelian objectification, inquires whether a 

view naturally taken can be sustained.  If the construal can be sustained by an expanded 

personality or wider perspective, it has survived inquiry. 

Reflective morality involves testing different “reads” of a situation.  Reflection 

amounts to seeing a situation with different features and relationships being made salient.  

The value of different theories is found in their ability to highlight and hide different 

features of a situation, giving rise to different shapes.  Moreover, when Dewey argues 

that sympathy, the ability to take on another perspective, is the animating mold of moral 

judgment, he is arguing that our ability to put on a different perspective, to see different 

saliences in the same situation is a condition of competent moral reflection.  By using the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 Ibid., 270. 
 
39 Ibid., 270. 
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tools of moral theory like this, or trying to appreciate another read of a situation from 

“within,” one tests construals to see whether they are mere reflections of prejudice.  One 

can perform inquiry regarding immediate narrative construals, in effect embracing the 

central features of Hegelian objectification. 

 
Dewey and Dancy’s Hegelian Response to Objectivity as Solidarity 

To return to the worries of the New Pragmatists, does Dewey appreciate the 

objective dimension of moral inquiry? Dewey of course acknowledges that our moral 

knowledge and judgment is embedded in cultural matrices, as is all inquiry.  Thus, the 

objectivity afforded moral knowledge cannot be absolute.  But Dewey distinguishes the 

valuings of the virtuous from those of the non-virtuous by implying that the virtuous 

vision reveals the moral landscape.  Moreover, the challenge of the new pragmatists can 

be met so long as there are accounts of objectivity which do not aspire to transcend 

practices.   

Dewey need not affirm theses incompatible with Dancy’s preferred account of 

objectivity in the moral domain.  Moreover, inquiry, criticism and moral reflection 

involve processes and emphasis on narrative coherence at the heart of Hegelian 

objectification. 

Just as Dancy needs an account of objectivity that does not render moral 

properties un-real merely because creatures unlike us are not sensitive to them, so 

properties are not shown to be unreal, for Dewey’s objectivity, merely through showing 

that sensitivity to such properties is not shared by those engaged in radically different 

practices.  This position is friendly to Dancy’s preference for Hegelian objectification.  

Those embedded in practices that systematically obscure moral properties could be 
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shown to have merely subjective views of moral reality via objectification-processes or 

inquiry.  That is, by adopting different narrative construals, one can test each for 

“strengths of narrative.” Moreover, one can reflect on whether one’s immediate 

appraisals are the products of one’s own subjectivity. 

Like Dancy’s account of Hegelian objectification, Dewey’s approach to 

objectivity does not extricate perspectival elements to achieve a view of the moral 

landscape apart from characteristically human concerns.  And in Dewey’s emphasis on 

sympathy in moral judgment, one sees the method of Hegelian objectification.  A 

sympathetic individual is capable of taking the wider view the Hegelian model exhorts, 

since that model asks one to retain a perspective while subjecting a narrative construal to 

reflection. 

Finally, are any elements of reflective morality incompatible with Hegelian 

objectification? Dewey does not think we can transcend the tools bequeathed by 

traditions, experiences, and practices; this fact does not prevent one from examining 

whether inclinations are merely subjective preference or exhibit a value that is “there for 

experience.” Since my goal has been to argue that Dancy’s account of objectivity of 

moral reasons is not hostile to Dewey’s account, there is sufficient reason to think that 

Hegelian objectification does not contain elements incompatible with those processes by 

which Dewey affirms one knows the moral world.   

 
Critical Elements in a Deweyan-Hegelian Account of Objectivity 

Before arguing that Dewey’s work on inquiry and criticism shared the central 

features of Hegelian objectification, I commented that it is unclear whether there is 

critical potential in Dancy’s model.  Here, I expand on that comment, suggesting that 
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pragmatists can offer clarity on the critical potential of these processes that are embedded 

in cultural matrices of inquiry.  Recall the problem that, prima facie, vicious individuals 

may be prone to “reading” a situation to justify a vicious action morally.  A selfish Fred, 

for example, might have an initial construal that promotes his own interests above those 

of others, and his construal might be narratively strong.  And one would expect that the 

processes of inquiry, criticism and Hegelian objectification make manifest his vice.   

Contemporary Deweyans use Dewey’s work on democracy to advocate particular 

forms of political participation as well as to characterize democracy as a moral ideal.   

Dewey’ specific conception of democracy is puzzling; he describes it as a way of life, as 

“conjoint communicated experience,” and as faith in the processes of experience, where 

experience is understood as “free interaction of individual human beings with 

surrounding conditions, especially the human surroundings, which develops and satisfies 

need and desire by increasing knowledge of things as they are.”40 While I cannot here 

rehearse all of the different interpretations of Dewey regarding democracy, his work 

includes material relevant to the critical potential of Hegelian objectification-processes. 

In his comments in “Creative Democracy: The Task Before Us,” Dewey writes,  

Democracy as compared with other ways of life is the sole way of living 
which believes wholeheartedly in the process of experience as end and as 
means; as that which is capable of generating the science which is the sole 
dependable authority for the direction of further experience and which 
releases emotions, needs and desires so as to call into being the things that 
have not existed in the past.41 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 John Dewey, Democracy and Education, and “Creative Democracy: The Task Before Us,” in 

John Dewey: The Later Works 1925-1953 Volume 14, edited by Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 229. 

 
41 Ibid., 229. 
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Part of the value of democracy as a way of life is that it provides materials for 

objectification-processes that have critical potential, insofar as it relies upon taking 

seriously the experiences and understanding of others in a community.  William Caspary, 

commenting on deliberation in democracy, elaborates on this feature, “Deliberation is 

fostered by encouraging people to tell each other their ethical dilemmas, deliberations, 

and decisions.”42 Deliberation in democracy, for Dewey, requires multiple narratives to 

be articulated from various members of the community.  These narratives bring to the 

foreground different construals of the same situation.  The democratic faith expressed in 

“Creative Democracy” is a faith in the processes of communication and the rehearsal of 

different voices in a community to guide deliberation. 

The vicious individual, whose “read” of a situation might survive Hegelian 

objectification-processes, would be less likely to be vindicated in a Deweyan democratic 

culture.  Since democracy involves “faith” or giving credence to the communicated 

experiences of others, their construals need to be incorporated into inquiry and criticism. 

This critical component is contingent; Dewey talks about “faith” in experience to 

furnish the materials for its own criticism and improvement.  Much of Dewey’s argument 

for his positive vision of democracy as a way of life rests on the critical potential of 

democracy.  By sharing the experiences of those in communities, local and extended, one 

comes to appreciate multiple perspectives on the same situation.  These different 

perspectives can create the kind of situation that precipitates inquiry; they can present 

competing “readings” of a situation that are subject to objectification-processes. Should 

one find that the resulting narratives are stronger, one has the basis for criticizing an 

otherwise coherent set of construals that may be vicious. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

42 Caspary, Dewey on Democracy, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2000), 154. 
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Consider Fred again.  Racism might infect his immediate construals and 

reflections, but other readings of the situation offer a coherent narrative where Fred’s 

construal is merely a product of his own nature.  These narratives, like Fred’s, are subject 

to processes of objectification.  They can yield challenges to Fred’s construal.  Dewey’s 

emphasis on the value of democracy as faith in experience and conjoint communicated 

experience helps answer questions regarding the critical potential of the Hegelian model.  

Fred himself might privilege his own read, but there are other, competing reads that in a 

democratic community compete with Fred’s own.   

The point is not that Dewey has shown that any claim of Dancy’s is false.  Rather, 

Dancy leaves the critical potential of his model of moral objectification unexplained.  

Dewey’s work on democracy suggests that experiences yield different materials for 

processes of inquiry, which can reveal the relative strength or weakness of different 

readings. 

 
The Upshot for Dancy-Dewey Dialectic 

Stout’s criticism that pragmatism collapses objectivity to intersubjective 

agreement, and that this collapse is in tension with Dancy’s particularism, has 

implications for using Dewey’s work to articulate an account of particularist education.  

If true, the best Dewey could offer would be an education that aims at an expansive 

parochialism, sharing in forms of life that foster agreement, without an assurance that 

moral sensitivity is anything other than a projection of one’s nature.  Dancy’s 

particularism requires that one embrace the objectivity of moral reasons.  

I have argued that Dewey’s resources are “open” to particularists.  By showing 

that Dancy’s account of “Hegelian objectivity” is compatible with Dewey’s approach to 
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inquiry and criticism, and that Dewey can offer critical resources for Dancy’s model. 

Like Dewey, Dancy sees objectivity as ensured by a process in which one reflects on 

whether an initial construal is a product merely of one’s own nature.  One tests narratives 

of an immediate construal that include one’s relationship to the construal for internal 

coherence.  Deweyans can embrace this account as it incorporates elements of inquiry 

and criticism including reflection on “mediating conditions,” the evidential quality of 

coherence, and, most importantly, retains a connection to practices in which we are 

engaged.  In spite of this tie to perspective, we can be warranted in affirming that 

appreciations of situations are not mere projections of our nature or our community’s 

predilections. 

The result here is that the reluctance to turn to Dewey as a potential resource for 

particularism is unwarranted, at least insofar as it is motivated by the idea that the best 

pragmatism can offer is solidarity.  Having confronted the worries of the new pragmatists 

(and I suspect others) regarding objectivity, I now turn to providing a Deweyan response 

to the contention that particularists do not provide an account of moral education. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Narrative Rationality and Particularist Education 

 
The previous chapter addresses concerns of the “new pragmatists” that Dewey 

could have very little to say to help particularists, since Dewey eschews objectivity and is 

unconcerned with moral perception tracking moral reality.  On Dancy’s view, discussed 

in chapter 2, this tracking amounts to our accurate appreciation of a situation’s narrative 

structure.  One can check that this narrative construal is objective according to whether it 

survives or would survive processes of Hegelian objectification.  Not only can Deweyans 

embrace this account of objectivity, but they can embrace it and offer critical resources.  

There is no fundamental tension between particularist claims to objectivity and 

pragmatist commitments. 

In this chapter, I turn to the two learning-related problems of particularism 

articulated in chapter 2.  The first problem is to respond to a challenge regarding the 

possibility of moral education.  How is it that one can become sensitive to a situation’s 

narrative structure, without the aid of patterns or generalizations of the form, “Feature f 

always has moral import m?” I argue that Dewey’s work on habit and tradition enables an 

explanation of the possibility of such an education.  For Dewey, habits structure 

experiences; he writes, “We bring to the simplest observation a complex apparatus of 

habit...  Otherwise observation is the blankest of stares.”1 Further, Dewey describes 

traditions in terms of habits, and his ideas enable understanding the development of 

narrative rationality at the core of Dancy’s account of moral competence. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1 John Dewey, Experience and Nature, in John Dewey: The Later Works 1925-1953 Volume 1, 
edited by Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 170. 
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Below, I review reasons why generalists are skeptical about the possibility of 

particularist education, and outline David Bakhurst’s response to provide a framework for 

articulating the possibility of particularist education.  I use this framework to argue that 

habituation in tradition can account for the possibility of moral education. Habituation 

explains the salience of features without relying on universal principles.  I show that this 

interpretation is consistent with Dancy’s holism by showing that the appeal to traditions 

is not an appeal to invariant reasons.  Moreover, Bakhurst himself denies that Deweyan 

pragmatists can provide an account of education using Dewey’s notion of habit.  I 

respond to Bakhurst’s criticisms and conclude by offering a Deweyan interpretation of 

the sort of particularist moral learning enabled by one mechanism of moral learning that 

Bakhurst identifies: study in the humanities. 

 
Generalist Skepticism: Hooker’s Assertion 

In the course of offering both metaphysical and normative critiques of 

particularism, Brad Hooker states bluntly, “particularists won’t be able in the end to give 

an adequate account of moral education,” and, while he does not offer an argument for 

this objection, one can imagine why he and perhaps generalists generally are skeptical.2  

First, the skepticism can be motivated by Dancy’s rejection of an intuitive picture 

of moral competence as embodied in a “person of principle,” and with it those 

educational programs directed at forming such an individual.3 The end of particularist 

moral education conflicts with a generalist understanding of this process.  Instead, the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Brad Hooker, “Moral Particularism: Wrong and Bad,” in Moral Particularism, ed.  Hooker and 

Little (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000, 1-22), 15.  He continues to “set the point aside” and 
discuss the supposed unreliability of particularists. 

3 Jonathan Dancy, Ethics Without Principles, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 1-2. 
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aim of education is, at the least, to produce sensitivity to salient features of situations in 

their narrative organization. 

Other than the obvious problem that generalists view the task of moral education 

as developing knowledge of and facility with moral principles, and that particularists 

object to this view of moral competence, generalists may find the possibility of 

particularist education mysterious even granting Dancy’s description of competence as 

seeing what matters where and when it matters.  Opponents of particularism may wonder 

how we come to be sensitive to the right narrative structure of a collection of salient 

features, or even a narrative structure of a situation, failing the appeal to some general 

knowledge about the typical moral importance of some feature or other.  And, as 

previously noted, Dancy is quiet regarding moral education, appealing to a successful 

moral education to furnish a “contentless ability to discern what matters where it 

matters.”4 Can particularists say anything regarding education, or is Dancy’s silence a 

damning necessity?  It is not. 

Others concerned with particularist education provide a framework for 

articulating the possibility of particularist education.  For example, Lawrence Blum, after 

arguing that moral perception (“a person coming upon a situation and perceiving its 

morally salient features”) is a part of moral agency distinct from the selection and 

application of principles, maintains that 

once particularity is broken down into particular sorts of features and 
sensitivity to their presence, the door is open to exploring the ways that 
imagination, attention, empathy, critical reason, habit, exposure to new 
moral categories, and the like contribute to the formation of those 
sensitivities.5  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Jonathan Dancy, Moral Reasons, (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1993), 50. 
 
5 Lawrence Blum, Moral Perception and Particularity, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
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For my purposes, David Bakhurst provides an outline of particularist education as 

enculturation or language-acquisition that provides direction for a Deweyan account of 

particularist moral education. 

Dewey’s account of habits and their development as social functions, and his 

assessment of traditions and social institutions as embedded habits of vision that organize 

experience, afford particularists resources to account for the possibility of moral 

education.  After arguing that Dewey can provide for the possibility of particularist 

education using Bakhurst’s framework, I respond to Bakhurst’s reluctance to draw on 

Dewey. 

 
Dewey and the Problem of a “Mental Perspective” 

A morally competent individual, on the particularist interpretation, is one who is 

able to see correctly the narrative shape of the situation, appreciating the salience of its 

features.  Dewey is explicitly concerned about educational programs that fail to develop 

these abilities.  For example, in his 1909 Moral Principles in Education, Dewey voices 

the problem confronting particularists as a general problem for educational institutions; 

he offers a picture of competent judgment that resonates with Dancy’s:  

The one who has judgment is the one who has ability to size up a situation.  
He is the one who can grasp the scene or situation before him, ignoring 
what is irrelevant, or what for the time being is unimportant, who can 
seize upon the factors which demand attention, and grade them according 
to their respective claims.6  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1994), 58, and 46. 

6 John Dewey, Moral Principles in Education in John Dewey: The Middle Works 1899-1924, 
Volume 4, edited by Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 289.   
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Judgment, on Dewey’s view, is contextual, and a central feature of judgment is the ability 

of an individual to perceive salient features of a situation. 

But, recognizing saliences and inertness among the components of a situation 

presents a puzzle.  Dancy presents moral reality, the “shape” of a situation, as having a 

narrative structure, and the shape of the features that justify one narrative “read” over 

another is narrative in structure as well.  Can particularists provide an account of the 

genesis of narrative rationality that does not depend on true universal moral principles?  

That is, how does one become attuned to the narrative of a situation such that we 

avoid, as Dancy warns, a view of a situation amounting to a flat list of properties? Dewey 

recognizes this worry, reporting,  

I have heard an educator of large experience say that in her judgment the 
greatest defect of instruction to-day, on the intellectual side, is found in the 
fact that children leave school without a mental perspective.  Facts seem to 
them all of the same importance.  There is no foreground or background.7  
 

This educator laments the inability of students to appreciate saliences.  The metaphor of 

foreground and background approximates the “shape” language used by Dancy and 

shows that Dewey also notices the problem of recognizing particularity.  In this quote, he 

implies that recognizing salience and inertness requires a “mental perspective,” and that a 

goal of education is to enable such a perspective. 

Since, as discussed in the introduction, Dewey rejects the possibility that 

universal moral rules can provide that foreground or background, he confronts the same 

problem in his picture of the moral life that Dancy acknowledges but leaves unresolved in 

Moral Reasons; namely, how does one begin to see salient features as salient, inert 

background as inert? Before offering an account of Dewey on habit and the formation of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Ibid., 291. (italics mine) 
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such a perspective, I look to David Bakhurst’s work on particularist moral education to 

provide an outline of the possibility of education in this framework. 

 
David Bakhurst’s Proposal 

Though, as I explain below, Bakhurst charges that Deweyans are not in a position 

to answer questions regarding particularist moral education, elsewhere he offers direction 

for thinking about it by reference to the goals of that education.  Here I explicate 

Bakhurst’s positive suggestions to provide a framework for appealing to Dewey’s notion 

of habit. 

Bakhurst offers a warning to particularists that embracing a myopic view of moral 

competence as getting things right case by case necessitates the kind of quietude 

regarding moral education that Dancy exemplifies.  The morally competent individual 

must bring something to a situation that gives that situation shape.  By articulating 

various competencies and attributes consistent with particularist views of reasons, 

Bakhurst implies that particularist education might proceed in myriad ways, through 

teaching, nurturing, forms “akin to apprenticeship,” among others.8 Bakhurst’s central 

contention is this: If particularists can articulate competencies, commitments and 

characteristics of morally adept individuals consistent with their views on reasons, then 

particularists can make use of these myriad ways of inculcating these characteristics and 

a mental perspective. 

In effect, Bakhurst argues that competent moral agents have more than a 

statistical knowledge of what can matter; the various characteristics and competencies 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 David Bakhurst, “Particularism and Moral Education,” Philosophical Explorations 8.3 

(September 2005), 265-279, 275. 
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form a background conception of morality that individuals bring to a situation.  This 

conception makes salient, or explains the salience of, certain features: 

There are reasons why some things tend to matter as they do, and this is 
something a morally competent agent appreciates.  We might say that this 
appreciation is partly constitutive of the ‘conception of morality’ that 
agents bring to situations.  Such a conception is not just ‘background 
knowledge’.  A competent moral agent is one whose judgements are 
expressive of a coherent moral vision, which is itself an object of moral 
assessment and which forms part of the agent’s ‘identity’.9  
 

Moral education involves the formation of a perspective that includes a “coherent moral 

vision.” While Bakhurst does not elaborate on the content of this vision, he argues for its 

necessity in the moral life by articulating a view of moral competence consistent with 

particularism, then assesses whether the elements of the “morally adept personality” so 

construed are consistent with particularist commitments.  With these elements in hand, 

Bakhurst is in a position to make pronouncements regarding the possibility of 

particularist moral education.   

One might suspect that the work here is too broad of stroke to be of use, and 

Bakhurst admits his work does not provide a concrete account of the processes of moral 

formation; still, he captures the goal of particularist moral education:  

we have to see moral education as initiation into a culture of evaluation.  
It comprises the acquisition of the language of moral appraisal and 
criticism -- understood not simply as a certain repertoire of concepts, but 
as a tradition of thinking, justifying -- and the cultivation of values, virtues 
and sensibilities in the service of autonomous, rational agency.10  
 

He echoes Dewey’s contention that education ought to furnish individuals with a mental 

perspective, arguing that, “...  a person needs to acquire a ‘way of seeing’ significance in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Ibid., 270. 
 
10 Ibid., 274. 
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situations and this involves the cultivation of certain modes of appreciation.  The novice 

needs to be initiated into a point of view, not taught procedures.”11 Particularist moral 

education seeks to develop a mental perspective, to produce a point of view, facility with 

a language of appraisal, which he likens to enculturation.  The object of such 

enculturation is to produce a background conception of morality that reveals the salience 

of certain features. 

Finally, Bakhurst draws the implication that “moral education is not a distinct 

discipline, but one that permeates the humanities.  The humanities provide material for 

moral reflection and they cultivate sensitivities and capacities...  that figure in moral 

judgement and reasoning.”12 Among the capacities developed are skills of intellectual 

perception and narrative explanation.  The humanities are important in the formation of a 

background conception insofar as  

[moral formation’s] vehicle is reflection upon life: from the exigencies of 
particular situations and relationships to grand themes of meaning, 
purpose, and the nature of the good.  The counsel of others may assist us 
in this, just as we may learn from their example and from cases, fictional 
or imaginary.13  
 

This abbreviated sketch enables an understanding of the formation of mental perspectives 

or background conceptions of morality.   

How does reflection upon life enable particularist moral formation? Though the 

contention that study in the humanities cultivates appropriate sensitivities yields concrete 

recommendations for an educational program, Bakhurst here only hints at the 

mechanisms that might be involved in particularist moral education.  Readers gather that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Ibid., 274 (italics added). 

12 Ibid., 274. 

13 Ibid., 274 
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moral education is akin to learning a language and that the humanities are the locus of 

moral education.  But though this account provides a framework for responding to the 

educator’s lament, it remains insufficient for answering the question, how do we form a 

mental perspective that enables us to discern moral saliences? At the end of this chapter, I 

offer a brief interpretation of moral learning in the humanities consistent with Dewey’s 

views on habit.  Now, I draw on Dewey’s work on habit to articulate the possibility of 

forming a perspective, or being initiated into a culture of evaluation. 

 
Towards A Culture of Evaluation: Habits as Experience-Organizers 

At the outset of this chapter, I quoted Dewey’s affirmation that, without the aid of 

habit, observation yields “the blankest of stares.” Habits give practical organization to 

inchoate experiences; “as organized habits are definitely deployed and focused, the 

confused situation takes on form, it is ‘cleared up’—the essential function of 

intelligence.”14 These passages and others, taken together with the educator’s lament, 

suggest that habits constitute the “mental perspective” which explains the salience of 

some features and the irrelevance of others.   

Dewey’s most extensive treatment of habit is in Human Nature and Conduct.  

Here, Dewey claims, “Man is a creature of habit, not reason nor yet of instinct.”15 By 

explicitly contrasting habit with both reason and instinct, he affirms that human responses 

to the environment are entrenched but malleable.  Animals, creatures of instinct, are 

supposedly driven by impulse, inborn tendencies for specific action.  In contrast to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct, in John Dewey: The Middle Works, 1899-1924 

Volume 14, edited by Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008).  126 
 
15 Ibid., 88. 
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“reason,” however, habits are formed out of impulse and perpetuate in later activities, 

including cognition, thus Dewey denies a separate “power” of reason.  Moreover, Dewey 

emphasizes habits’ status as acquired rather than native. 

Broadly, Dewey conceives of habit as an acquired disposition to a particular 

mode of response in the face of certain stimuli.16 Elsewhere in Human Nature and 

Conduct, he writes that “All habits are demands for certain kinds of activity; and they 

constitute the self.”17 As a constantly operating demand for activity, habits have 

“projectile power,” “they form our effective desires and furnish us with our working 

capacities.  They rule our thoughts, determining which shall appear and be strong.”18 In 

these passages, one sees the force of habit in character and the centrality of habit in 

Dewey’s thought.  Dewey also acknowledges the strangeness of his use of the term, 

writing, 

We need a word to express the kind of human activity which is influenced 
by prior activity and in that sense acquired; which contains within itself a 
certain ordering or systematization of the minor elements of action; which 
is projective, dynamic in quality, ready for overt manifestation; and which 
is operative in some subdued subordinate form even when not obviously 
dominating activity.19 
 

Given these qualities in looking to develop an appreciation of saliences, or the ability to 

appreciate a narrative shape, one should look to the development of habits and the 

organization of experience they afford to supply the “mental perspective” necessary for 

judgment. 
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Among those habits Dewey recognizes are tendencies to interpret experience; as 

commentator Terrance MacMullen writes, habits are “frameworks of meaning that are 

passed from old to young that organize inchoate experiences.”20 Though MacMullen 

seems mistakenly to imply that all habits are frameworks, and all frameworks are passed 

from old to young, the point that habits organize experience remains.  Another 

contemporary interpreter, Steven Fesmire comments, Dewey “... uses the term ‘habit’ 

broadly to encompass not only private behavioral patterns but also heritable interpretive 

structures such as symbol systems, stories, beliefs, myths, metaphors, virtues, gestures, 

prejudices, and the like.”21 Beyond specific habits of interpretation, however, Dewey 

affirms that habits, as demands for activity, organize experience.   

Habituation, then, understood as the development of acquired modes of response 

that organize experience, promises to explain the ability to see features as salient and to 

grasp a situation’s shape.  In order to bolster Bakhurst’s account, these habits need to 

form the background against which judgment takes place, and habituation needs to 

explain membership in a culture of appraisal.  And, in order to fit with Dancy’s work on 

moral justification, the organization effected by these habits needs to be understood as 

narrative. 

This brief analysis is necessary framework for appreciating the relation of habits 

to intelligence and our construals of situations.  And while particularists might think of 

descriptions of situations as products of thought and not habit, Dewey argues that “reason 
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21 Steven Fesmire, John Dewey & Moral Imagination: Pragmatism in Ethics, (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 2003), 10. 
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pure of all influences from prior habit is a fiction… sensations and ideas which are the 

‘stuff’ of thought and purpose are alike affected by habits manifested in the acts which 

give rise to sensations and meanings.”22 Habits serve as both “negative limits” and 

“positive agencies” for thought.  They are negative limits insofar as “outside the scope of 

habits, thought works gropingly, fumbling in confused uncertainty,” and positive 

agencies insofar as they enrich “the field of possible intelligence and foretelling.”23 

Habits organize thought and experience as projective demands for an activity, which 

organize the “minor elements of action” to express that demand. 

Dewey’s example of the habit of walking illustrates this claim.  Even when an 

individual isn’t walking, when the habit is not being expressed overtly, it is expressed in 

“what a man sees when he keeps still, even in dreams.”24 Habits are constantly operative, 

affecting interaction with, and understanding of, the world.  To develop the locomotion 

example, the able-bodied and the wheelchair-bound encounter situations differently, 

encountering different elements of a situation as distant or as an obstacle.  The habit of 

“locomotion” is projective and interpenetrative, directing habits of organization as a 

positive agency of thought, and works to make some features salient and others not.   

A more directly moral, and less motor-oriented, example helps show how a habit 

can organize elements of a situation, and how people with the same habit can have 

different construals of a situation.  As discussed below, a habit of kindness, for example, 

is a demand for the experience of a particular kind of value, to bring about an experience 

of kindliness.  The habit organizes the elements of action in accord with that demand.  
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But the demand can differ between individuals.  Suppose two kind individuals see a 

stranded driver on the road.  For both, the end of helping the driver comes to the 

foreground; his need is salient.  But, the manifestation of the habit in moral perception 

might be different, depending on other habits constituting their characters.  Suppose the 

first individual also has a habit of anger, and that might make the fact that others have not 

stopped salient in his appreciation of the situation.  The second individual might lack that 

habit, keeping that feature of the situation inert.  Habits can “layer” to explain different 

construals of the same situation.  The interpenetration and projection of habits, then, can 

explain why two people with the same habit (like kindness) can have two different 

appraisals.  Other habits in a person’s character interact with the one under consideration 

to give shape, to use Dancy’s term, to a situation.   

Evidenced by the locomotion example, habits imbue experience with a narrative 

structure.  As demands for activity, habits have an end, namely the performance of 

activity; they organize the “minor elements of action” towards the satisfaction of demand.  

In the walking case, the demand for a certain activity orders perception of the 

environment.  Some features are encountered as obstacles or impediments; others 

function as inert background unrelated to the demand for the activity of walking.  In the 

kindliness example, one sees how different habits interpenetrate, and how the same 

demand can yield different appraisals. 

In addition to their function in organizing thought and structuring experience, 

Dewey also affirms that habits are social functions.  Habits are social functions insofar as 

they are tendencies to respond to a social climate, but also as they develop out of social 

forces and then operate within that context, they effect new environing conditions in 
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which habits operate.  Thus, there is a continual development of habits out of environing 

conditions and conditions by the operation of habits via their outward activities; 

“Individuals flourish and wither away like the grass of the fields.  But the fruits of their 

work endure and make possible the development of fuller activities having fuller 

significance.”25 Persons are creatures of habit, which incorporate environmental (and 

social) conditions, but those habits effect further conditions, which are incorporated into 

future habits, and so on.  Native tendencies mold into “habits formed under the influence 

of association with others who have habits already and who show their habits.”26 

Dewey continues, “Our individual habits are links in forming the endless chain of 

humanity.  Their significance depends upon the environment inherited from our 

ancestors, and it is enhanced as we foresee the fruits of our labors in the world in which 

our successors live.”27 The stimuli to which habits are acquired modes of response 

include those conditions that have been molded by prior habits.  Thus, individuals are 

embedded in environments formed via previous interactions of habit and environment, 

and their judgments are formed out of materials developed through interaction with that 

environment.  When MacMullen and Fesmire discuss habits as inherited structures of 

organization, they appeal to habits as ingrained in social structures, institutions and 

cultural products, and formed out of earlier interactions, which is in keeping with 

Dewey’s description of traditions as organized habits of vision.   

In summary, habits give narrative organization to experience insofar as they are 

demands for certain kinds of activity.  Habits give practical organization to inchoate 
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experiences.   They serve as “negative limits” and “positive agencies” for thought, 

supplying the foreground and background of judgment through projective demand.  They 

are socially embedded responses to environments that are themselves a product of 

previous human interactions incorporating demands for social activity.  Moreover, 

Bakhurst does not require that “a background conception of morality” take the form of 

propositional knowledge.  By likening this conception to facility with language or 

membership in a culture, the picture of particularist moral competence allows a wider 

interpretation of this conception.  Thus, Dewey’s notion of habit provides the general 

capacities sought by Dancyan particularists insofar as it explains the saliences of various 

features of situation.  Below, I outline an understanding of Bakhurst’s proposal of 

particularist education as initiation into “a culture of evaluation” using Dewey’s 

conception of habit.   

 
A Language of Appraisal: Particularist Education as Habituation in Tradition 

Building on this overview of habit, I turn to Dewey’s approach to the possibility 

of particularist moral education informed by Bakhurst’s proposed conception as 

acquisition of a language of appraisal or initiation into a culture of evaluation.   Thus far, 

I have argued that, for Dewey, habits provide organization to situations, and explain the 

salience of features.  Here I conclude the pragmatist development of Bakhurst’s proposal, 

arguing that the genesis of narrative rationality is habituation in traditions, by drawing on 

Dewey’s work in Democracy and Education, Experience and Nature, and Art as 

Experience.  In light of Bakhurst’s metaphor of moral education as enculturation and 

language-acquisition, I find the reluctance to turn to Dewey strange.  Dewey writes, “Not 

only is social life identical with communication, but all communication (and hence all 
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genuine social life) is educative.”28 As shown below, habits develop through participation 

in “social life,” activities in which individuals share ends and goals.  This habituation 

takes place in a social environment formed by prior interactions, and in which traditions 

serve a formative role. 

Dewey talks of education as, “a shaping into the standard form of social activity,” 

in which an individual “partakes in the interests, purposes, and ideas current in the social 

group.”29 He explains this participation in terms of habituation; the method for coming to 

adopt the “mental perspective” or “point of view” is “by means of the action of the 

environment in calling out certain responses.”30 In moral education, Dewey emphasizes 

the role of social activity and participation in a social environment to elicit habituation.  

As Steven Rockefeller explains, “For Dewey all education is a social process...  education 

is a product of communication and shared experience.”31 As I elaborate below, 

communication and shared experiences are habit-forming activities that initiate into a 

“culture of appraisal.” 

On Dewey’s account of habituation, Rockefeller writes, “good tastes can only be 

formed by providing persons with direct experiences of those intrinsic values which most 

effectively broaden and enhance the quality of experience.”32 Habits are inculcated by 

direct experience.  Dewey uses the example of standing up straight, “Only the man who 
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28 John Dewey, Democracy and Education, in John Dewey: The Middle Works (Carbonale, IL: 

Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 8. 

29 Ibid., 14. 

30 He doesn’t use the word “habit,” at the particular point referenced in Democracy and Education, 
however, later in the same chapter he discusses habits as expressions of education (50-54). 

31 Steven C.  Rockefeller, John Dewey: Religious Faith and Democratic Humanism, (New York: 
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can maintain a correct posture has the stuff out of which to form that idea of standing 

erect which can be the starting point of a right act.”33 The organization of a situation 

according a habit of “standing erect” is inculcated only by actually standing erect.  Those 

habits involved in moral perception, reasoning and judgment work similarly. 

To inculcate those habits that afford organization of a situation in accordance with 

moral concepts, an individual must have experience of various values realized in 

situations.  Dewey writes, “a youth who has had the repeated experience of the full 

meaning of the value of kindliness towards others built into his disposition has a measure 

of the worth of generous treatment of others.”34 The experience of “the value of 

kindliness” requires action.  A youth participates in repeated acts of organization of 

materials in situations that produce this kind of experience.  Habits associated with the 

enjoyment of kindness is projective, just as the habit of locomotion is, emphasizing and 

de-emphasizing features of the situation so as to produce a narrative wherein that value is 

realized.  This narrative organization relies on previous acts of organization. 

 Shared experience and communication afford habituation into a culture of 

appraisal.  Turning to the development of descriptive practices is relevant insofar as on 

Dancy’s view practices of description and moral justification coalesce.  In Experience 

and Nature, Dewey declares “Soliloquy is the product and reflex of converse with others; 

social communication is not an effect of soliloquy,” affirming that our private use of 

language and narrative is parasitic on communicative practices.35 He defines 

communication as: “the establishment of cooperation in an activity in which there are 
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partners, and in which the activity of each is modified and regulated by partnership.”36 

The attempt to resolve some problem directs the activity of communication, and the 

partners in communication interact for a purpose to bring about some end.  This end 

provides organization to the communicative activity, rendering some features salient and 

others inert.  At the end of the activity, the conversation partners have organized the 

materials, the features of the situation, to bring about that end.  Since Dewey thinks habits 

are demands for certain kinds of activity inculcated by performance of that activity, the 

habits involved in describing a situation to oneself are formed by constructing 

descriptions in co-operative activity, in communication. 

Dewey’s comments on our practices of description and the role of the community 

in their development illustrate the role traditions play in habituation.  Moreover, habits 

productive of solitary descriptions are not the only ones effected through communication.  

In acts of communication, individuals attempt to “take on” the perspective of a 

conversation partner.   Dewey writes, “Through speech a person dramatically identifies 

himself with potential acts and deeds; he plays many roles, not in successive stages of life 

but in a contemporaneously enacted drama.”37 Instances of communication have a 

dramatic, narrative structure, are organized to the control of some problem, and embrace 

the contestability of the vocabulary employed.  Most importantly, they are capable of re-

forming the habits of organization an individual brings to a situation insofar as by 

identifying oneself with another, one performs a separate act of description, enabled by 

interaction with another. 
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Thus, communication is educative insofar as in acts of communication, one is 

performing a habit-forming activity, which imbues an experience with narrative structure.  

This activity produces an experience in which participants experience, as Dewey says, the 

meaning of a value.  This value organizes the activity, and forms individuals’ habits so 

that they might see salience organized around that value in other situations.  As already 

mentioned, Dewey argues that repeated experiences of kindliness build a disposition; 

they do so by participation in organizing experienced materials to bring about an 

experience of that value.  Here’s an example of this kind of formation: My daughter 

participates in variety of community projects at our church.  In one, the children raise 

money to purchase livestock for families in need.  With the help of adults they identify 

needs, animals that might address those needs, and carry out fundraising activities in the 

church.  They participate in a social activity, making the goal established by the small 

community their own.  In doing so, they perform acts of organization around that goal 

and engage in acts of communication with others.  Finally, they have an experience of the 

value of charitable activity, which can be employed in further actions.  These kinds of co-

operative and communicative activities form the basis of further acts of organization. 

Importantly, the environment eliciting action is a social environment constituted 

not just by living individuals, but by traditions and institutions.  Dewey writes,  

an individual’s desires take shape under the influence of the human 
environment.  The materials of his thought and belief come to him from 
the others with whom he lives.  He would be poorer than a beast of the 
fields were it not for traditions that become a part of his mind, and for 
institutions that penetrate below his outward actions into his purposes and 
satisfactions.38  
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In this passage, Dewey provides a reply to the educator’s lament; background and 

foreground of judgment are embedded in an individual’s relationship to traditions and 

social institutions similarly embedded in their communities.  This situatedness implies 

that without embeddedness in tradition, individuals lack the foreground and background 

necessary for judgment. 

To explicate Dewey’s view of the genesis of narrative rationality, I offer an 

account of what constitutes a tradition and how traditions function in the development of 

mental perspectives.  Habit is central to Dewey’s conception of tradition as, “each great 

tradition is itself an organized habit of vision and of methods for ordering and conveying 

material.”39 I expand on this comment and argue that the formation of a “mental 

perspective” occurs through conjoint activity informed by traditions.  Finally, after 

drawing a comparison of the role of tradition in Dewey and Alasdair MacIntyre, I argue 

that this appeal to habituation and tradition does not conflict with particularism by 

showing that Dewey’s understanding of principles as products of traditions is compatible 

with Dancy’s holism of reasons. 

 
Traditions as Habituating 

While one might balk at Dewey’s description of traditions as habits insofar as 

habits seem to belong solely to individual persons, one may usefully think of them as 

active tendencies in a social environment to respond to stimuli.  In part, these tendencies 

inhere in individuals’ habits in our communities.  However, these tendencies are also 

exemplified in Dewey’s understanding of principles and in cultural products like artwork.   
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When Dewey argues in Art as Experience and elsewhere that the materials of 

thought and belief are formed in the course of relationships with others and social 

institutions, he emphasizes that those habits which organize experience into a narrative 

are situated in traditions and communities.  Through the submission of one’s narrative 

construals to others engaged in those communities one develops the conceptual gifts 

necessary for further construals.  Traditions as methods of organization provide 

community members with a background perspective from which to judge new situations, 

and their tradition’s ability (or inability) to make sense of a situation in turn will be 

formative for that tradition.  Just as an individual’s habits are acquired and capable of 

change, so are those habits constitutive of traditions. 

These habits develop and operate within the context of communities, which carry 

their own habits of organizing materials in the form of traditions.  As we have seen, 

Dewey gives priority to the community; “this world of inner experience is dependent 

upon an extension of language which is a social product.”40 These communicative 

activities build habits of description that are shared, insofar as communication involves a 

shared act of organization.  When individuals engage in such acts, they participate in a 

community with already operative habits of organization, insofar as other members’ 

habits of organization and culture have been formed by other communicative acts.  Thus, 

one way individuals participate in traditions is through engagement with other individuals 

in a community. 

Traditions, to be habit-forming and to have a role in moral formation, need to 

function as partners in communication, eliciting an act of description guided by an end.  

Since education occurs through conjoint activity, traditions must perform such activity if 
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they are to figure into the explanation of particularist education.  Beyond their 

embeddedness in individuals Dewey suggests at various points three broad ways in which 

traditions may perform this function. 

First, cultural products like artworks can embody these habits.  I elaborate more 

on how Dewey’s work on aesthetics bolsters the case for particularism in the next 

chapter.  In brief, a work of art involves participants or observers in a kind of activity, 

where an individual communicates with the work to perform an act of organization. 

Second, Dewey affirms that traditions produce principles, understood as 

summaries of the values people have realized over time.  By affirming that traditions can 

take the form of principles, and that the use of principles can be formative, Dewey’s 

understanding of Bakhurst’s proposal appears to conflict with particularism.  I return to 

this topic in a later section to show how principles can have a role in habituation that does 

not conflict with Dancy’s holism. 

Finally, traditions are embodied in the linguistic practices of members of 

communities.  Earlier, I quoted Dewey from Human Nature and Conduct that though 

individuals “wither” like the grass, those habits produced by their interactions carry on in 

the social environment.  Thus, traditions-as-habits operate in our normal communicative 

activity.  Insofar as that activity is habit-forming, and habits imbue situations with 

organization, then the possibility of development of a mental perspective, from a 

Deweyan standpoint, is a matter of habituation in traditions. 

Drawing on Dewey’s account of the formation of habits, particularly those habits 

central to intelligence and description, one gets an account of the development of 

narrative intelligence and of the development of the foreground and background 
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necessary for judgment.  Through conjoint activity, individuals develop habits of 

description ordered by the goals of that activity.  Habits are formed by actual 

performance of acts, and then operate in new situations.  Traditions form a part of the 

social environment in which these interactions take place.  As in conversation, which 

demands that individuals “put on” the habits of organization of another, interaction with 

the habits constituting traditions develops those habits through conjoint activity.   

When Dewey writes “the only true education comes through the stimulation of the 

child’s powers by the demands of a social situation,” he affirms a view of education that 

relies on experience and problem solving in a social environment.41 Moral education 

consists in habituation and enculturation into traditions of organizing inchoate 

experience, providing the “background conception of morality” that Bakhurst identifies 

as necessary.  To do so, traditions need to serve as partners in associated activity.  They 

serve this role as tendencies embedded in others’ habits, in principles, and in cultural 

products like works of art. 

Dewey’s views about habit and tradition require that traditions embody conjoint 

activities.  Later, I comment on how works of literature can function as loci of interaction 

with tradition.  Traditions also produce principles, however, and Dewey recognizes their 

importance as another locus of interaction.  These principles elicit acts of organization 

and description, and habituate and train individual habits of description.  While the 

appeal to tradition shows how habits can function in developing abilities central to 

narrative rationality, the appeal seems to exhibit tension with Dancy’s particularism 
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insofar as it appears to produce principles, and affirms that these generalizations have 

reason-giving force. 

Thus, so long as the appeal to traditions is consistent with Dancy’s particularism, 

pragmatism offers an account of particularist moral education.  In the remaining sections, 

I contrast Dewey’s understanding of traditions with MacIntyre’s, and argue that though 

traditions both produce and are encapsulated by principles on Dewey’s account, the 

understanding of principles at work is compatible with the picture of reasons underlying 

Dancy’s particularism. 

 
Traditions: Dewey and MacIntyre 

The appeal to habituation in the context of traditions resembles contemporary 

work by Alasdair MacIntyre.  And various philosophers working in the Deweyan 

tradition, including Stuart Rosenbaum, Lee McBride and Steven Carden, note parallels, 

but especially tensions between Dewey’s and MacIntyre’s approaches to ethics.42 Here, a 

brief contrast with MacIntyre helps clarify Dewey’s approach to the role of traditions of 

moral education.   

In After Virtue, MacIntyre presents an account of moral judgment grounded in 

practices and traditions.  Individual participation and pursuit of excellences through 

various practices find unity in narratives those individuals “tell” themselves about 

themselves, and individuals’ narratives find unity in traditions of inquiry.  Traditions are 

“socially extended, historically embodied” arguments (at least partially) about the good 
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and about worthwhile practices.43 Dewey affirms that inquiry takes place within cultural 

matrices (as discussed in the previous chapter); individual inquiries on MacIntyre’s 

account proceed by reference to the goods identified by a tradition.  Carden writes, “It is 

crucial to understand that, for MacIntyre, tradition is more than just repetition of the 

past...  Living traditions are engaged in inquiry that involves criticism and creativity in 

order to move forward.”44 The embeddedness of narrative self-understanding in these 

living inquiries provides background and foreground to construals of saliences in 

particular situations. 

Given the narrative self-understanding at the center of MacIntyre’s account, and 

coherence of self-understanding within a larger tradition, individuals, insofar as they are 

embedded in some traditions, offer interpretations of particular situations.  The tradition 

endorses some goods and practices, and offers a coherent framework in which those 

practices make sense.  Various narratives cohere within the larger historically extended 

argument provided by traditions.   

I return to Dancy’s building example to illustrate a MacIntyrean approach to 

describing particular cases.45 In describing a building, we do not offer a flat list of 

properties, but we rarely describe features only of that building.  When, in chapter 2, I 

described the Tribune Building in Chicago, for example, I situated it by offering a 

location in relation to other buildings (it is across Michigan Avenue from the Wrigley 

Building), and appealed to a style of architecture (neo-Gothic) in addition to offering the 

peculiarities of the building (it has pieces of other famous buildings embedded in its 
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exterior).  Descriptions of buildings are rarely self-contained, and descriptions of 

situations are also normally not. 

On MacIntyre’s model, salience can be explained in terms of how a course of 

action might “fit” within an individual’s narrative self-understanding.  This narrative 

itself is informed by that person’s participation in a larger tradition of inquiry.  Thus, 

participation in a tradition at least partially explains the salience or inertness of certain 

features.  A goal of education, then, is to situate an individual within a larger tradition, an 

extended argument about the good life, which informs moral perception by allowing her 

to see how individual narratives “fit” within this argument. 

There are salient differences between MacIntyre and Dewey, but the appeal here 

is that Dewey is not alone in thinking that traditions provide the background and 

foreground of judgment, and that education involves becoming situated in a tradition.  On 

Dewey’s account, this is because traditions are habits of organizing experienced 

materials, and such habits are embedded in institutions that partially constitute the 

environment in which individuals develop.  As individuals learn to use an evaluative 

vocabulary and build moral concepts, the environment can confirm or contest the 

employment of vocabulary and concepts.   

Moreover, as I show in Dewey’s work on the nature of moral principles, traditions 

provide shape to individuals’ construals of situations by providing “points of view,” 

statements summarizing habits of organization around a value found in previous 

experience and the considerations which are instrumental to the attainment of that good.  

Habit and habituation account for the possibility of particularist moral education by 
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relying on interaction with traditions to provide a “mental perspective,” or what Bakhurst 

calls a “background conception of morality.”  

 
Habituation, Tradition and Principles: Consistency with Dancy 

Before offering a brief explanation of the formation afforded by study in the 

humanities, one of Bakhurst’s proposed mechanisms of moral education, I must ask if the 

foregoing account is consistent with the commitment underlying Dancy’s particularism, 

namely his holism concerning moral reasons.  As we have seen, habituation occurs 

through participation in co-operative practices, which themselves are embedded in 

environments that embody habits of organization.  Dewey maintains that these habits of 

organization are embedded in environments, and that they can take the form of 

principles.46 Thus, there is a prima facie tension between the account of education offered 

by Dewey and Dancy’s holism, found in the relevance and significance of principles. 

But this tension is only superficial.  In the introduction, I discussed Dewey’s 

rejection of rules.  This rejection is not a rejection of all moral generalizations, since 

Dewey contrasts rules with principles.  Principles differ from rules in two ways.  First, a 

principle evolves as experience grows, and more diverse experience yields more data for 

a “generalized statement of what sort of consequences and values tend to be realized in 

certain kinds of situations.”47 Second, a principle is both intellectual and practical, while 

a rule is primarily practical.  Principles are primarily intellectual since they offer “a 
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scheme for judging” while “practical secondarily because of what it discloses.”48 Dewey 

continues, 

principles are intellectual; they are the final methods used in judging 
suggested courses of action… the object of moral principles is to supply 
standpoints and methods which will enable the individual to make for 
himself an analysis of the elements of good and evil in the particular 
situation in which he finds himself.49 
 

Principles are at work in deliberation in providing “standpoints.” This understanding of 

principles reveals no tension between the role of tradition in habituation and Dancy’s 

holism. 

One sees this role for traditions as habits that organize experience in Dewey’s 

contention that principles are “generalized points of view… primarily intellectual, a 

method and a scheme for judging.”50 By serving as a statement of value, the principle 

introduces an aim as a means of organizing situations.  The Golden Rule, for example, 

furnishes “a point of view from which to consider acts.”51 These points of view should be 

understood in terms of habits that provide organization.  A principle is a statement that 

synthesizes the acts of organization of many people to realize a valued experience.  As a 

principle, it guides a description by offering a perspective, a point of view, on the lookout 

for impartiality and other-regarding consequences.  The action called for is a 

consequence of the situation as a whole (what Dancy calls the shape); the fact that an 

action fits a principle does not do the justificatory work.  Traditions, as habits of 

organization, provide aims and vocabularies that enable descriptions.  We have a handle 
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on these organizing principles when we deploy them in stories and descriptions in 

communities. 

This relationship to culture and tradition is not content-ful so as to be problematic 

for particularists like Dancy.  The appeal, via principles, to traditions and communities is 

not an appeal that some feature or other always matters.  Instead, these “points of view” 

provide frameworks for giving descriptions of situations by summarizing the kinds of 

experiences a community has found valuable, and employing the vocabulary learnt 

through participation in that community.  The story one tells oneself about the situation, 

the practical shape one sees, is a product of the organizing of habits formed in 

communication.  As Dewey writes, “The results of prior experience, including previous 

conscious thinking, get taken up into direct habits, and express themselves in direct 

appraisals of value.”52 Principles encapsulate habits of organization, which can aid in 

arriving at a narrative construal of situations. 

How does the above discussion of habits illuminate Dewey’s picture of 

principles? In deliberation, according to Dewey, one imaginatively constructs various 

courses of action, and these imagined actions “arouse a present sense of peace, of 

fulfillment, or of dissatisfaction, of incompletion and irritation.”53 Here, individuals use 

principles in order to engage habits of valuing and disvaluing of the imagined or possible 

course of action.54 Since a principle is a generalized statement of the experiences of many 

people, the encapsulated moral wisdom of past experiences of conflict resolution in 

habits, principles are statements which encapsulate habits of valuing and disvaluing that 
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have had a tendency toward success.  To adopt a principle is to adopt habits of valuing 

and disvaluing that have proven valuable in the past in providing a coherent organization 

or practical shape to some situations. 

Since a principle is a statement that summarizes successful habits, adopting a 

principle is analogous to adopting a hypothesis.  A scientist adopts a hypothesis as an 

explanation of a given phenomenon.  The hypothesis can fail to accord with experience, 

and its rejection as an explanation is thereby justified.  Alternatively, the hypothesis 

might lead to fruitful examination of the phenomenon; it guides inquiry, and its ability to 

aid in performing that task well in similar situations justifies adopting it.  Principles, 

unlike rules, are not statements that some feature has invariant moral import, which 

would conflict with Dancy’s particularism.  In Dewey’s work, principles do not explain 

the correctness of a moral judgment.  Instead, they have the potential, as statements 

encapsulating the wisdom of traditions, and understood as habits, to help form a unified 

whole for moral appraisal.  That appraisal can then be assessed in terms of exemplifying 

the strengths of narrative. 

Principles are synopses of “mental perspectives.” When Dewey allows that 

principles help one assess a situation by providing a standpoint or a point of view, he 

affirms that principles yield descriptions; they do so because they are summaries of 

habits, endorsed by traditions. Since Dewey’s understanding of principles does not 

conflict with the holism underlying particularism, and principles encapsulate habits of 

evaluation in a tradition, the appeal to tradition as formative is compatible with Dancy’s 

holism. 
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Bakhurst’s “Victorian” Objection 

My suggestion is that Bakhurst’s modest account of the possibility of particularist 

education can be bolstered by a Deweyan account of habit and tradition.  However, 

Bakhurst doubts that pragmatist resources can help, charging that Dewey’s view of 

habituation is too “Victorian” to be useful.  After reviewing Bakhurst’s objection, I argue 

that Dewey’s view of habituation is not problematic. 

Bakhurst suggests that pragmatists might hope to be of service expanding 

particularist John McDowell’s conception of moral education as “initiation into socially 

entrenched habits of thought and action,” reminiscent of the culture of appraisal he 

proposes.55 But Bakhurst questions whether Dewey’s analysis of habit is adequate to the 

task of illuminating this initiation; “I fear there are few resources in Dewey’s treatment of 

habits to assist the development of these embryonic ideas.”56 The objection is worth 

quoting at length: 

if Bildung is the transition from pre-rational to rational agency, it does not 
follow that children are first initiated into unthinking behavioral routines 
that only later become objects of reflective scrutiny.  All concept 
acquisition involves the child’s coming to appreciate the distinctive 
perspective from which the concept’s pattern of use is discernable....  To 
represent children as drilled into ways of thinking and speaking only later 
to question them is to deploy a notion of learning at home in a Victorian 
schoolroom, but at odds with the realities of child development.  If they 
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55 Actually, Bakhurst raises two objections regarding the possibility of meaningful 

pragmatist/particularist dialogue on moral education, but the first is a red herring.  First, “they [pragmatists] 
become preoccupied with causal questions about habit formation and change. ...  This tired exchange 
[citing a dispute between Stephen Fesmire and John Gouinlock] seems remote from McDowell’s vision of 
moral education.” This objection concerns a particular emphasis in the literature and makes no claim about 
the possibility of drawing on Dewey productively.  Perhaps Deweyans can leverage the account of habit in 
providing an account of particularist moral education, but, as yet, have participated in different 
philosophical pursuits.  This first objection is not substantive. 

David Bakhurst, “Pragmatism and Ethical Particularism,” New Pragmatists, edited by Cheryl 
Misak (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007): 122-141, 135.   

56  Ibid., 135. 
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are conceptual capacities that Bildung gifts us, the possibility of judgment 
and critical reflection is in them from the start.57  
 
The objection is this: becoming sensitive to moral reasons is to develop a 

perspective in which one is potentially able to reflect on that perspective itself.  This 

requirement seems to expand on the idea of a “background conception of morality” 

offered earlier.  This charge amounts to suggesting that Dewey does not appreciate that 

reflective scrutiny is nascent in the concepts we learn to use in moral development, the 

legitimate use of those concepts being a goal of development.  Failing to recognize this 

possibility entails a gap in education between inculcating a set of behaviors and coming 

to appreciate the perspective from which those behaviors make sense. 

Part of the difficulty in responding is that the charge against Dewey of being 

doctrinaire is so foreign to readers of Dewey that assessing exactly which of Dewey’s 

texts Bakhurst might be targeting is difficult.  My response is to show how Dewey’s 

account of the initiation into a culture of appraisal as concept acquisition involves 

contestability “from the very start” as a condition of coming to appreciate the perspective 

from which that concept’s use is discernable. 

 
A Victorian Background and Foreground? 

The concern is that habituation is supposed to explain facility with the concepts of 

evaluation, and in order to do so, habituation must involve coming to appreciate the 

background against which a concept’s use makes sense.  Bakhurst maintains that the 

account of habit and habituation in Dewey does not appreciate this feature.   

This charge will seem strange to those working in the pragmatist tradition.  For 

example, Steven Rockefeller writes that, “Dewey rejects a pedagogical approach that 
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relies primarily on external authority....  His objective is to create autonomous citizens 

capable of enlightened moral judgment and voluntary cooperation.”58 The Victorian 

account requires authorities to establish unthinking routines (and perhaps relies on those 

routines to serve as authorities).  Instead, Dewey maintains that “the best and deepest 

moral training is precisely that which one gets through having to enter proper relations 

with others in a unity of work and thought.”59 For Dewey, habituation and moral 

development occur through participation in conjoint projects, not through submission to 

the demands of external authority.  In a Deweyan classroom, teachers prepare 

environments where students can conjointly direct their activities. Participation yields 

formation, and this participation involves contestability. 

Bakhurst misreads Dewey.  The complaint seems to be that Dewey thinks 

habituation occurs by “filling up” children’s minds with definitions to be memorized or 

actions to be repeated.  That is, we expect children to imitate and repeat behavior until it 

“takes.” In contrast habits are formed via activities embedded in social environments.  

Habit-formation occurs through participation in the practices of a community that 

includes a language of appraisal.  One feature of actual employment of language is 

contestability.  A speaker of the language participates in a form of life that other 

participants may critique.  Dewey’s account of education and the development of habit 

incorporates contestability.  Children in a classroom are participating in a social 

environment in which there is a language wherein the deployment of concepts in 

contestable.   
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Even Victorian-looking habituation through imitation involves contestability for 

Dewey.  In How We Think, he affirms that habituation through imitation is often 

experimental in nature; in imitation, “the word, the gesture, the act, the occupation, falls 

in line with some impulse already active and suggests some satisfactory mode of 

expression… [a learner] selects some of the means he observes, tries them on, finds them 

successful or unsuccessful.”60 Imitation and rote discipline as habituation, then, involve 

employment of an experimental method that takes native impulses and socially shaped 

materials as its starting point.  Finding the “means” a student tries successful or 

unsuccessful relies on others in the environment; imitation is subject to contestation.   

Also, in Experience and Education, Dewey rejects the Victorian picture.  

Regarding habituation, Dewey affirms a “principle of continuity,” which states, “every 

experience enacted and undergone modifies the [habits of] one who acts and undergoes, 

while this modification affects, whether we wish it or not, the quality of subsequent 

experiences.”61 Dewey uses this principle to distinguish between genuinely educative 

experiences and failures.  Failures involve the educator imposing “external control,” 

since these experiences inculcate reliance on authority.  This reliance undermines the 

possibility of control over future environments.  Instead, educative experience facilitates 

further learning.  The oddity in the Victorianism charge is that it is incompatible with this 

principle of continuity.  Dewey does not expect the quality of experiences relying on 

external authority to lead to a learner’s control over her environment.   
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61 John Dewey, Experience and Education, in John Dewey: The Later Works. Vol. 13, ed.  Jo Ann 
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When Bakhurst charges that Dewey’s work on habit is at home in the Victorian 

schoolroom, then, he ignores that Dewey’s account of habituation embraces the 

contestability of concept-deployment even in nascent stages of development.  Thus, 

Dewey’s account of habituation is not susceptible to Bakhurst’s criticism.  Now, I offer 

an interpretation of Bakhurst’s specific proposal regarding moral education, study in the 

humanities.  These comments highlight a puzzle that serves as the subject of the next 

chapter, how can imaginary cases be educative on a particularist framework? 

 
Dewey and the Humanities: An Interpretation of “Reflection Upon Life” 

Thus far I have argued that Dewey’s notion of habit and habituation can fit David 

Bakhurst’s framework for particularist moral education as initiation into a culture of 

appraisal.  Habits provide a foreground and background for judgment without 

contradicting particularism’s fundamental commitment to holism of reasons, as seen in 

the analysis of Deweyan principles as summaries of habits.  Before concluding this 

chapter and moving to a discussion of the possibility of learning from cases, I return to 

one of Bakhurst’s few specific proposals for particularist moral learning, reading in the 

humanities, to provide an interpretation of how such study affects our habits of 

organizing experience and moral perception.  I conclude on this note for two reasons: 

first, doing so provides a concrete example of how a tradition can be embodied and 

engaged.  Second, this role for literature and art introduces a further puzzle for 

particularists; namely, can a particularist provide an account of the possibility of learning 

from cases, real or imaginary (as in literature)? 

Bakhurst emphasizes study in the humanities as central to moral formation, 

writing, “The humanities provide material for moral reflection and they cultivate 
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sensibilities and capacities—attentiveness to detail and relevance, skills of intellectual 

perception and narrative explanation—that figure in moral judgement and reasoning.”62 

Earlier, I quoted his contention regarding moral education that, “Its vehicle is reflection 

upon life: from the exigencies of particular situations and relationships to grand themes 

of meaning, purpose, and the nature of the good.”63 The humanities are the locus of this 

reflection.   

Dewey similarly focuses on the humanities and liberal arts education as serving a 

moral function, though subjects other than those strictly in the humanities can be 

formative.  In 1944, Dewey writes, “The present function of the liberal arts college, in my 

belief, is to put to use the resources at our disposal by humane literature, by science, by 

subjects with a vocational bearing so as to secure the ability to appraise the needs and 

issues of the world in which we live.”64 In effect, Dewey maintains that vocational 

preparation, interfused with humanistic inquiry, can prompt reflection upon life.  There is 

a danger in the humanities of regarding these texts as solely objects of technical 

expertise.  To avoid this pitfall, texts need to be connected to projects and problems 

actually facing the reader. 

While in Democracy and Education Dewey denies any sharp demarcation 

between the arts, humanities, and  “useful or industrial arts,” he allows that the arts and 
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humanities are “the chief agencies of an intensified, enhanced appreciation.”65 He 

continues,  

They arouse discontent with conditions which fall below their measure....  
They reveal a depth and range of meaning in experiences which otherwise 
might be mediocre or trivial.  They supply, that is, organs of vision....  
They select and focus the elements of enjoyable worth which make any 
experience directly enjoyable.66  
 

These “organs of vision” should be understood in terms of habits, which Dewey argues 

constitute “intellectual and emotional dispositions.”67 Given the analysis of education in 

terms of habituation, the assertions regarding the value of the arts and humanities should 

be cast similarly. 

Literature and arts supply these habit-forming acts of organization.  In the next 

chapter, I draw on Dewey’s account of artwork as a challenge to a “like act of 

organization” to further develop a particularist account of learning from experience.  In 

engaging a literary work, a reader participates in organizing materials presented therein 

as the author does; the reader enters into a relationship with the work that requires taking 

part in building a narrative organization that culminates in the experience of some value.  

This activity produces the direct experience of the value of, in this case, kindliness, and 

of the various saliences which enable to this experience.  The habits of narrative 

organization associated with kindliness can be produced by literary works by involving 

the reader in the actual production of that narrative, which inculcates relevant habits. 

Finally, traditions, as habits or socially embedded tendencies of organization, can 

also be encapsulated in works of literature and the humanities, and, through interaction 
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with these works, individuals interact with these works as they would others in their 

environment.  Traditions as habits are demands for this organization, and these demands 

are embodied in works of art and literature.  The humanities, and the works that comprise 

the objects of humanistic inquiry, serve that function.  Thus, Dewey’s account of 

habituation and tradition provides a response to the problem of developing a “mental 

perspective,” and illuminates how reflection and study in the humanities serve this 

function.  The next chapter exhibits literature as challenges and as providing an 

environment for viewers to participate in activity of organizing materials of experience. 

This analysis of the humanities may appear problematic for particularists.  One 

might, and Dancy does, treat literary cases and even previous experiences as arguments 

for a particular action that rely on some feature serving as an invariant reason.  The 

pattern is that a work of literature or an experience revealed that some feature (or 

collection of features) called for a particular action in one case, so they must make a case 

for the same action in the present case.  But arguments for holism show that other 

features in the present case might disrupt the work of the feature or collection identified 

in the previous one.  In the next chapter, I argue that Dewey’s work on imagination 

allows for a particularist understanding of learning from cases, literature and imagined 

experience that does not conflict with holism.  The goal of this chapter is to provide an 

account of the possibility of particularist moral education; the goal of the next is to clarify 

how one learns from one case to the next within a particularist framework. 

 
Conclusion 

This chapter shows that Dewey’s work on habit and habituation explains the 

possibility of particularist moral education.  Individuals organize experiences into 
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narratives through the operation of habits, which are projective demands for certain kinds 

of activity.  These habits are acquired and molded by the operation of habits already 

embedded in individuals’ communities and traditions.  The background conception of 

morality that Bakhurst deems necessary to particularist moral competence forms in 

conversation with traditions.  Finally, Dewey’s understanding of principles reveals that, 

through principles, traditions articulate goods found in experience and provide a mental 

perspective from which to appreciate the narrative of a current situation.  These narratives 

can be submitted to objectification-processes discussed in the previous chapter, thus 

Dewey does not endorse a vicious parochialism as a consequences of affirming that 

moral judgment and criticism occur in a cultural matrix informed by traditions. 

Looking forward, there remains a question as to how experience, real or 

imagined, effects moral learning.  Thus far, I have been concerned to show that 

Deweyans are not committed to an anti-realist perspective and that habituation affords a 

mental perspective from which we can begin to appreciate the narratives in situations.  

But that one situation displays a particular narrative unity or shape does not imply that 

another sharing some of the same features must display that same unity or shape.  

Dancy’s holism and the variety of roles a feature can play in making an overall case for 

action prevent this inference.  Given that Dewey seems committed to particularism, and 

habituation as moral formation, and also the thesis that we learn from moral experience, 

how might Deweyan resources help address this particularist problem?
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

The Possibility of Learning from Experience: Dewey on Imagination and the Role of 
Cases 

 
 
With an account of the possibility of particularist moral learning as habituation, I 

can address more particular questions about Dancy’s view and moral education.  

Foremost among those questions is this: if each situation has its own shape, and the 

behavior of a feature in one situation is not a predictor of its behavior elsewhere, then 

how does one learn from experiences? How can consulting one case about what to do in 

another, a common practice as Dancy acknowledges, be reasonable in a particularist 

framework? Dancy argues that cases, imagined and experienced, yield reminders; they 

provide a “checklist” of features that might have moral import.  Here, I review reasons to 

think that this role for real and imagined experiences is unsatisfactory by looking at the 

actual impact such cases have in appreciation of situations.  More importantly, I argue 

that Dewey’s work on the imagination, along with contemporary elucidations of the 

moral imagination from the pragmatist tradition, allow a more robust account of an 

ability to learn from cases. 

First, I review Dancy’s work on imaginary cases and his affirmation that they 

yield reminders.  I then show how new moral appreciations are facilitated by imagined 

experience, but not as reminders.  I focus here on a classical example, the interaction of 

the prophet Nathan with King David in 2 Samuel and a contemporary example from 

Martha Nussbaum.  Afterwards, drawing on a distinction made by Cora Diamond 

between understanding cases as well-posed problems and as exploration problems, I 
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maintain that Dancy neglects the exploratory function of cases, and that turning to 

Dewey’s work on imagination enables an articulation of that role.  The centrality of the 

imagination in Dewey’s account of moral deliberation is not, however, where one will 

find this account.  To articulate the possibility of learning and reasoning from dissimilar 

cases to another situation, I suggest that Dewey’s religious and aesthetic work shows how 

imaginary and past cases enable such an account.  Dewey maintains that interacting with 

artwork provokes a “like act of organization.”1 Drawing on Dewey’s work and work by a 

contemporary pragmatist, Mark Johnson, I argue that imaginary cases can serve an 

exploratory function, demonstrating the coherence of different metaphorical and narrative 

structures that can organize a situation.  Thus, Dewey’s work affords a particularist 

explanation of learning from imaginary cases. 

 
A Review of Dancy on Cases 

At first glance, there seems to be tension between learning from cases, real and 

imagined, and particularism.  The commitment to holism means that a feature identified 

as important in one case might not be salient, or it might be salient in a different way, in a 

second case.  A generalist might hope to use cases to reveal the invariant moral 

importance of some feature, and infer from its import there that it matters morally in 

every instance in which it appears.  How can particularism make sense of learning from 

cases? 

In articulating a particularist approach to cases, Dancy considers the following 

appeal,  
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There is at present a controversy about whether Britain ought to return 
the Elgin Marbles to Greece.  An argument might run as follows.  
Suppose that an orphan’s estate is under the control of a not particularly 
conscientious trustee, who for reasons of his own allows a collector to 
remove part of that estate for a (not really sufficient) payment which the 
trustee then absorbs for his own purposes.  The orphan eventually comes 
into his estate and attempts to recover his property.  Whatever be the 
legal situation, must we not admit that the collector has some moral 
obligation to return the property?  ...  So the collector ought to return the 
property.  And similarly Britain ought to return the Elgin Marbles.2  
 

Admitting that this is reasonable instance of moral deliberation, Dancy maintains that 

particularism needs to make sense of such arguments.  If it cannot, that inability would 

constitute a serious deficiency. 

But again, Dancy’s holism prevents him from understanding this case as revealing 

a feature that must be important to the present case.  Since holism is the fundamental 

thesis of his particularism, and it maintains that a feature may have a certain moral import 

in one situation, but none, or even the opposite import, in another, cases cannot reveal 

that situations sharing one or more features should elicit the same action.  Various 

background features might prevent that property from serving that function.  In an 

abbreviated narrative, features serve a particular role in organization.  Even if the same 

features are in the real case, the real case has other features that may affect the moral 

import of shared features. 

Dancy suggests that cases can reveal that a particular property or feature can 

matter morally.3 Here, Dancy presents particularism in conciliatory mood, 

acknowledging that cases produce principles, but principles understood differently from a 
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generalist view: “The suggestion I want to make is that a moral principle amounts to a 

reminder of the sort of importance that a property can have in suitable circumstances.”4 

The case reveals a collection of features that yield a certain shape.  One learns of a 

particular feature that it can serve a particular function in the larger narrative that justifies 

actions, not that it must serve that role. 

The morally experienced person, who has a variety of cases and principles 

understood as reminders at hand,  

is at an advantage when coming to a decision in a particular case.  He 
wants to be sure that he does not miss the importance or relevance of any 
relevant property.  A panoply of moral principles, understood in the way 
suggested, can function as a sort of checklist for this purpose.5 
 

This individual, then, has a “checklist” of features that can matter and matter in a 

particular way.  In what follows, I question the adequacy of this checklist image and 

argue that Dewey’s work on the imagination affords a more robust particularist 

understanding of the role of cases in moral learning. 

 
“You are the man” and Loving Steerforth: Imagination Reconsidered 

I asked in Chapter 2 if Dancy’s checklist image makes sense of reasonable 

practices of relying on one case for guidance in another.  Here, I recount two examples 

wherein the “reminders” suggestion seems inadequate. 

In 2 Samuel, the prophet Nathan confronts King David with the following story 

after learning of David’s actions regarding Bethsheba and Uriah: 

The Lord sent Nathan to David.  When he came to him, he said, 
“There were two men in a certain town, one rich and the other poor.   The 
rich man had a very large number of sheep and cattle, but the poor man 
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had nothing except one little ewe lamb he had bought.  He raised it, and it 
grew up with him and his children.  It shared his food, drank from his cup 
and even slept in his arms.  It was like a daughter to him. 

Now a traveler came to the rich man, but the rich man refrained 
from taking one of his own sheep or cattle to prepare a meal for the 
traveler who had come to him.  Instead, he took the ewe lamb that 
belonged to the poor man and prepared it for the one who had come to 
him.6 
 

Famously, David becomes angry and demands that the rich man be punished.  Nathan 

responds, “You are the man!” and David subsequently feels contrition. 

In chapter 2, I suggest that a test for the adequacy of Dancy’s approach to cases is 

to ask, what feature(s) did the imaginary case highlight?  In this case, of what was David 

reminded? Many of the shared features are those that David had to appreciate already in 

order to undermine Bethsheba and Uriah’s relationship.  For instance, the difference in 

power, and the vulnerability of Uriah were evident in David’s actual appreciation of the 

situation, otherwise he would not have been able to perform the act.  The features 

furnished by the case are already present in David’s appreciation.  Given that one cannot 

find a missing feature revealed by the case that mattered in the same way in the actual 

case, Dancy’s approach to cases is inadequate.   

The inadequacy is more striking in other cases, especially those that less resemble 

parables.  In “Steerforth’s Arm: Love and the Moral Point of View,” Martha Nussbaum 

visits her own interaction with Charles Dickens’ David Copperfield, particularly the 

Steerforth character.  At first, she recalls Steerforth as morally bankrupt; “as I 

remembered it, it was Dickens’ intention to make the reader judge Steerforth from the 

moral point of view.”7 However, as she recalls, in the process of reading the novel she 
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feels the “power” of Steerforth’s presence, and, like the character David Copperfield, she 

comes to feel love for Steerforth.  Nussbaum says of the experience of reading,  

Steerforth’s gesture stirs us, as it hauntingly does, not because we see 
beyond it into something else, but because it is made, for us, a sensuous 
reality, because, by the spell of erotic and incantatory language we are 
brought, ourselves, into the charmed world of love.8  
 

The reassessment of Steerforth, from a character unworthy of admiration to an object of 

love stems from sustained engagement in the literary world constructed by Dickens.  The 

narrative he offers invites readers to adopt a particular point of view—Nussbaum calls 

this love’s point of view—which Nussbaum argues contrasts with the moral point of 

view.   

By arguing that we are brought to a new point of view, Nussbaum denies that she 

missed any particular salient feature on her first reading.  Instead, through the experience 

of re-reading, she comes to appreciate a description of Steerforth through Copperfield’s 

excited eyes.  Can Dancy’s checklist image explain what has happened here? Given 

Nussbaum’s description of coming to adopt a new point of view, there are two competing 

appraisals of Steerforth, two competing “shapes” of the situation.  Literature often invites 

one to organize experience as shaped by the perspective of the author.  While one may, 

like Nussbaum in the case of David Copperfield, be able to list properties that make 

Steerforth objectionable, the novel as a whole presents a very different organization of 

the relevant properties. 

The checklist image is not adequate to the task of explaining what has happened 

in Nussbaum’s reassessment of Steerforth.  However, Nussbaum does come to appreciate 
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two different narrative shapes and finds one stronger than the other.  This example 

exemplifies learning from a case, as does the 2 Samuel example, and starkly suggests that 

cases do not merely furnish reminders.  Below, I draw on Cora Diamond’s work on cases 

to articulate a distinction in the function of cases.  She argues that cases can be used to 

explore moral understanding, a function absent from Dancy’s account.  After reviewing 

Diamond’s work, I turn to Dewey’s work on the imagination to articulate a role 

consistent with Dancy’s particularism. 

 
Well-Posed Problems versus Exploration: Possible Functions of Cases 

 Here I turn to recent work on cases to articulate a functional distinction to make 

sense of Dancy’s understanding of the limitation of cases.  With this distinction in place, 

one can see that his analysis of cases as producing “reminders” that some property can be 

important is a legitimate role of imaginary cases, but that other functions make better 

sense of at least some instances of learning from cases. 

In her work on the relationship between thought experiments and moral theory, 

Cora Diamond notes that there is substantial disagreement on the purpose of cases.  She 

distinguishes two approaches to imaginary cases.  The first approach treats cases as 

“well-posed problems.” A well-posed problem “contains enough information for there to 

be a unique solution....” Further, ‘the conditions are given and fixed--we cannot challenge 

or change them.  Challenges to a well-posed problem indicate a failure to understand the 

problem.”9 Understood this way, cases are “closed,” the description given requires, on 

pain of irrationality, a determinate conclusion without questioning either the parameters 
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of the case or the background an individual brings to the case. In treating a problem as 

well-posed, one seeks to determine what “canons of reasonableness” dictate as the 

appropriate practical outcome.10 

One can see a treatment of cases as well-posed problems in Lawrence Kohlberg’s 

famous theory of development.  The highest stage of development is a “universal ethical 

principle orientation,” wherein one views a case as a candidate for the application of 

some principle.11 One could “test” whether individuals had reached this stage by their 

approach to abbreviated imaginary cases.  Supposedly more developed individuals take 

cases as closed, and all information needed to “solve” the problem as given, insofar as it 

is a clear candidate for principle-application, given the features specified.  But one need 

not adopt a principle-orientation to treat cases as such problems.  In a well-posed problem 

in ethics, one stipulates that all relevant information is in and ask what course of action is 

thereby justified.   

Exploration problems, however, “may be set up in such a way that assumptions 

underlying the initial understanding of the problem need to be questioned if the problem 

is to be resolved.  The function of the discussion of such a problem may be precisely to 

probe what we take to be known.”12 In her own discussion, Diamond argues that the 

construal of a case as a well-posed or an exploration problem “which we put forward, or 

which others describe to us, depends on our approach to ethics.”13 Exploration problems 
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resemble cases like that of Nussbaum’s re-reading of Dickens.  Her imaginative 

involvement in the world of David Copperfield undermines her previous view that 

Steerforth is not an admirable character, and changes her moral assessment.   

Importantly, the same case can appear as either well-posed or exploratory.  To 

illustrate this difference, consider, as Diamond does, the tale of Gyges from the second 

book of Plato’s Republic.  Gyges finds a ring with the power to make him invisible.  

Would acting justly or unjustly prove to be of greater profit to him? In the view of the 

sophist, whose perspective Glaucon adopts, the case is a well-posed problem.  Given the 

parameters of the case, and the moral perspective of those considering it, “canons of 

reasonableness” dictate the conclusion that injustice is more valuable than justice.  After 

all, Gyges’ unjust acts result in maximizing his self-interest.  With the magic ring, he is 

able to kill the king, seduce the queen, and take power.   

Conceived as an exploration problem, the ring of Gyges functions as a sounding 

board for one’s conception of the moral life itself, and various arguments in the Republic 

following book II undermine the sophist’s response.  The case cannot be appreciated 

without undermining pre-conceived notions of justice; “our canons of reasonableness are 

supposed to be taken by us to determine a unique solution.  But the assumptions with 

which we understand the situation need to be changed.”14 

Exploration problems are supposed to reveal that the assumptions or background 

conceptions brought to a situation need to be changed, and to facilitate development of 

that background.  The problem is not that well-posed problems have a unique solution 

and exploration problems do not.  Using the Gyges example as an exploration problem, 
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Diamond points out that Plato thought there was a solution, “but one that could not be 

reached without rethinking much of the ‘information’ built into the initial specification of 

the problem.”15 The information that one re-thinks is the conception of justice.  Since 

questioning the parameters of the case can aid in rethinking this information, the case 

need not be treated as closed.  Moreover, she affirms that exploration problems need not 

yield a determinate solution, merely that they serve the function of “exploring” 

background conceptions one brings to understanding a case.16  In the language of the 

previous chapter, exploration cases concern the “background conception of morality” or 

“mental perspective” individuals bring to situations that explains the salience of some 

features. 

The distinction Diamond articulates pertains to the possible function of cases. 

Well-posed problems assess what canons of reasonableness dictate given the facts of a 

situation, while exploratory cases require revision of the background conceptions used to 

understand the situation.  While Diamond does not explore the possibility that the case 

itself can spur exploration, Nussbaum’s account of changing her assessment of Steerforth 

suggests that the case itself can serve this role.  I argue below that Dancy’s approach to 

cases treats them as well-posed, neglecting their exploratory function. 

 
Dancy’s Conception of Cases as Well-Posed Problems 

In the kind of moral reasoning under consideration, Dancy’s treatment of arguing 

from cases resembles the treatment of cases as well-posed problems.  On Dancy’s 

analysis, the facts of the actual case are settled; one’s perplexity is a symptom of not 
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being able to comprehend the shape, the appropriate description, of various relevant 

features.   

To address this perplexity, one employs an imaginary or past case that resembles 

a present one, but with an easier-to-grasp practical conclusion.  As in a well-posed 

problem, canons of reasonableness drive one to a particular, definite conclusion in terms 

of appropriate responses.  Non-particularists might infer that since that response is 

appropriate in the imaginary cases, it should be appropriate in the real one.  As already 

shown, holism undermines this inference.  Thus, the use of such cases must be restricted 

for particularists, as one sees in limiting the role of cases to yield “reminders.” The 

inference does not probe or alter the background conceptions an individual brings to the 

case, or alter “canons of reasonableness,” to use Diamond’s phrase.  

In essence, Dancy treats cases as collections of features bearing a narrative shape 

more or less similar to an actual case.  The operative features and their particular 

relationships comprise this shape.  Thus, Dancy thinks that what cases reveal is a 

feature’s potential function in a larger description.  Think of a case as a “mine” for 

potentially relevant features; individuals with more experience (real and imagined) have 

more knowledge of potentially relevant features.  The lesson of one well-posed problem 

is that its features can play the role they do, and that information might be helpful in a 

real situation.  But, as already shown, this approach does not account for the phenomenon 

of learning from cases.  Using cases as exploration problems can provide an avenue of 

response for particularists, and Dewey’s work on imagination enables an understanding 

of their function consistent with particularism. 
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Using Diamond’s distinction, Dancy’s question about the possibility of using 

cases concerns the possibility of using well-posed problems in moral reasoning, only the 

imaginary case is contestable in ways the actual situation is not (recall, one problem of 

the imaginary case is that not all of the background is specified).  It is unsurprising that 

this conception of thought-experiments limits the uses of imaginary cases.  Since the 

complex interplay of various features of one case does all the justificatory work, Dancy is 

right to be skeptical that a second case could share that same interplay and somehow be 

easier for an individual to “read.” How can the same shape be apparent in one case, not 

apparent in another, yet share all of the same salient properties in the same practical 

relationship? This treatment of cases treats them as “closed,” and one is to look for what 

the morally competent individual would see, and infer from her vision of the situation 

that some overlooked features matters.   

But exploration cases are able to deepen moral understanding in ways that affect 

readings of actual situations as well.  In Diamond’s analysis of the Gyges story, sophists 

will regard the case as well-posed and see a determinate correct answer; the story shows 

that injustice is profitable.  Taken as an exploration case, the Gyges tale reveals a 

misunderstanding of the nature of justice; the push to say that the case shows that 

injustice is more valuable than justice reveals deficiencies in the author.  Diamond cites 

Paul Humphreys on the nature of (many) cases, their use is, “to explore, probe, and often 

modify the assumptions on which the scenario is constructed ... to modify and revise the 

preconceived ‘information’ that is brought to bear on the thought experiment.”17 In 

familiar language, the exploratory case is not used to show the possible relevance of a 
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feature.  Instead, the case can serve to undermine an accepted appreciation and to 

facilitate a new appraisal in virtue of reassessing the background information. 

In the previous chapter, I provided Dewey’s account of habituation and tradition 

to explain particularist moral education.  There, Dewey saw the need for a mental 

perspective, and David Bakhurst argued that a background conception of morality, 

brought to a situation by an individual, explains the salience of various features.  

Exploration cases can affect this mental perspective or background conception, and 

Dewey’s work on imagination shows how a particularist can appreciate these instances of 

moral learning.   

Before continuing with this argument, I need to re-direct the attention many 

commentators offer on Dewey and imagination. The focus of much work on Dewey and 

imagination focuses on the role of dramatic rehearsal in moral deliberation. Below, I 

outline Dewey’s work on moral imagination, arguing that one should not look to his 

ethical works for assistance, here, rather one should turn to analysis in Art as Experience 

and A Common Faith to expand a particularist account of learning from cases. 

 
Dewey on Imagination in Ethics: The Insufficiency of Dramatic Rehearsal 

Contemporary interpreters of Dewey’s ethics appreciate the centrality of 

imagination in Dewey’s work.  These commentaries often focus on Dewey’s account of 

moral deliberation as “dramatic rehearsal.”18 Here, I offer a synopsis of dramatic 
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rehearsal and argue that pragmatists should look elsewhere in Dewey’s corpus for the 

materials to respond to Dancy’s account of cases. 

 One commentator, Steven Fesmire, argues that Dewey’s work on the moral 

imagination exemplifies two main themes, an account of moral imagination as “creatively 

tapping into a situation’s possibilities,” and “empathetic projection” as “the animating 

mold of moral judgment.”19 In particular, Fesmire notes that Dewey affirms a central role 

for the imagination in deliberation, without which the meanings of various actions remain 

obscure.  Picking out saliences and shape, Dewey shows, requires the imagination.  

Fesmire’s work on the first theme focuses on dramatic rehearsal, a stage of deliberation 

wherein one imagines taking possible courses of action and what would follow upon 

those actions.   

On Dewey’s account, deliberation occurs when habits of action are frustrated.  

When this happens, “We give way, in our mind, to some impulse; we try, in our mind, 

some plan.  Following its career through various steps, we find ourselves in imagination 

in the presence of the consequences that would follow.”20 One carries out various courses 

of action through representation in imagination and sees what experiences they produce.  

This dramatic rehearsal gives salience to new features, and the situation exhibits different 

narratives.  Dewey writes, “deliberation is dramatic and active, not mathematical and 

impersonal.”21 In particular, this rehearsal is a method for understanding the tie between 

various courses of action and future events and experiences.  It is an epistemic tool for 

understanding the salience of a situation’s relationship to future situations and 
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experiences.  Rehearsal could also disclose connections between a course of action and 

the past.  A salient feature that might be revealed in dramatic rehearsal is whether an 

action is continuous with those preceding it. 

In his discussion of Dewey on moral imagination, Thomas Alexander argues that 

the imagination “constitutes an extension of the environment to which we respond.”22 

Dramatic rehearsal extends the environment to include possible future experiences.  This 

claim might distress particularists, who want sensitivity to actual features of a situation to 

do the justificatory work.  And imaginative extension suggests features that are not 

actually in the situation.  However, deliberation as dramatic rehearsal makes salient 

actual features of a concrete situation via this “extension” in imagination; the imagination 

makes clear what to do by “playing out” various lines of action and displaying the 

situations they produce. 

One lesson particularists might glean from Dewey’s work on dramatic rehearsal is 

that the function of moral imagination is more multifaceted than Dancy acknowledges, 

insofar as imagination is necessary to appreciate the salience of a situation’s relationship 

to past and future situations.  One shortcoming of particularism, then, for which the 

pragmatist tradition offers resources would be in understanding the practical necessity of 

the imagination for revealing moral features of situations that involve temporal 

complexity, thus necessity in enabling one to grasp the shape of the situation.  Moreover, 

since dramatic rehearsal makes salient a present action’s relationship to past and future 
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situations, this work on the imagination alleviates worries that particularism renders the 

moral life too episodic.23 

Dramatic rehearsal reveals more features that may or may not be salient.  It does 

not always serve to undercut moral understanding in the way that the 2 Samuel case or 

Nussbaum’s read of David Copperfield do.  It tells us how a possible action might fit 

against a background of prior activity and the experience to which it might lead, 

properties that “round out” a case to which we apply “canons of reasonableness.” And in 

cases like David’s, where Nathan’s story changes David’s reading of the situation, the 

dramatic unfolding of possible courses of action appears to have no role at all.  Hence, if 

Deweyans hope to supplement Dancy’s approach to cases in moral argument, the appeal 

to dramatic rehearsal alone will not suffice. 

The imaginary cases most obviously associated with dramatic rehearsal are 

imagined extensions of possible courses of action.  This focus on dramatic rehearsal is 

problematic for showing how learning from experiences is possible on a particularist 

framework, insofar as it seems that much moral learning (and, Dancy notes, moral 

reasoning), consists in appeals to cases that do not share many features with the case at 

hand.  Focusing on dramatic rehearsal as revelatory of future experiences and relational 

features of situations ignores the mystery that Dancy highlights. 

Though dramatic rehearsal comprises the bulk of Dewey’s references to the 

imagination in his ethical works, Dewey’s aesthetic and religious work reveal a different 

function for imaginative productions.  Drawing on the previous chapter, wherein I argued 
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that our participation in traditions enables a narrative vision by forming habits of 

judgment and a language of appraisal, so real and imagined cases can provoke entire re-

organizations of features we actually face.  This re-organization requires an 

understanding of how cases function in moral reasoning other than Dancy’s own and 

other than dramatic rehearsal.   

 
Dewey on Imagination in Aesthetics and Religion 

In the context of giving abbreviated narratives as argument, one should take the 

aesthetic and artistic elements of storytelling and case-giving seriously.  Here I turn to 

Dewey’s work on imagination in his aesthetic and religious work, and his comments on 

empathy, where he presents imagination as more than the vehicle for understanding 

consequences of action.  Instead, specifically aesthetic imagination has a central role in 

deliberation, as commentator Duane Cady writes, “For Dewey, the opposite of the 

aesthetic is the arbitrary and a routine submission to conventional practices and 

procedures.”24 Dewey sees the operation of imagination as a pre-requisite for 

understanding a situation; Dewey contends in Democracy and Education that the 

imaginative is “a warm and intimate taking in of the full scope of a situation,” and 

develops this role of the imagination in later works.25 This comment suggests that the 

imagination enables our appreciation of salient features. 

In aesthetic and religious contexts, Dewey affirms a role for the imaginative 

distinct from dramatic rehearsal.  In A Common Faith, Dewey contrasts “imagination” 
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with flights of fancy, arguing that, “Imagination may play upon life or it may enter 

profoundly into it.”26 In his aesthetic work, Dewey maintains, “imagination is the chief 

instrument of the good,” consisting in a “presentation of ideals.”27 In A Common Faith 

and Art as Experience, Dewey articulates an educative function for poetry, literature and 

art.  The “moral function” of such imaginative productions is captured by, to borrow 

Dewey’s phrase, the unification of concrete facts and ideals.  This understanding of the 

imagination affords an exploratory role for cases and a more robust understanding of 

their role in moral learning than Dancy’s checklist image allows. 

Dewey recognizes this educative phenomenon, writing that aesthetic experiences 

of works of a variety of kinds of art, not merely imagined cases, can yield a, “sense of 

disclosure and of heightened intelligibility of the world.”28 In his account of this sense of 

disclosure, Dewey writes, “... in both production and enjoyed perception of works of art, 

knowledge is transformed.”29 He denies that this transformation is a disclosure of new 

properties; writing,   

Tangled scenes of life are made more intelligible in esthetic experience: 
not, however, as reflection and science render things more intelligible by 
reduction to conceptual form, but by presenting their meanings as the 
matter of a clarified, coherent, and intensified or ‘impassioned’ 
experience.30  
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These references to the work of the imagination here do not involve projecting into 

situations features that they lack.  Nor does imagination reduce “tangled scenes” to 

“conceptual form,” what Dancy might consider list of properties or features.  Thus, the 

function of imagination, for Dewey is not limited to representing possible courses of 

action, nor by reducing a complex situation to its constitutive elements. 

Particularists can look to Dewey’s work on the imagination in his esthetic and 

religious work, in conjunction with his statements on empathy, to articulate a role for 

cases as argument akin to exploratory cases.  Recall that Fesmire identified two themes in 

Dewey’s work on the imagination, “creatively tapping into a situation’s possibilities,” 

and “empathic projection.” Interaction with art and imaginary cases requires this latter 

operation of imagination to be educative.   

The theme of “empathetic projection” derives from Dewey’s discussion of 

sympathy.  Regarding empathetic projection, the empathetic individual is one who has 

the ability to “take on” another point of view, and to construe a situation from another’s 

perspective.  Dewey writes, “sympathy carries thought beyond the self ...  [it renders] 

vivid the interests of others.” To be sympathetic is “to put ourselves in the place of 

others, to see things from the standpoint of their purposes and values.” And, Dewey 

claims, “Sympathy is the animating mold of moral judgment ...  because it furnishes the 

most efficacious intellectual standpoint.”31 This ability facilitates new descriptions, as a 

different perspective makes salient different concerns, limitations, and aims.  By taking 

on another point of view one construes a situation differently, possibly unsettling our 

initial descriptions.  Dewey argues that one has the ability to “try on” others’ habits that 
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organize experience, performing an act of organization as another does.  Recall the role 

of principles for Dewey.  They furnish “points of view,” from which one can appreciate 

different organizations or shapes of the same situation.  This role of empathic projection 

suggests that the same collection of features is open to different narrative structures, and 

that these different shapes are accessible and subject to evaluation. 

Moreover, Dewey sees this operation of the imagination in ordinary 

communication as discussed in the previous chapter; Dewey writes,  

To be a recipient of communication is to have an enlarged and changed 
experience.  One shares in what another has felt and in so far, meagerly or 
amply, has his own attitude modified ...  one has to assimilate, 
imaginatively, something of another’s experience in order to tell him 
intelligently of one’s own experience.  All communication is like art.32  
 

Empathetic projection is thus ingrained in Dewey’s account of communication itself.  

Since communication is like art and is educative in virtue of this similarity, one should 

look to Dewey’s account of art to articulate an account of moral learning from 

experience.   

In an imaginary case, as in empathetic projection, one imaginatively participates 

in organizing experienced materials in accord with a perspective.  One has an experience 

and participates in an activity in which the elements are organized and contribute to an 

experience of fulfillment.  By interacting with a work of art, an individual appreciates the 

organization of experience afforded by that work.  As discussed below, this participatory 

quality of art enables a broader understanding of cases than Dancy allows. 
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Art as Challenge: Interaction with Art and Exploration 

In Art as Experience, Dewey echoes his suggestive comments in A Common 

Faith, writing, “possibilities are embodied in works of art that are not elsewhere 

actualized; this embodiment is the best evidence that can be found of the true nature of 

the imagination.”33 Dewey continues to define imagination in terms of the interaction of 

two “modes of vision,” one inner and one outer, such that, “an imaginative experience is 

what happens when varied materials of sense quality, emotion, and meaning come 

together in a union to mark a new birth in the world.”34 Regarding the two kinds of 

vision, outer vision is the report of the sense modalities, a list of perceived facts, while 

inner vision “seems wraith-like,” and is formed by “ideals.”35 Imaginative interaction of 

the two modes of vision culminates in a narrative-structured experience.   

Dewey analyzes imagination as the interaction of “inner vision” and “outer 

vision,” where the ideal and the material available to express it interact.  Outer vision 

includes the materials presented by a situation.  Inner vision is the appreciation of ideals 

in A Common Faith.  In that work, imagination is the vehicle by which ideals form out of 

experienced material, yielding a vision of possibilities to direct action.  The same 

experienced features can exemplify different narratives, depending upon the organization 

provided by these ideals.  Inner vision provides organization to a collection of features 

provided by outer vision.  Its wraith-like character derives from one’s inability to 

describe inner vision without the materials provided by experienced elements. 
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Returning to Dewey’s “embodiment” comment, artwork and imaginary cases 

embody or exemplify the organization afforded by inner vision with elements from 

experience.  Successfully interacting with the work requires empathetic projection to 

enter into this organization.  Just as communication requires one imaginatively to 

construe a situation as another does, so successful interaction with an artwork requires an 

imaginative act of organization.   

Key to the educative function of art, for Dewey, is that imaginative productions 

form a challenge to those who interact with them.  One sees new narrative and 

organizational structures when one interacts with artwork, and this interaction illuminates 

a particularist understanding of learning from cases.  In the work of art,  

meanings imaginatively summoned, assembled, and integrated are 
embodied in the material existence that here and now interacts with the 
self… [The artwork is] a challenge to the performance of a like act of 
evocation and organization, through imagination on the part of one who 
experiences it.36 
  
These comments on the educative function of artworks clarify the role Dewey 

sees for cases like 2 Samuel or Nussbaum’s experience in “Steerforth’s Arm.” In an 

artwork, as in a case, various features are unified by an organization, in Dancy’s 

language, a narrative “shape.” An observer interacts with this organized unity, not an 

assemblage of individual elements.  This interaction consists in an activity of organizing 

experiences elements, as one does in empathetic projection, or, Dewey thinks, in ordinary 

communication. This action then effects new organizations of other situations; Dewey 

elaborates,  

While the perception of the union of the possible with the actual in a work 
of art is a great good, the good does not terminate with the immediate and 
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particular occasion in which it is had.  The union that is presented in 
perception persists in the remaking of impulsion and thought.37  
 

By interacting with an artwork, observers participate in an act of organization and in 

doing so re-create that organization with different elements from their own experience. 

This “remaking of impulsion and thought” is an exploratory function.  Reverting 

to Dancy’s vocabulary is useful, since the notions of “ideal,” and “inner vision” might 

invite confusion.  In a work of art, a collection of features is given organization or shape 

by an author or artist.  By interacting with this shape, Dewey thinks, one is “challenged” 

to produce a like act of organization out of materials (features) in a situation.  Instead of 

revealing features, the artwork of cases becomes provocation to mold the actual set of 

features in accordance with a given organization.  In addition to cases showing that a 

particular feature can matter, they also demonstrate the coherence of a narrative form that 

organizes those features. 

Return to the 2 Samuel example.  Dewey might explain David’s learning as 

follows: when Nathan presents the tale, he presents an abbreviated narrative that David 

encounters as an actual situation with a particular narrative organization.  David is the 

king, and interacts with the tale as one who must exercise some authority in the case.  

The practical organization of the case yields a conclusion that the rich man was unjust.  

The subsequent “you are the man!” elicits a “like act of organization.” The narrative 

presented with the elements of the rich man and the poor man “fits” David’s case.  The 

act of organization provoked by Nathan’s story yields a description of the case with the 

strengths of narrative, as Dancy puts it. 
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Further, an artwork’s function is exploratory; it challenges an initial construal of a 

situation by exploring what one knows.  The case does not yield new features nor does it 

demonstrate that other features can function differently.  It does not demonstrate what 

canons of reasonableness dictate given a collection of features.  Instead, it alters “inner 

vision” or those background conceptions individuals bring to a situation that explain the 

salience of some features.  Cases-as-artworks mold “inner vision” through imaginative 

participation, and individuals bring the background formed by interaction to other 

situations; they are challenged to a like act of organization.  Dewey’s account of the 

educative function of the imagination in art allows an expansion of the role of cases and 

the conclusions they warrant. 

 
Developments of Dewey’s Position: Mark Johnson, Metaphor and Moral Argument 

The above treatment of artwork as educative suggests that, taken as artworks, 

imaginary cases provoke new organizations of familiar materials.  More contemporary 

work in the Deweyan tradition by Mark Johnson clarifies how a case can serve this end.  

Johnson argues that metaphor enables moral understanding, and that imagination 

provides narrative elements which structure experienced materials.  Johnson’s work on 

metaphor illustrates a way in which interaction with artwork and cases is educative and 

exploratory, and enables an articulation of imaginary cases as moral argument. 

Johnson argues, in accord with Dewey, that synthesizing or making sense of 

experience is an imaginative activity and “that narrative structure provides the most 

comprehensive synthetic unity that we can achieve.”38 Johnson identifies various 

“imaginative framing devices (e.g., idealized cognitive models, metaphors, metonymies, 
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scripts)” that are central to our moral understanding.  Moreover, Johnson echoes Dancy’s 

claim that justification and description coincide when he argues, “The way we frame a 

given situation will determine what we ought to do about it, and our semantic frames 

typically involve metaphorical concepts.  Consequently, our reasoning about these 

situations will typically be based on metaphors.”39 Here, metaphor refers to structures, 

relations and vocabulary from one domain mapping onto another domain. 

In his central example, Johnson examines an individual’s moral understanding of 

marriage under different metaphors.  While details of the case are unimportant, what is 

important is that marriage can be described using different narrative structures, 

understood as a journey, a commodity exchange, an organic unity, etc..., and that each 

device is projected from a different domain onto the description of marriage.  What an 

individual discovers is that these metaphorical frames allow better and worse descriptions 

of marriage and its difficulties; “He is trying out each possible explanation to see how it 

‘feels,’ how it makes sense of his experience.  And as he performs this test he is 

glimpsing possible structurings of his marriage.”40 In Dancy’s language, the metaphor 

employed reveals two different structures for the same situation.  Different domains 

afford different narrative structures that can be applied to a target domain, in this case, 

marriage. 

Johnson reveals potential for the narrative elements of one domain to enable 

synthesis and description of the features of a situation within another domain.  Given a 

situation and its features, different metaphors reveal different shapes, highlighting or 

downplaying different features and relationships.  The shapes revealed, using Dancy’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 Ibid., 52. 
 
40 Ibid, 61. 
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terms, will be convincing in the ways the narratives allow.  These structures do not 

suggest that because some feature matters in one domain or situation that the same 

feature must or might matter in another.  Instead, the patterns and vocabulary of one 

domain give shape to the features of another by “the mapping that constitutes the 

metaphor… the mapping consists of the entities, events, states, structures, causes and 

relations that are projected from the source domain… to the target domain.”41 Since the 

situation in the target domain can be mapped from multiple source domains, multiple 

narratives of the same situation are possible.  An application of metaphor yields a 

coherent narrative.   

One sees not that some feature or other matters, but that some experienced 

metaphorical frameworks, aims, characters and vocabularies can structure and facilitate 

descriptions.  An imaginary or past case might reveal that a feature is important, or it 

might reveal that a given vocabulary or metaphor can yield a coherent description.  In the 

2 Samuel case, for example, David learns that his own activity can be understood using 

the vocabulary of theft and the characters of the rich man and the poor man.  The 

practical shape of the situation has “the persuasiveness of narrative.” 

 
A Death in the Family: An Example of Exploration and Understanding 

Imagine a family in which a grandfather suffers from cancer.  After much 

struggle, courses of treatment, and periods of remission and sickness, the grandfather 

decides to quit chemotherapy treatment knowing this decision will hasten his death.  For 

the most part, his family understands his decision and prepares themselves accordingly.42 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 Ibid, 55. 
 
42 Dr. Kruschwitz provided the idea for this illustration. 
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The twelve-year old grandson, however, finds this decision confusing.  His grandfather’s 

“fight” with the disease he regards as brave, and the decision to stop treatment he sees as 

giving up.   

Given the grandchild’s experiences, of his grandfather’s previous struggles with 

cancer, he sees cancer as an enemy, the physicians, nurses, and family members as 

combatants, and the elimination of cancer as the objective.  Earlier, he considered his 

grandfather’s actions courageous insofar as he “fought” cancer and endured its painful 

side-effects.  The combat metaphor enabled a narrative construal of the situation by 

providing certain characters (the hero, the enemy, etc....). The battle metaphor suggests 

that the grandfather’s choice is cowardly, “giving in” to the enemy, accepting defeat, and 

so on.  As far as it has the strengths of narrative, the combat metaphor is likely to survive 

objectification processes.  However, alternative narratives lead to a better appraisal.  

The grandson’s parents have a stock of literary and actual examples of people 

who have bravely faced death.  They regard the grandfather’s predicament as part of a 

journey.  They see him as preparing to enter an unknown territory.  Death is not an 

“enemy” in their story; rather, it is an especially unsettling moment because it marks an 

uncertainty in a journey.  By making use of some examples (e.g., Hamlet’s soliloquy, 

Socrates’ final moments), they give new narrative organization to the grandfather’s case.  

In particular, they provide a story engaging the grandchild.  The organization of that 

story, on Dewey’s view, enables construction of an alternative organization out of present 

materials (the actual case).  Instead of seeing the grandfather as a soldier waving the 

white flag, the grandson sees bravery in the face of uncertainty.   
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No new properties of the grandfather’s situation are introduced or omitted, but, as 

Johnson would hold, the narratives offered by the parents employ a different metaphor.  

Under this different metaphor, the situation takes on a different shape.  Through further 

inquiry, the grandchild can test the competing construals and see which is stronger.   

Without calling attention to new properties, the imaginary case provides an 

alternative narrative construal.  In the new narrative construal, the grandfather is not a 

soldier succumbing to an enemy, but a sojourner into the unknown.  The narratives the 

parents use have an exploratory function, undermining the metaphor dominant in the 

child’s understanding.  Through this exploration and imaginative participation in the 

parent’s stories, the child participates in a different method of organizing the situation.  In 

the actual case, this new organization yields a construal with the strengths of narrative.  

Meeting the challenge, as Dewey says, to a like act of organization does not guarantee 

that a person will arrive at better understanding of a situation, but it produces a narrative 

that can be the subject of evaluation.  One reason to present someone with an imaginary 

case, then, is to evoke a like act of organization for the elements of the actual situation.   

Using Diamond’s distinction, Dewey’s role for the imagination and imaginary 

cases is exploratory.  Dewey writes,  

The peculiar quality of the imaginative is best understood when placed in 
opposition to the narrowing effect of habituation....  The imaginative 
endures because, while at first strange with respect to us, it is enduringly 
familiar with respect to the nature of things.43   
 

In the grandfather case, the child is used to understanding actions in combat terms.  The 

imaginary cases in literature provide ways to unify the same elements of the situation 

differently.  This new organization yields a different appraisal of the grandfather’s action. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Thus, cases can guide appraisals by providing narrative elements that afford an 

alternative organization of a real situation.  Dewey’s work on the imagination in the 

context of art and the contemporary work in this tradition by Mark Johnson provide an 

alternative account.  Cases provide metaphorical frameworks that re-organize the features 

of an actual case.  This function of cases does not import into a situation features it does 

not have, nor does it rely on a feature’s sharing the same moral force in two different 

situations.  Below, I comment on this final point and ask whether Dewey’s approach to 

imaginary cases conflicts with Dancy’s particularism. 

 
Art, Moral Reasoning, and Consistency with Particularism 

Recall that Dancy’s focus pertains to the role cases can have as instances of moral 

argument.  Dancy identifies the appeal to cases as a form moral reasoning, and the 

challenge is to make sense of that form of moral reasoning from a particularist point of 

view.  I have argued that Diamond’s distinction between cases as exploratory and as 

well-posed problems, and Dewey’s work in religious imagination and aesthetics allow an 

understanding of cases as revealing different organizations of features.  Here, I briefly 

explicate how cases understood as artworks inform moral reasoning.   

The success of a description (the persuasiveness of narrative, its coherence, etc....) 

can be read as an endorsement of its ways of organizing an experience.  And, as a ground 

for employing those habits of organization, they serve the dual function of (1) argument 

for a certain narrative structure, and (2) habituation in providing an environment to 

develop facility with that structure.  The “conclusion” of a case need not be that some 

feature may contribute to the overall case for or against an action, but that different 
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vocabularies and metaphorical structures, elements of “inner vision,” give rise to 

different descriptions or shapes of a situation.   

In his own example of the orphan and malevolent trustee, Dancy does not tell the 

reader what feature turned out to be important; no analysis shows how that case drove an 

understanding of what Britain ought to do with the Elgin Marbles.  The case did, 

however, reveal that in a metaphor of familial relationship, the actions of the trustee were 

unjustified and vicious.  That narrative displayed a unity, had the strengths afforded the 

form, and employed the vocabulary of family relationships.  Turning to the actual case, 

the structures and characters employed in the imaginary case afford a description of the 

actual case.  That one could describe the situation without the analogy to familial 

relations shows merely that other descriptions of the case are available.   

My suggestion is that Dewey’s analysis of the imagination allows particularists to 

see the imagination as the “experimental ground” for narrative structures and devices that 

may or may not turn out to “fit” a situation at hand.  Instead of revealing that a certain 

property or collection of properties can be salient, exploration contribute to one’s abilities 

to offer different descriptions of concrete situations.  This role of cases is exploratory, 

probing and developing background conceptions and dominant metaphors brought to a 

situation by an observer. 

As instruments for exploration, cases alter the background conceptions and 

metaphors that give salience and shape to an actual situation.  Moreover, the conclusion 

of an exploratory case, that a different metaphor or other narrative elements can make 

sense of a present situation, does not rely on some feature having an invariant moral 

import.   
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However, just as particularists might worry about the “extension” language 

concerning dramatic rehearsal, some might think that this broad view of the imagination 

is incompatible with particularism.  However, the unification of facts and ideals in works 

of art or in religious imagination is not the imposition of features that are not “in” the 

actual situation under consideration; 

the reality of ideal ends as ideals is vouched for by their undeniable power 
in action.  An ideal is not an illusion because imagination is the organ 
through which it is apprehended.  For all possibilities reach us through the 
imagination.  In a definite sense, the only meaning that can be assigned the 
term ‘imagination’ is that things unrealized in fact come home to us and 
have the power to stir us.44 
 

The “things unrealized in fact” need not be additional features of a situation; the 

imagination need not operate by imputing saliences to situations that they do not have.  

Recall, Dancy argues that situations exhibit a practical shape, a narrative structure.  The 

imagination as the unification of ideal and real can be understood as the unification of 

different narrative structures having the same set of features.  Since the imagination can 

disclose different “shapes” for the same set of features, it operates by showing the 

relative strength of different narratives about the same situation.  These different shapes 

can be subject to evaluation.  Cases show that a different metaphorical structure can be 

fruitful, and develop the ability to use this altered background in an actual case. 

Given the same situation, two individuals might both recognize all of the salient 

features as salient, but put them into different relationship to one another.  Mark 

Johnson’s work on metaphor and the death in the family case illustrate this possibility.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Dewey’s religious and aesthetic work enables us to conceive of imaginary cases 

as embodying a narrative structure.  The “wraith-like” inner vision shapes concrete 

experienced material into particular narratives. 

 Consider the Nathan-David exchange again.  Perhaps David’s position of power 

inured him to construing his own action as theft; instead he might have seen the situation 

as the just or normal actions of a monarch.  Nathan’s abbreviated story offers a 

competing narrative shape for the situation.  Through participation in that act of 

organization, David returns to his own situation provoked to re-organize actual features  

Similarly, Nussbaum’s initial encounter with Steerforth left her disliking the 

character, worrying about her daughter’s love for Steerforth given that there must be 

nothing admirable about this character.  By imaginatively participating in the story, 

Nussbaum comes to appreciate a different shape.  There are no new, previously unnoticed 

features in her second reading of the novel, but through the “incantatory language” of the 

novel, she re-organizes its elements.  By participating in the novel’s organization, she 

meets the challenge to a like act of organization, undermines her initial appraisal, and 

comes to a new appreciation of the situation without introducing or omitting elements. 

Dewey’s approach to imagination is consistent with Dancy’s particularism, 

insofar as it does not require any feature or even collection of features to have invariant 

moral import.  As moral argument, the case does not show that because a collection of 

features in one instance justifies an action, that the same collection will matter elsewhere.  

After all, new features might enable or disable, strengthen or attenuate, the import of 

features within that collection.  Instead, since a particular narrative organization works in 

one case, one knows that those characters, vocabulary and general metaphoric structure 
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can function to make sense of a collection properties in that case.  Because those 

narrative elements work in that case, they might yield an understanding of a second case.  

Thus, a Deweyan account of learning from cases need not to be committed to a situation 

sharing salient features, or, more problematically for particularists, the thesis that because 

situations share features they must justify similar action.  While it may be unintended, 

Dewey’s account of artwork as “eliciting a like act of organization” can make sense of 

the use of cases in moral learning and reasoning.  Thus, Dancy’s particularism, using 

Dewey’s analysis, can provide a robust account of learning from cases, and is not limited 

to considering cases solely as sources of “reminders.” 
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CHAPTER SIX 

A Final Word 

 
Over the previous chapters, I have argued that Dewey’s resources, including his 

understanding of habit, tradition, and the imagination, can bolster the case for Dancy’s 

particularism by explaining the possibility of moral education and learning from cases 

without conflicting with the underlying thesis of moral particularism.  Here, I review the 

problem facing the possibility of particularist education and the Deweyan responses 

offered.  I conclude that Dancy’s particularism can resolve these key puzzles regarding 

education when situated in a pragmatist framework. 

 
Holism to Particularism 

The fundamental thesis of Dancy’s particularism is his holism, a thesis concerning 

the behavior of moral reasons.  In effect, features of a situation serve as moral reasons, 

they contribute to a case for action only in virtue of other features of the situation.  If the 

same feature can have different moral force in different situations, then there is little hope 

for a stable supply of moral principles.  Moral principles are statements that isolate some 

feature of a situation or action and state that it always serves as a reason for action.  The 

thesis that features cannot retain their moral import in isolation from other features of a 

situation supports Dancy’s contention that there are few, if any, true moral principles, and 

that moral reasoning does not require them. 

Dancy calls this underlying thesis, “holism,” and contrasts it with “atomism.” 

Atomism affirms that if a feature functions as a reason in one case, it must function as a 
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like reason in any other in which it appears.  Dancy argues that for principled, or 

generalist, views of morality to be true, atomism must be true, and there must be a supply 

of features that serve as reasons invariantly, regardless of the other features of the 

situation.  Dancy sees this commitment in W.D. Ross’ work, and Dancy presents 

arguments rejecting atomism.  

The truth of holism, however, supports particularism, the denial of the truth of 

universal moral principles and their necessity in moral reasoning.  Instead, various 

features are salient, or reason-giving, in virtue of other features of the situation.  The 

salient features of the situation operate together to constitute moral reasons, giving the 

situation a practical “shape.” These metaphors, salience and shape, are central to Dancy’s 

particularism.   

Along with rejecting the truth of moral principles, Dancy rejects subsumptive 

models of moral rationality.  Still, moral reasons are objective, and they take a practical 

shape.  Thus, moral reasoning must attend to the shape of a situation.  Here, Dancy 

affirms that moral justification has a narrative structure.  Particularists reject the 

generalist distinction between description and justification.  To justify one’s action, on 

this picture, is to present the situation as one sees it.  It is to describe and to tell the story 

of the situation.  The morally competent individual, then, must have the ability to 

appreciate the narrative of a situation without relying on universal moral principles. 

 
Narrative Rationality and Educative Challenges 

As reviewed above, as an alternative to a subsumptive model of moral 

justification and reasoning, where an individual tries to establish that an action “fits” a 

moral principle, Dancy argues that justification is narrative in structure.  Without 
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principles, practices of describing situations and justifying actions coincide; to justify 

oneself is getting others to see a situation as one does.  These descriptions are narrative, 

and they relate the various salient features of a situation, giving the situation, in Dancy’s 

metaphor, a “shape.”  This narrative shape captures the complex of salient features in 

their relationship to other features.  Thus, reasoning cannot be just a matter of listing 

various features of a situation; instead, morally competent individuals are able to “see” 

the narrative exemplified by a situation; they can track its shape. 

Given the emphasis on narrative justification and rationality and its contrast with 

traditional generalist, or principle-centered, views of moral competence, one expects 

Dancy to offer more insight on how one becomes morally competent.  Instead, he appeals 

to moral education to furnish the “contentless ability” to perceive salience and shape and 

briefly appeals to moral education of the sort described by Aristotle.  These vague 

comments, coupled with the rejection of principles (and with them educational programs 

aiming at subsumptive models of rationality) invite skepticism regarding the possibility 

of particularist moral education.  “Hooker’s Assertion” expresses this skepticism.  

Hooker simply denies that particularists can make sense of moral education.  The first 

problem concerning education then, is to explain the possibility of moral formation. 

The second problem concerns learning from experiences and cases (real and 

imagined).  Dancy denies that what we learn is that some feature has a definite moral 

importance.  After all, the features of a first case, real or imagined, work together to 

produce a shape that justifies action.  Though a second case might have some of the same 

features, the complex relationship among all of its features might yield a different shape. 
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Dancy proposes that consideration of cases yields “reminders” that particular 

properties or features can matter in a particular way.  In a case, a feature plays a role in a 

larger shape, and since it in fact plays that role, it can do so elsewhere.  Morally 

experienced individuals have a “checklist” of features that can matter.  Bringing this 

checklist to a situation promises to be helpful insofar as they will be “on the lookout” for 

features that matter. 

In chapters 2 and 5 I questioned the adequacy of this account of learning from 

cases.  Some instances of such learning are not captured by the checklist image.  I 

discussed the Nathan-David exchange from 2 Samuel and Martha Nussbaum’s 

experience of reading David Copperfield and asked of what features the learner was 

“reminded.” The checklist image does not explain the phenomenon in these cases, and 

particularism needs a different account. 

 
The Challenge of Objectivity 

Before offering a particularist response the aforementioned problems that made 

use of resources in Dewey’s work, I highlighted a worry expressed by “New 

Pragmatists,” that Dewey’s ethics abandons claims to objectivity, which would make 

connecting pragmatism and particularism tenuous, undermining my larger thesis.  These 

figures believe that the work of Richard Rorty, and contemporary readings of Dewey 

informed by Rorty’s work, lose “the objective dimension of inquiry,” responsibility to a 

subject matter. 

In response, I argue that Dancy’s account of objectivity, “Hegelian 

objectification,” is compatible with Dewey’s work on inquiry and criticism.  In a 

Hegelian objectification-process, one asks if one can maintain one’s current view of a 
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situation.  The challenge to this possibility is that the construal may be a projection of 

one’s own nature rather than an appreciation of the nature of the world.  I argue that, 

given Dancy’s commitment to narrative justification in Moral Reasons, one should read 

this process as an evaluation of narratives.  Does a narrative claiming that, “this construal 

is not a projection of my nature,” produce a stronger or weaker narrative than one without 

this claim? 

The aim here is for a unified whole, a coherent narrative, including the claim that 

the construal is not merely a reflection of one’s nature.  The kind of unity sought here is 

the object of inquiry, according to Dewey’s model in “The Pattern of Inquiry.” Similarly, 

in Dewey’s discussion of criticism in Experience and Nature, the process involves testing 

various narratives for their strength and coherence.  I argued that Dancy’s Hegelian 

objectification is compatible with these processes.  If surviving an Hegelian 

objectification process legitimates claims to objectivity, then Deweyans can embrace 

such claims.  These processes do not ask that one transcend all perspective and all forms 

of life.  Thus, the worries that Deweyans eschew claims to objectivity are mistaken, and 

particularists should not be reluctant to draw on pragmatist resources. 

 
Habituation and a Mental Perspective 

 
The first problem concerning education concerns the genesis of narrative 

rationality, the ability to appreciate salience and shape.  Moreover, Dancy’s position 

requires an explanation of salience and shape that does not rely on universal moral 

principles.  Here, I take direction from David Bakhurst’s work on particularist moral 

education to argue that Dewey’s account of habit, habituation, and tradition explain the 
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formation of a “mental perspective,” or, in Bakhurst’s terminology, initiation into a 

“culture of evaluation.” 

Dewey argues that habits are demands for activity that organize the “minor 

elements of action” around the goal of performing that activity.  Through these demands, 

habits imbue experience with a shape, and some elements stand out as salient, others as 

inert.  In this chapter, I show how Dewey maintains that habits give organization to 

thought and observation.   

Importantly, habits are formed through the performance of conjoint activities, 

seen in Dewey’s affirmation that communication is an activity and formation occurs 

through communication.  In conjoint acts, an individual interacts with a social 

environment that calls for certain responses and responds to certain actions.  In these 

shared activities, individuals perform acts of organization around shared purposes.  

Through repeated activities of this sort, an individual develops habits that then operate in 

subsequent situations. 

Habituation is initiation into a culture insofar as habits involved in moral appraisal 

are formed in social environments, in conversation with traditions of organization.  Since 

they play a role in habituation, traditions are a part of conjoint activities, and they are so 

in various ways.  First, these tendencies are operative in the habits of individuals in our 

social environment.  Thus, one interacts with traditions in interacting with others.  

Moreover, traditions produce principles, which Dewey argues are formative, as well as 

cultural products like artworks with which one can interact.   

Since the appeal to principles in moral formation seems in tension with 

particularism and the holism that underlies it, I clarify Dewey’s position on principles as 
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“generalized points of view.”  Dewey maintains that principles are not statements that 

connect a feature to invariant moral import, which would conflict with Dancy’s holism, 

but that they encapsulate habits of organization, points of view.  In Dewey’s example, an 

analysis of the Golden Rule principle sets a particular end, the realization of impartiality, 

and organizes elements of a situation to the realization of that end.  The shape or 

organization the principle yields can then be assessed using the objectification-processes 

described in the previous chapter.  Thus, for Dewey, habituation in traditions does not 

abandon holism and it explains the salience of features in one’s appreciation of situations. 

Finally, I confront Bakhurst’s claim that Dewey’s view of habit is too “Victorian” to be 

of use, and provide an interpretation of Bakhurst’s contention that study in the humanities 

is formative. 

Regarding the Victorianism charge, Bakhurst’s objection is that Dewey’s account 

of habituation does not respect the fact that concept-deployment is contestable even in 

nascent stages.  Multiple sources in Dewey’s corpus show that Bakhurst is mistaken on 

this point, and that he should welcome Dewey’s account of habit to bolster his own 

account of particularist moral education. 

Finally, I argue that reading in humanities is a form of conjoint activity.  Habits as 

tendencies to organize experiences are embodied in these works, and when one interacts 

with them, one participates in an act of organization.  Since these activities are habit-

forming and these habits organize subsequent experiences, study in the humanities is one 

locus of habit-formation.  This interaction, however, is a form of learning from cases, and 

thus leads to the second particularist puzzle: how might particularists use imaginary cases 

in moral reasoning, given their commitment to holism? After all, one often uses cases to 
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show that since a feature matters in one case, it must matter in another.  Can pragmatism 

offer a robust account of the use of cases consistent with Dancy’s particularism? 

 
Cases and Imagination 

In response to Dancy’s account of imaginary cases as moral argument, I contend 

that Dewey’s approach to imagination, especially in his religious and aesthetic work, 

affords resources to provide a more robust account than the checklist image offers. 

Drawing on Dewey’s work, as well contemporary work in that tradition by Mark 

Johnson, I argue that stories, as moral argument, can reveal the coherence of narrative 

structures of organization.  That is, instead of revealing the possible importance of a 

feature, they reveal that particular metaphorical frameworks can organize a situation, and 

provoke acts of organization using those structures. 

      I employ a distinction articulated by Cora Diamond, between cases as well-posed 

problems and as exploration problems.  Dancy treats arguments through cases as 

involving well-posed problems insofar as a described situation is supposed, given our 

“canons of reasonableness,” to establish that some property of the situation matters.  

Exploration problems, on the other hand, serve to undermine assumptions about the 

moral life; they alter those canons.  By looking to Dewey, particularists can articulate a 

role for exploration cases in development. 

         We must take the aesthetic and artistic elements of story-telling seriously.  In Art as 

Experience, Dewey analyzes imagination as the interaction of inner vision and outer 

vision, where the ideal and the material available to express the ideal interact.  In the 

work of art, one participates in an act of organizing elements provided by outer vision in 

accordance with “ideals” yielded by inner vision.  One has an experience in which the 
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elements are organized and contribute to an experience of fulfillment, a conclusion.  By 

interacting with the work, an individual comes to adopt the organization of experience 

afforded by the work. 

Particularists can understand cases-as-artworks in terms of moral argument.  The 

success of description in an artfully presented case is an endorsement of its ways of 

organizing an experience.  In the example of the youth confronting his grandfather’s 

decision to stop chemotherapy, one sees the strength of the “journey” metaphor, and this 

strength can serve as an argument for that metaphor.   

As a form of moral argument or reasoning, a case has not shown that some feature 

or other matters, but it has shown that some experienced aims, characters and 

vocabularies can structure and facilitate descriptions.  An imaginary case as an argument, 

then, might reveal that a feature is important, or it might reveal that a particular 

background metaphor, the organization provided by “inner vision” in an imaginary case, 

yields a strong narrative in a real case. Thus, by drawing on Dewey’s analysis, 

particularists can offer a more robust account of learning from cases than what Dancy 

offers.  Cases can alter the background an individual brings to a situation that renders 

some features salient and others inert, and reveal new, perhaps stronger, narrative 

organizations to actual situations. 

 
Future Avenues of Inquiry 

I believe this dissertation and further work will show the relative strength of 

Dancy’s particularism when joined with pragmatist resources.  That is, I think Dewey’s 

resources can provide responses to other central questions facing Dancy’s particularism.   
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I have responded to “Hooker’s Assertion,” Brad Hooker’s contention that 

particularists cannot give an adequate account of moral education.  The bulk of his essay 

actually concerns what a society of particularists would look like, and argues that 

particularism cannot accommodate a coherent social ethics.  That is, with no values or 

principles held in common in a community, particularism cannot explain a shared 

commitment to morality; “if a shared commitment to morality should, among other 

things, create settled expectations about how others will behave, how does particularism 

look?”1 On that point, I think further work at the intersection of particularism and 

Deweyan pragmatism will produce a rejoinder by drawing on Dewey’s abundant work on 

democracy. 

Much of Dewey’s work and that of contemporary Deweyans concerns his 

approach to democratic ways of living.  In chapter 3, I cite some of William Caspary’s 

work in this vein.  Given Dewey’s rejection of the authority of rules in his Ethics, and the 

lack of such an authority in his work on public deliberation, I think compelling future 

avenues of research lie here.  Can a pragmatist particularism account for public 

deliberation more adequately than alternative, especially non-natural or intuitionist 

particularisms?  

A pragmatist particularism can resolve the puzzles that a particularism embedded 

in other views cannot address.  The work presented here regarding the possibility of 

particularist education represents the initial steps in such an argument.  Work in 

particularist social ethics may also be a part of this case.   
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In Closing 

This work has been an argument for particularism, answering unresolved 

questions about moral education.  Implicitly, however, it has also served as an argument 

for Dewey’s pragmatism as a valuable resource in contemporary moral theory.   

At the end of the introduction, I responded to Paul Taylor’s worry that pragmatist-

particularist engagement would betray the essential “ethical impulse” of the pragmatist 

tradition.  Instead, bolstering the case for particularism should be seen as an expression of 

this ethical impulse.  Dewey and Dancy both warn against the moral failing of reliance on 

rules, claiming that such reliance leads us astray, making us think something is important 

in virtue of conformity to a rule.  Debates in particularism are not disconnected from our 

actual moral lives.  If adherence to principles is morally problematic, then pragmatists 

should find an ally in particularism, and regard the meta-ethical project of defending 

particularism a legitimate part of the task of moral philosophy.   
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